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Dissertation Abstract
Perceptions of the Catholic Secondary School Presidents and Principals of Six Dioceses
in Northern California Regarding Their Faith Leadership Practices and Preparation
The responsibilities of Catholic secondary school leaders are multifaceted, and
their roles demand essential skills and preparation to ensure success. In addition to
performing a myriad of administrative duties, Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals are called to exercise “faith leadership” within their schools. Faith leadership
is a distinctive aspect of Catholic school administration and one that the Catholic Church
has historically acknowledged as paramount to its mission. Faith leadership in this study
is defined as exercising the competencies and practices related to faith development,
community building, moral formation, and mission advancement.
The importance of faith leadership to the mission of Catholic schools has been
studied extensively, but a review of Catholic school literature in relationship to faith
leadership has revealed that most of the investigations on this topic have been conducted
in relationship to Catholic elementary school leaders. There is limited research regarding
its role in the context of Catholic high schools, and few studies regarding the preparation
and practices of high school administrators as faith leaders. Hence, this study sought to
further the exploration of faith leadership relative to both concerns. Specifically, it
investigated the perceptions of the presidents and principals of Catholic secondary
schools in six (arch)dioceses within northern California—Monterey, Oakland, San
Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton— regarding their practices and their
ii

preparation as the faith leaders of their schools.
This study utilized mixed methodology: survey research and telephone interviews.
Sixty percent of the population, or 41 respondents, completed the on-line survey.
Additionally, five survey respondents, representing the participating (arch)dioceses,
participated in follow-up telephone interviews.
Both presidents and principals under review reported that they exercised the
competencies and practices of faith leadership regarding the aforementioned faith
leadership areas in a variety of ways and to a great extent. They also reported that their
experience as Catholic school administrators greatly influenced their ability to be faith
leaders in all four areas. In addition, they perceived themselves to be prepared for faith
leadership in all four areas. These findings are contrary to those of former studies on this
topic.
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CHAPTER I
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
The responsibilities of Catholic secondary school presidents and principals are
multifaceted, and their roles as leaders demand essential skills and preparation to ensure
success. In addition to performing a myriad of administrative duties, Catholic secondary
school presidents and principals are called to exercise “faith leadership” within their
schools. Faith leadership is a distinctive aspect of Catholic school administration and one
that the Catholic Church has historically acknowledged as paramount to the realization of
the pastoral mission of its schools (National Conference of Catholic Bishops [NCCB],
1972, 1976, 1979; Pius XI, 1929; Sacred Congregation for Catholic Education [SCCE],
1977, 1982, 1988, 1998, 2007; United States Conference of Catholic Bishops [USCCB],
1990, 2005a, 2005b; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b).
The importance of faith leadership to the mission of Catholic schools has been
studied extensively (Anastasio, 1996; Bessette, 1992; Buchanan, 2011; Carr, 1995, 2000;
Ciriello, 1989, 1994/1997; Compagnone, 1999; Cook & Durow, 2008; Cook & Simonds,
2011; Diamond, 1997; Earl, 2005, 2007; Galetto, 1995, 2000; Grace, 2002, 2009; Hines,
1999; Jacobs, 1998, 2005; Joseph, 2002; Lamb & Neidhart, 2010, 2011; Manno, 1985;
Massucci, 1993 Moore, 1999; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007; O’Hara, 2000). According to
Joseph (2002), researchers have used a variety of terms when addressing faith leadership
in Catholic schools: spiritual leadership, pastoral leadership, religious leadership, and
ministerial leaders. They have also studied faith leaders in relationship to differing
issues, such as recruitment, selection, preparation, religious beliefs, spiritual formation,
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faith formation, expectations, motivation, satisfaction, and efficacy.
In addition, a review of the literature has revealed that most studies on faith
leadership have been conducted within the context of Catholic elementary education.
There is limited research regarding its role in the context of Catholic high schools, and
few studies regarding the preparation and practices of high school administrators as faith
leaders. Hence, this study sought to further the exploration of faith leadership relative to
both concerns. Specifically, it investigated the perceptions of the presidents and
principals of Catholic secondary schools in six (arch)dioceses within northern
California—Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton—
regarding their practices and their preparation as the faith leaders of their schools.
Background and Need for the Study
The Catholic Church has historically recognized the important role of Catholic
school administrators to the realization of the pastoral mission of its schools, and the
necessity of their thorough intellectual, spiritual, and moral preparation. Pius XI (1929)
was first to officially proclaim this reality in his Encyclical on Christian Education. His
proclamation was reaffirmed by Vatican II (1965a), which declared that Catholic school
leaders must possess “special qualities of mind and heart, very careful preparation, and
continuing readiness to renew and to adapt” (# 5), in order to effectively and intentionally
advance the mission of Catholic schools. This teaching has been affirmed repeatedly in
post-conciliar documents concerning Christian education (NCCB 1972, 1976, 1979;
SCCE 1977, 1982, 1988, 1998, 2007; USCCB, 1990, 2005a, 2005b).
In addition, contemporary Catholic educational scholars (Carr, 2000; Cook, 2001;
Cook & Durow, 2008; Cook & Simonds, 2011; Belmonte & Cranston, 2006, 2009;
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Grace, 2002, 2009; Jacobs, 2005; Lamb & Neidhart, 2010, 2011; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007;
Schuttloffel, 2003, 2007; Wallace, 1995) have substantiated the importance of Catholic
school administrators as faith leaders as well as the need for their careful preparation.
Collectively, they maintained that such formation is critical to the future of Catholic
schools and the fulfillment of their mission. Their work also indicated that many
contemporary Catholic administrators consider themselves unprepared for their role as
the faith leader of their schools.
For example, Wallace (1995) found that of the 52% of the nationwide, lay
secondary Catholic school administrators, who responded to his survey, 70% of them
perceived their formation as faith leaders to be inadequate. Likewise, Schuttloffel (2003)
found that many new Catholic school administrators lacked both the spiritual leadership
skills and theological knowledge essential to faith leadership, as many had received their
leadership training at public universities. Her work found that one in five new
administrators were trained in Catholic institutions. According to Schuttloffel, “the
majority of Catholic school principals today [have] had little theological education since
their sacramental preparation” (p. 23). In addition, the international studies of Grace
(2002, 2009), Belmonte and Cranston (2006, 2009), and Lamb and Neidhart (2010, 2011)
confirmed the importance of carefully prepared faith leaders to the mission of Catholic
education, the current lack of preparation in this area for many Catholic school
administrators, and the need for further investigation on this topic.
The review of literature has also revealed that few studies have been conducted
relative to faith leadership at the secondary level of Catholic education (Bessette, 1992;
Diamond, 1997; Wallace, 1995) in the United States. Bessette’s qualitative study
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examined the perceptions of six Catholic high school principals relative to their
understanding, preparation, and description of their role as the pastoral leaders of their
schools. Wallace’s nationwide, quantitative study addressed the perceptions of lay
Catholic high school principals regarding the effectiveness of their faith leadership
preparation, whereas Diamond’s national, quantitative study focused on the perceptions
of Catholic secondary school principals regarding their leadership behavior [inclusive of
their faith leadership practices] and self-efficacy. While each researcher supported the
need for additional exploration in their particular area of study, they collectively
recognized the need for further investigations on faith leadership in the Catholic
secondary school context in the United States, especially as the duties of high school
administrators become more complex and challenging. This study seeks to respond to
that need.
Conceptual Framework
This study used as its conceptual framework a four-part model of faith leadership
formed by the Catholic Church’s teachings regarding faith leaders, and extrapolated from
the views of Catholic school experts (Ciriello, 1994/1997; Cook & Durow, 2008; Manno,
1985) that described what faith leadership encompasses. This model operationally
defined faith leadership in terms of four areas of responsibility— faith development,
Christian community building, moral and ethical formation, and the mission of Catholic
education—and their corresponding competencies or practices. Table 1 presents a listing
of faith leadership’s four areas of responsibilities, and their corresponding competencies.
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Table 1
Faith Leadership’s Four Areas of Responsibility and Their Corresponding Competencies
Areas of Responsibility
Fostering the Faith Development
of School Members

Competences
• Fosters the faith development of faculty/staff
through opportunities for spiritual growth
• Fosters the faith development of students
through opportunities for spiritual growth
• Provides opportunities for the school
community to celebrate faith
• Fosters consistent practices of Christian service
• Incorporates prayer within school community

Building Christian Community
Within School and With
Stakeholders

•
•
•
•
•

Promoting the Moral & Ethical
Formation of School Members

•
•
•

Advancing the Mission of
Catholic Education

•
•
•

Facilitates the building of a school-wide
Christian community
Facilitates the role of parents as primary
educators of their children
Fosters the relationship with the local parish and
its (arch)diocese
Fosters the relationship with the school board
and/or sponsoring religious community
Fosters the relationship with the community-atlarge
Promotes the moral and ethical formation of
adult community members
Promotes the moral and ethical formation of
students
Integrates Gospel values into the life of the
school
Articulates a knowledge of the mission of
Catholic education
Promulgates the mission of Catholic education
to permeate the school culture
Utilizes the mission of Catholic education as the
guideline when deciding school-wide policies
and practices

This study’s conceptualization of faith leadership was closely aligned with the
work of Ciriello. Ciriello’s extensive research on faith leadership and school
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administration is rooted in years of study with leaders from the United States Catholic
Conference Department of Education, the National Catholic Educational Association’s
Department of Chief Administrators of Catholic Education, and the National Catholic
Graduate Educational Leadership Programs of Colleges and Universities. Specifically,
the first three areas of faith leadership responsibility that were identified by Ciriello—
faith development, Christian community building, and moral and ethical formation—
occupy the same primary placement in this study. For purposes of this study, prayer was
included as a practice under faith development due to its importance to the Catholic
school community as noted by the Catholic Church (NCCB, 1976, 1979; USCCB,
2005b), and by Manno (1985) and Cook and Durow (2008) relative to faith leadership.
Additionally, prayer is considered a form of worship, and the Catholic Church recognizes
it as a central aim of Catholic education (NCCB, 1972). Hence its inclusion in this study
was imperative.
The fourth area of faith leadership responsibility in this study focused upon the
mission of Catholic education. This focus differs from Ciriello’s fourth area of faith
leadership responsibility, which addressed the history and philosophy of Catholic
schools. This distinction is due to the emphasis placed upon the mission of Catholic
education by the documents published by the Catholic Church (NCCB, 1972, 1979;
SCCE, 1977, 1988, 1990; USCCB, 2005; Vatican II, 1965a) and modern scholars in the
United States (Cook & Durow, 2008) and abroad (Buchanan, 2011; Grace, 2009; Lamb
& Neidhart, 2010, 2011; Ranson, 2006). Focusing upon the mission of Catholic
education does not negate the importance of the history and philosophy of Catholic
schools, for both of these areas were subsumed within this study under the overarching
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concept of the mission of Catholic education. Moreover, since this study stressed the
importance of faith leadership to the fulfillment of the mission of Catholic education, this
responsibility was identified as essential to faith leadership. The works of Cook (2001)
and Cook and Durow (2008) maintained that it is critical for Catholic school leaders to
understand and be able to articulate the mission of Catholic education to faculty, staff,
students, parents, boards, and all stakeholders, and that this competency is central to their
role as the spiritual or faith leader of the school. According to Cook (2001) the ability to
know and articulate the mission of Catholic schools, and to witness a life of prayer,
service, and worship, empowers Catholic school principals to become “architects of
Catholic school culture” (p. 57).
Based upon the review of the seminal work of Manno (1985), this study’s model
of faith leadership also recognized the importance of relationships to faith leadership.
These relationships are cultivated within the school and with stakeholders. The recent
work of Cook and Durow (2008) emphasized the role that faith leadership plays in
generating a positive Catholic culture and school environment. For purposes of this
study, elements of faith leadership included practices related to the promotion of a school
culture that is rooted in the Gospel message, in community, in service, and in worship.
The Catholic Church has consistently addressed the core competencies of the
Catholic school teacher or principal as faith leader in its writings on Christian education.
Its documents describe the responsibilities of the Catholic school administrator and the
importance of his or her preparation in these areas. Faith leadership expectations, as
outlined by the Catholic Church, can be categorized and summarized as those pertaining
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to the person as faith leader, to the knowledge of faith leadership, and to the behaviors
associated with faith leadership.
Vatican II (1965b) ascertained that the faith leader is one who acts to integrate
faith into society. This ideal of the integration of faith and society into daily life was
supported by the SCCE (1982, 2007), which also advocated for ongoing spiritual
formation for faith leadership. The importance of personal example, and the need for
faith leadership in actions as well as words, is articulated throughout numerous Church
documents (NCCB, 1972; SCCE, 1977, 1982, 2007; USCCB, 2005b). Service, prayer,
worship, and “direct participation in the cause of social reform” (NCCB, 1972, #29) are
additional noteworthy aspects of personal faith leadership.
Faith leaders are expected to possess knowledge competencies pertinent to the
Catholic Church, its teachings, and its history. The SCCE (1988) maintained that school
administrators are to have an active awareness of the presence of Christ in their personal
lives, and are then expected to infuse this presence into their school communities.
Furthermore, faith leaders should be theologically informed, and capable of articulating
the message of Jesus Christ and the traditions of the Catholic Church within their schools
(NCCB, 1972; SCCE, 1982, 1988, 1998, 2007; USCCB, 1990, 2005b). Having
knowledge of the social teachings of the Catholic Church is also an expectation of school
leaders (USCCB, 2005a), as one cannot promote what one does not know.
Educators are also called by the Catholic Church to exhibit a wide variety of
practices associated with faith leadership. Vatican II (1965s) described elements of faith
leadership to include the facilitation of the moral and intellectual development of
students, the promotion of moral autonomy among school members, and the fostering of
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a school community that is rooted in the Gospel spirit. Nurturing a Christian community
within schools, promoting the fourfold mission of Catholic education to include a focus
on message, community, service, and worship, and providing the school with
opportunities for prayer, Eucharistic celebration, and ongoing spiritual formation were
identified by the NCCB (1972, 1979) as behaviors characteristic of faith leadership.
Relationship building has also been recognized by Catholic Church literature as essential
to faith leadership, especially as it pertains to collaboration among faculty, staff, and
students (SCCE, 1982, 2003; Miller, 2006).
Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI (2012) recently reminded his brother bishops that, at
every level of authentic Catholic education, faith leaders are charged with shaping the
hearts of those in their school communities, in addition to passing on to them the
knowledge associated with the Catholic tradition. School leaders need to keep in balance
the promotion of intellectual rigor with the fostering of the richness of faith. By
modeling Christian morals and a sacramental life, faith leaders cultivate prayer in their
lives as well as within the lives of those whom they serve. Faith leaders accept Jesus
Christ as their inspiration, consistently seek ways to emulate Christ in their own lives,
and teach others to do likewise by their words and actions.
Hence, in this study the concept of faith leadership was understood as
encompassing the ability to foster the faith development of school members, to build
Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, to promote the moral and
ethical formation of school members, and to advance the mission of Catholic education.
It includes exercising the practices and competencies designated by Catholic Church and
Catholic school experts as pertinent to each of the four areas. Lastly, it is demonstrated
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through the personhood, knowledge, and actions of Catholic school administrators as
faith leaders.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions of Catholic secondary
school presidents and principals in northern California’s six (arch)dioceses—Monterey,
Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton—regarding their practices
and preparation as faith leaders. It examined how they exercise their faith leadership
responsibilities at their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development
of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education. It identified the factors that have
influenced their faith leadership practices, and the degree of influence these factors have
had upon them relative to the four areas of faith leadership under investigation. Finally,
it identified the level of preparedness that the Catholic secondary school leaders perceive
they have relative to the four areas of faith leadership responsibility and their respective
competences that are being investigated.
Research Questions
This study investigated the following research questions:
1. How do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the six
(arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa
Rosa, and Stockton in northern California exercise their faith leadership at
their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of
school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and
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with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education?
2. What factors do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the
six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa
Rosa, and Stockton in northern California identify as influencing their
faith leadership in their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the
faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community
within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and
ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education?
3. What degree of influence do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco,
San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California attribute each
identified factor to have upon their faith leadership in their schools relative
to four areas: (a) fostering faith development of school members, (b)
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education?
4. What level of preparedness do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco,
San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California perceive
themselves as having as the faith leaders in their schools relative to four
areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b) building
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Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education? 	
  
Significance
By examining the faith leadership practices and perceptions of secondary school
principals and presidents, this study addressed a topic with limited research in its area.
The data collected provided a deeper understanding of how contemporary presidents and
principals in northern California perceive their preparedness for faith leadership; this
study builds upon previously noted research (Bessette, 1992; Diamond, 1997; Wallace,
1995), and serves as the first substantial research of its kind, in the area of faith
leadership at the secondary school level, in over 15 years in the United States.
Additionally, the research findings informed modern scholarship as to what school
administrators perceive to be essential toward their preparation as faith leaders. Finally,
this study provided information for (arch)dioceses and universities on how they can
support the Catholic Church’s promotion of faith leadership in education.
Definition of Terms
Conciliar:

Extended meetings, or councils, that have occurred
amongst the bishops of the Catholic Church throughout its
history. This term is commonly used to describe
documents produced during Vatican II.

Faith Leadership:

A set of competencies and capabilities, rooted in the works
of Manno (1985), Ciriello (1994/1997), and Cook and
Durow (2008), relative to four areas of school
administration: (a) fostering the faith development of
school members, (b) building Christian community within
the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral
and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education.
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Lay/Laity:

A member of the Catholic Church who is not ordained
and/or a member of religious life.

National Conference
of Catholic Bishops:

NCCB; An association composed of all active and retired
bishops of the United States, established in 1966. Renamed
the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops in 2001.

Post-Conciliar:

A term commonly used to describe official documents
published by the Catholic Church after Vatican II.

President:

A school leader whose position in the business world
would be considered the Chief Executive Officer of the
school (James, 2009).

Principal:

A school leader who in the business world would be
considered the Chief Operations Officer in the school
(James, 2009).

Sacred Congregation
for Catholic Education:

SCCE; Pontifical department of the Catholic Church that
ensures the authenticity of the Catholic Church’s
educational institutions and publications.

United States Conference
of Catholic Bishops:

USCCB; An association composed of all active and retired
bishops of the United States.

Vatican II:

Ecumenical council of world bishops that occurred from
1962 through 1965 that examined the place of the church
within the modern world; also commonly referred to as
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Restatement of the Problem
The roles and responsibilities of Catholic school administrators are multifaceted,
requiring careful preparation and a myriad of competencies to ensure their success
(Ciriello, 1994/1997; Cook, 2001; Cook & Durow, 2008; Cook & Simonds, 2011;
Jacobs, 1996; Manno, 1985; Schuttloffel, 1999; Wallace, 1995, 2000). Like their public
school counterparts, these individuals are the managerial and educational leaders of their
schools. However, as Catholic school administrators, they are also charged with the
distinctive task of being the “faith leaders” of their schools (Byrk, Lee, & Holland, 1993).
Faith leadership is critical to the articulation and realization of the pastoral
mission of Catholic education, and its importance is acknowledged repeatedly in Catholic
Church documents (NCCB, 1972, 1976, 1979; SCCE, 1977, 1982, 1988, 1998, 2007;
USCCB, 2005a, 2005b; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b). Its centrality to Catholic education
has been studied by many (Anastasio, 1996; Bessette, 1992; Buchanan, 2011; Carr, 1995,
2000; Ciriello, 1989, 1994/1997; Compagnone, 1999; Cook & Durow, 2008; Cook &
Simonds, 2011; Diamond, 1997; Earl, 2005, 2007; Galetto, 2000; Grace, 2002, 2009;
Hines, 1999; Jacobs, 1998, 2005; Joseph, 2002; Lamb & Neidhart, 2010, 2011; Manno,
1985; Massucci, 1993; Moore, 1999; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007; O’Hara, 2000), and its
concept has been described in a variety of terms: faith leadership, spiritual leadership,
pastoral leadership, religious leadership, and ministerial leadership (Joseph, 2002).
Consequently, in this investigation, any reference to spiritual leadership, pastoral
leadership, religious leadership, and ministerial leadership is to be understood as a
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reference to faith leadership.
A review of Catholic school literature in relationship to faith leadership has also
revealed that most of the investigations on this topic have been conducted in relationship
to Catholic elementary school leaders. There have been limited empirical studies
regarding faith leadership in the context of Catholic secondary schools. This study
contributed further insights to this context by exploring the perceptions of Catholic
secondary school presidents and principals within six (arch)dioceses of northern
California—Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton—
regarding their practices and preparation as faith leaders.
Of note in this study, faith leadership was operationally defined as encompassing
four major responsibilities: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b)
building Christian community with the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the
moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education. In addition, it incorporated the competencies and practices
designated in the Catholic Church’s teachings regarding Catholic school administrators
and those extrapolated as pertinent by the researcher from the works on faith leadership
by Catholic school experts (Ciriello, 1994/1997, Cook & Durow, 2008; Manno, 1985).
Faith leadership in this study is descriptive of the personhood, knowledge, and actions of
Catholic school administrators as the faith leaders of their school.
Overview
The review of literature on faith leadership in Catholic schools is divided into six
sections. The elements associated with the conceptual framework of this study are
addressed in sections one through four. Section one identifies the mission of Catholic
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schools. Section two concerns the importance of Catholic school administrators to the
mission of Catholic education as reported in Catholic Church documents. Section three
focuses on the role of Catholic school administrators as faith leaders as defined by
experts in Catholic education. Section four explores the literature on the four areas of
responsibility of faith leadership, namely: (a) fostering the faith development of school
members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the
mission of Catholic education. Section five examines the importance of the preparation
of Catholic school faith leaders. Section six highlights the research concerning 21st
century faith leadership in Australian Catholic schools as it represents the most current
studies regarding faith leadership in Catholic education.
Within this review of literature, any reference regarding Catholic school teachers
within Catholic Church documents, in particular, and within Catholic school literature, in
general, is to be understood as a reference to Catholic school administrators, as well. The
Catholic school administrator —whether a principal or a president, a headmaster or a
dean—is considered “the master teacher” (Buetow, 1988, p. 258). Therefore, both
teachers and administrators—as teachers of teachers—are understood to be called to faith
leadership in Catholic schools.
The Mission of Catholic Schools
Since their inception in the United States in the late 17th century (Boland, 2000;
Walch, 2003), Catholic schools have assisted the Catholic Church in articulating and
promulgating its pastoral and salvific mission. In its Declaration of Christian Education,
Vatican II (1965a) described the Catholic school as follows:
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The Catholic school pursues cultural goals and the natural development of youth
to the same degree as any other school. What makes the Catholic school
distinctive is its attempt to generate a community climate in the school that is
permeated by the Gospel spirit of freedom and love. It tries to guide the
adolescents in such a way that personality development goes hand in hand with
the development of the “new creature” that each one has become through baptism.
It tries to relate all of human culture to the good news of salvation so that the light
of faith will illuminate everything that the students will gradually come to learn
about the world, life and about the human person. (¶ 8)
The Council Fathers’ declaration of the purpose of Catholic education provides Catholic
school administrators and teachers with critical principles to follow as guides (Diamond,
1997), and a blueprint for how a contemporary Catholic school is to function (Hastings,
1996). The two-fold mission they articulated enjoined the task of facilitating integral
human formation with the charge of fostering the faith education of youth in a culture
permeated by a “Gospel spirit of freedom and love” (¶ 8). The Council Fathers also
decreed that Catholic schools are called to form Christian communities, a concept aligned
with their description of the Catholic Church as the “People of God” (Vatican II, 1965c,
#9). In their pastoral, To Teach As Jesus Did, the Bishops in the United States (NCCB,
1972) articulated and promulgated their views regarding the mission of Catholic
education. They proclaimed that Catholic education concerns both personal
sanctification as well as social reform in the light of Christian values. The bishops
viewed that these ends were fostered by means of threefold aims: to teach doctrine, to
build community, and to serve. They urged school members to become “persons-incommunity,” (#13) who embrace life-long learning and embody a sense of hope in the
present as well as in the future. In 1979, the NCCB added worship as the fourth aim of
Catholic education, noting that Catholic schools are to foster giving thanks, glory and
praise to God, who is the source of faith, and to Jesus Christ, their source of inspiration.
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In 1983, the mission of Catholic schools was again reiterated, this time by Pope
John Paul II, who promulgated the Revised Code of Canon Law. Specifically, Canons
747 to 873 address Catholic education and Catholic schools, and their language aligns
closely with that used in both conciliar and post-conciliar documents. Of particular note
is Canon 795, which declared,
A true [Catholic] education must strive for the integral formation of the human
person, a formation which looks toward the person’s final end, and at the same
time toward the common good of societies. Children and young people are to be
so reared that they can develop harmoniously their physical, moral, and
intellectual talents, that they acquire a more perfect sense of responsibility and a
correct use of freedom, and that they can be educated for active participation in
life.
The Revised Code of Canon Law concerning Catholic education calls upon those who
teach in Catholic schools to teach sound doctrine, consistent with Catholic Church
tradition, and to impart an education imbued with the Christian Spirit. They are also
charged with working in collaboration with local parishes and bishops, as well as in
partnership with parents, who are recognized as the primary educators of their children so
that the mission of Catholic education may be fulfilled.
The mission of Catholic schools is both complex and comprehensive.
Nonetheless, its articulation, promulgation, and realization are responsibilities placed
upon Catholic school administrators who serve as the faith leaders of their schools.
However, the Catholic Church recognizes that the task is not a singular one. It claims
that all involved in its Catholic schools—bishops, pastors, administrators, faculty, staff,
students, parents, boards, and sponsoring communities—have an inherent obligation to
assist school administrators with advancing the mission of the Catholic school.
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The Importance of Catholic School Administrators to the Mission of Catholic Education
The importance of Catholic school teachers (administrators) to the mission of
Catholic education has been a consistent theme in ecclesial writings. Pope Pius XI
(1929) was the first to acknowledge their centrality in this regard. He decreed,
Perfect schools are the result not so much of good methods as of good teachers,
teachers who are thoroughly prepared and well-grounded in the matter they have
to teach; who possess the intellectual and moral qualifications required by their
important office. (#88)
Vatican II (1965a) reaffirmed Pius XI’s (1929) proclamation, reiterating that Catholic
school teachers and administrators require careful preparation, both professionally and
spiritually, if they are to exercise their responsibilities with knowledge, commitment, and
efficacy.
Likewise, the Sacred Congregation of Catholic Education (SCCE, 1977) noted
that the personal example of teachers contributed greatly to the mission of their schools.
Furthermore, it acknowledged that the ongoing training of teachers is essential. It also
recognized the value that Catholic education provides worldwide through fostering the
salvific mission of the Catholic Church and through providing service to humanity, and
that success in these ends requires well-prepared teachers.
In 1982, the SCCE acknowledged the important role of the laity in its Catholic
schools, and their call to be witnesses to the Gospel. It noted that lay Catholic school
educators play a valuable role in the Catholic Church by synthesizing Gospel values with
culture and life, and through their facilitation of the integral development and the faith
formation of young people. However, it also pointed out that although lay Catholic
school teachers were professionally prepared, many lacked adequate religious formation
and theological information. This reality led the SCCE to urge its Catholic educational
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institutions to assist these educators in obtaining the formation and information they
needed to foster the apostolic mission of Catholic schools.
In its 1988 document, The Religious Dimension of Education in a Catholic
School, as well as its 2007 document Educating Together in Catholic Schools, the SCCE
reiterated the importance of teacher preparation, both spiritually and professionally. It
affirmed that such efforts would enable Catholic school educators and administrators,
both religious and lay, to perform their duties with competency and efficacy. Moreover,
such ongoing growth would allow for the integration of faith and culture in word and
action, and would enable what was taught and experienced to be interpreted and
understood in the light of faith.
The three pastoral documents written by the National Catholic Conference of
Bishops (NCCB) in 1972, 1976, and 1979 also affirmed the centrality of Catholic school
leaders and teachers to the mission of Catholic education. In To Teach as Jesus Did, the
NCCB (1972) acknowledged that it would be through the example and exhortations of
Catholic school teachers and administrators that the three aims of Catholic education
would be made known. Through well-trained catechists and professionals, the message
revealed by God and proclaimed by the Catholic Church would be promulgated, faith
communities built upon the fellowship to the Holy Spirit would be formed, and service to
the Christian community and the entire human community would be fostered.
In Teach Them, the NCCB (1976) emphasized that Catholic schools achieve their
mission of preparing students for Catholic Church and civic leadership when their
teachers are committed to their vocation as models of Christian values and are also
carefully prepared in secular pedagogy. It also declared that a collaborative partnership
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between the school and the home is central to achieving the mission of Catholic
education, and it placed the duty of building such a partnership between the school and
parents upon the Catholic school principal. It further noted that post-Vatican II schools
had transitioned from teacher-focused classrooms to communities for student-centered
instruction. By focusing upon the importance of the relationships between teachers and
students, and Catholic education as a basis for spiritual formation, the bishops affirmed
the critical role that educators play in religious formation and thus also the need for their
adequate preparation.
In Sharing the Light of Faith, the NCCB (1979) also acknowledged the critical
role that principals play in fulfilling the mission of Catholic education. It noted that
while the specific duties of the Catholic school administrator may vary according to
circumstances, there are certain functions related to faith leadership and catechesis that
are common to all. These functions include providing ongoing opportunities for faith
development and community building within their school and with all stakeholders so
that the fourfold mission of Catholic education— to preach the Gospel message, to build
Christian community, to give service to those in need, and to be a worshipping
community may be understood and realized.
Specifically, the NCCB (1979) stated, “It is widely recognized that Catholic
schools are to be communities of faith in which the Christian message, [and] the
experience of community, worship, and social concern are integrated in the total
experience of students, their parents, and members of the faculty” (#9). In addition, the
bishops maintained that establishing such a culture within Catholic schools is an essential
responsibility of the principal, who is charged with providing continuing catechetical
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training for teachers so that they can grow in their own personal faith as well as in their
ability to instruct the faith to their students. In its National Directory for Catechesis, the
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, or USCCB (2005a), affirmed the four
aims of Catholic education as the proclamation of the Gospel, the promotion of
community, the integration of service, and the practice of worship.
Likewise, the USCCB has repeatedly affirmed Vatican II’s (1965a) declaration
that “teachers [administrators] must remember that it [the Catholic school] depends
chiefly on them whether the Catholic school achieves it purposes” (#8). In its statement,
In Support of Catholic Elementary and Secondary Schools, the USCCB (1990) marked
the 25th anniversary of To Teach as Jesus Did with this pastoral letter that renewed the
bishops’ commitment to Catholic education, explored successes and challenges, and also
noted the influential role that parents and teachers play in promoting sustainability as it
pertains to finances, stewardship, development, and other critical issues facing Catholic
schools. Also, within this document, the USCCB reiterated Pope John Paul’s (1987)
proclamation to Catholic educators, which stressed the importance of Catholic schools to
the pastoral mission of the Catholic Church and the need for “the entire ecclesial
community—bishops, priests, religious, and laity—the Church in all her parts…to value
ever more deeply the importance of this task and mission, and to continue to give it full
and enthusiastic support” (#279).
The USCCB (2005a) also recognized the Catholic school administrator as the
catechetical leader of a school, and as such maintained that he or she is called to witness
the Gospel message in word and deed to the school community. In addition, it
acknowledged the important role of the principal as the moral leader of the school
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community, and the need for ongoing formation-both spiritually and morally- of those
who serve within Catholic education. Moreover, it reaffirmed the pivotal role that
administrators play in promoting and protecting the mission of a Catholic school. In
Renewing Our Commitment to Catholic Elementary and Secondary Schools in the Third
Millennium, the USCCB (2005b) strongly supported the need for quality, professional
formation for teachers and administrators at the diocesan, local, and higher education
levels, noting that this preparation and training is vital to the sustainability and success of
Catholic education in the United States.
Repeatedly, Catholic Church documents regarding Catholic education have
identified the role of the Catholic school administrator as central to fostering and
fulfilling the mission of Catholic schools (NCCB, 1972, 1976, 1979; SCCE, 1977, 1982,
1988, 1998, 2007; USCCB, 1990, 2005a, 2005b; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b). In addition,
they have acknowledged the importance of the principal’s role in articulating,
promulgating, and witnessing the Catholic identity of the school to faculty, staff,
students, and the community-at-large. Most importantly, ecclesial writings have
substantiated that the role of the faith leaders is paramount to the success of Catholic
schools at all levels: elementary, secondary, and tertiary.
The Role of Catholic School Administrators as Faith Leaders as Defined By Experts in
Catholic Education
The works of Manno (1985), Ciriello (1994/1997), and Cook and Durow (2008)
have identified the comprehensive role and responsibilities of the Catholic school
principal. The seminal findings of Manno and Ciriello, in particular, have been affirmed
and expanded by modern day researchers (Bellous, 2006; Brinkerhoff, 2000: Carr, 2000;
Cook, 2001; Cook & Durow, 2008; Cook & Simonds, 2011; Dantley & Tillman, 2006;
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Earl, 2005; Sergiovanni, 2008). Collectively, these authors consistently affirmed the
importance of faith leadership in Catholic education.
Specifically, Carr (2000) affirmed that formal faith leadership preparation, such as
Catholic higher education formation programs along with the individual’s commitment to
personal faith development, were critical factors in supporting the success of Catholic
school administrators as faith leaders. Brinckerhoff’s (2000) work confirmed that, as
faith leaders, Catholic school administrators served as the primary role model for the
school community and the school’s stakeholders. The work of Dantley and Tillman
(2006) substantiated that as spiritual leaders, principals, by their own personal example
and ethical decision-making, inspire their faculty and staff to advance the school’s
mission through the alignment of their own individual actions with their words. In
addition, the work of Earl (2005) supported the importance and the need for lay teachers
and administrators to be formed spiritually and theologically, while Bellous (2006)
reiterated that Catholic schools today, “more than ever,” need individuals who can
incorporate faith leadership into their daily leadership and management practices.
The work of Sergiovanni (2008) emphasized the importance of Greenleaf’s
(1977) notion of servant leadership and its biblical roots to the concept of effective
leadership in Catholic education. Sergiovanni stated,
One of the great secrets of leadership is that before one can command the respect
and followship of others, she or he must demonstrate devotion to the
organization's purpose and commitment to those in the organization who work
day by day on the ordinary tasks that are necessary for those purposes to be
realized. As Greenleaf (1977) points out, people “will freely respond only to
individuals who are chosen as leaders because they are proven and trusted as
servants” (10). This perspective has come to be known as servant leadership,
with its basic tenants found in the biblical verse: “Ye know that the rulers of the
Gentiles lorded over them, and that their great ones exercised authority over them.
Not so shall it be among you: but whoever would become great among you shall
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be your minister and whoever would be first among you shall be your servant”
(Matthew 20:25). (p. 320)
Sergiovanni’s alignment between faith leadership and servant leadership mirrors the
alignment the Catholic Church declares to be pivotal between those who serve in
Catholic schools and the ways and teachings of Jesus Christ, the Master Teacher.
Specifically, the SCCE (1977) proclaimed, “The nobility of the task to which teachers are
called demands that, in imitation of Christ, the only Teacher, they reveal the Christian
message not only by word but also by every gesture of their behaviour” (#43).
Cook’s (2001) individual research is also important to note as it identified
Catholic school administrators as those who shaped and sustained their schools’ Catholic
culture. As such, Cook maintained that these leaders are charged with purposefully
designing and intentionally building the Catholic climate of their Catholic schools.
According to Cook, leaders who successfully perform these duties enabled the mission of
the school to be actively advanced by all involved in its ministry: administration, faculty,
staff, students, their parents, and community stakeholders. Cook described such leaders
as “architects of Catholic culture” (p. 2).
The work of Cook and Durow (2008) confirmed the complexity and
comprehensiveness of the responsibilities and competencies of Catholic school
administrators as faith leaders, and the need for their ongoing professional and spiritual
formation to ensure their success in this role. It also recognized the need for Catholic
school leaders to be competent in their relational skills. The work of Cook and Simonds
(2011) affirmed the importance of relationships to Catholic education by pointing out that
Catholic school administrators and teachers are responsible for helping “students build
relationships with self, God, others, the local and world community, and creation” (p.
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324). Cook and Simonds suggested that when Catholic school leaders and teachers build
“a culture of relationships” within their schools, their schools’ communities are
revitalized and their mission is advanced.
Cook and Simonds’ (2011) views on relationship are rooted in the work of
Wheatley (2002). According to Wheatley, a prominent scientist, organizational expert,
and writer, “Relationships are all there is. Everything in the universe only exists because
it is in relationship to everything else. Nothing exists in isolation” (p. 19). Consequently,
she maintained that organizations and institutions either achieve or fail in realizing their
goals because of the quality or lack thereof of their relationships. The importance of
relationships in educational institutions is also supported by the research of Sergiovanni
and Starratt (2007), Slater (2004), and Wolk (2003), which recognized relationships to be
the glue that binds members of a school community together, and serves as the driving
force of collaboration, inspiration, and mission effectiveness.
The Four Areas of Responsibility of Faith Leaders
The Catholic Church calls Catholic school administrators of all levels of
education to serve as the faith leaders of its schools. The works of Manno (1985),
Ciriello (1994/1997) and Cook and Durow (2008) addressed the roles and responsibilities
of the Catholic school leader, and identified numerous competencies associated with
Catholic school leadership. For the purposes of this study, the researcher extrapolated
and synthesized their findings relative to faith leadership under four areas: (a) fostering
the faith development of school members (b) building Christian community within the
school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education. Within each of these four
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areas, there are multiple practices that faith leaders are called to exercise in order for the
mission of Catholic education to be fulfilled. The following sub-sections will report the
pertinent Catholic educational literature regarding these four responsibilities.
Fostering the Faith Development of School Members
Catholic school administrators are called to foster the faith development of their
faculty, staff, and students. This comprehensive charge includes providing the school
community with ongoing opportunities: (a) for growth in its knowledge and
understanding of the Christian faith, (b) for its celebration of the Christian faith, and (c)
for its participation in and practice of Christian service and prayer. To exercise these
duties effectively, Catholic school leaders need to be adequately prepared (Cook, 2001;
Jacobs, 2005; Grace, 2009; Pius XI, 1929, SCCE, 1977, 1982, 1988, 1998; Schuttloffel,
1999; Vatican II, 1965a; Wallace, 2000) and to witness a “synthesis of faith and culture,
and synthesis of faith and life” (SCCE, 1977, #37) to those they lead.
The Catholic Church has perennially promulgated the importance of the
integration of faith, culture, and life on the part of its Catholic school teachers and leaders
to the task of developing the faith of others. Pope Pius XI (1929) first acknowledged this
importance in his Encyclical on Christian Education, and Vatican II (1965a) reaffirmed it
in its Declaration on Christian Education. In 1975, Pope Paul VI declared that, “Modern
man listens more willingly to witnesses than to teachers, and if he does listen to teachers,
it is because they are witnesses” (#41). In 1998, Pope John Paul II stated,
Transmitting knowledge about the faith, though essential, is not sufficient. If
students in Catholics schools are to gain a genuine experience of the Church, the
example of teachers and others responsible for their formation is crucial: the
witness of adults in the school community is a vital part of the school’s identity.
(# 4)
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More recently, Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI (2011) reiterated the importance of authentic
witnessing in Catholic education in his message in celebration of World Day of Peace.
He declared,
Education is the most interesting and difficult adventure in life. Educating – from
the Latin educere – means leading young people to move beyond themselves and
introducing them to reality, towards a fullness that leads to growth. This process
is fostered by the encounter of two freedoms, that of adults and that of the young.
It calls for responsibility on the part of the learners, who must be open to being
led to the knowledge of reality, and on the part of educators, who must be ready to
give of themselves. For this reason, today more than ever we need authentic
witnesses, and not simply people who parcel out rules and facts; we need
witnesses capable of seeing farther than others because their life is so much
broader. A witness is someone who first lives the life that he proposes to others.
(#2)
In addition, the importance of Catholic schools and their administrators to
fostering the faith development of school members is promulgated by the USCCB
(2005a) in its National Directory for Catechesis. Reiterating statements from The
Catholic School (SCCE, 1977) and Teach Them (NCCB, 1976), the USCCB declared,
The Catholic school forms part of the saving mission of the Church, especially for
the education in faith. It is not simply an institution, which offers academic
instruction of high quality, but, even more important, is an effective vehicle of
total Christian formation. (p. 230)
Recognizing the Catholic school as “a center of evangelization” (p. 231), and reaffirming
Vatican II’s (1965a) declaration that the Catholic school is “an active apostolate” (#8),
the USCCB maintained that Catholic school administrators are called to be “practicing
Catholics in good standing who understand and accept the teachings of the Church and
the moral demands of the Gospel” (p.231). As faith leaders, Catholic school
administrators are called to foster the faith development of their school community:
faculty, staff, students, and parents. Moreover, the USCCB specified that the duties of
the Catholic school principal as the catechetical or faith leader were to:
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•

Recognize that all members of the faculty and staff are an integral part of the
process of religious education,

•

Recruit teachers who are practicing Catholic, who can understand and accept the
teachings of the Catholic Church and the moral demands of the Gospel, and who
can contribute to the achievement of the school’s Catholic identity and apostolic
goals,

•

Supervise, through observation and evaluation, the performance of each religion
teacher,

•

Provide opportunities for ongoing catechesis for faculty members,

•

Design a curriculum that supports the school’s catechetical goals, and

•

Develop goals for the implementation of an overall catechetical plan for the
school, and periodically evaluate progress toward the goals. (p. 231)
Moreover, the USCCB (2005a) also identified the six tasks of catechesis that

Catholic schools and their faith leaders are to incorporate into their evangelization and
catechetical efforts. Inclusive within the duty to foster the faith development of school
members are four interlocking tasks: (a) promoting the knowledge of faith found in
Sacred Scripture and Sacred Tradition, (b) promoting the knowledge of the meaning of
liturgy and the sacraments through instruction and reception, (c) promoting and
witnessing prayer and reflection as daily practices, and (d) promoting a missionary spirit
that prepares the faithful to be people of service in society and the Catholic Church by
active and ongoing outreach to those in need. The remaining two tasks—building
Christian community and promoting the moral formation of school members—while
essential to the development of faith, are reviewed separately in the following subsections.
Building Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders
Facilitating a sense of community across all constituencies of a school setting is
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one of the expectations placed upon Catholic school administrators. Fostering
relationships among the various stakeholders include: (a) parents, in their role as primary
educators; (b) local parishes and (arch)dioceses; (c) boards and/or sponsoring religious
communities; and (d) the community-at-large. Beginning with parents in these efforts is
at the core of Catholic educational philosophy and is supported by Catholic Church
documents and Catholic school scholars (Ciriello, 1994/1997; SCCE, 1977, 1982, 1988;
Smith & Nuzzi, 2007; USCCB, 2005a; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b).
In To Teach As Jesus Did, the NCCB (1972) proclaimed the importance of
Christian community building in Catholic education when it posited, "Community is at
the heart of Christian education not simply as a concept to be taught but as a reality to be
lived" (#23). In addition, it declared that the promotion of community must be a primary,
realized goal of modern Catholic schools, for this lived experience will enable students
and teachers alike to build communities in all other aspects of their lives. The NCCB
also urged Catholic schools leaders to provide opportunities for worship and faithbuilding programs for students and teachers as such activities would foster a sense of
community and facilitate an outreach to serve others.
According to the bishops in the United States, all involved in Catholic schools—
administrators, teachers, staff, students, parents, and pastors—are called to work together
to promote and achieve the aims and mission of Catholic education. The NCCB (1972,
1976, 1979) decreed that Catholic school leaders are called to build a sense of Christian
community with the school stakeholders—parents, boards, sponsoring communities, and
the community-at large—as well as with members within the school. In 1982, the SCCE
urged all in its Catholic schools to work diligently to become genuine communities of
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faith, as the mission of Catholic education is fulfilled in a communitarian school
structure.
In its National Directory for Catechesis, the USCCB (2005a) identified the
building of Christian community as a major task of catechesis for Catholic schools. To
this point the bishops stated,
Christian living is based on Christ’s teachings about community life. It should
encourage a spirit of simplicity and humility, a special concern for the poor,
particular care for the alienated, a sense of fraternal correction, common prayer,
mutual forgiveness, and a fraternal love that embraces all these attitudes. (p. 61)
The USCCB also acknowledged that building Christian community is inclusive of a spirit
of ecumenism. Hence, true Christian community building affirms the Catholic
community’s own Catholic identity, while respecting the faith of others.
In addition to Catholic Church writings, the works of Catholic school experts
have heralded the essential nature of building Christian community in Catholic schools.
The work of McDermott (1997), which focused on the distinctive qualities of the
Catholic school, noted that “to teach as Jesus did is to form community” (p. 23). Hence,
it concluded that it is the responsibility of Catholic school administrators to create and
sustain Christian communities in their schools. According to McDermott,
The Catholic school is a community of learners and believers: the learners are
encouraged by this community to cultivate all their intellectual, creative, and
aesthetic potentialities; the believers are encouraged by this community to grow in
faith in Christ’s presence and influence in the world. (p.23)
For McDermott, the learning and believing that occurred in the Catholic school
community are experienced through, and reinforced by, participation in service to others
in imitation of Christ, who came “to serve, not to be served” (Luke 22:26-27). Echoing
the decree of the NCCB (1972) regarding community, McDermott’s work identified the
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building of Christian community as a chief aim of Catholic schools.
In addition, efforts to foster more meaningful Christian relationships within the
school community and with school stakeholders in the 21st century gave rise to the
creation of the president-principal model of school administration. The works of Dygert
(2000) and James (2009) explored the development and effectiveness of this staffing
model, and delineated that the president primarily focused on external relations while the
principal served as internal leader. This division of tasks, in turn, allowed for greater
formation of community with stakeholders beyond the school by the president, and
within school by the principal. The works of Cook (2001), Schuttloffel (2003), Nuzzi
and Smith (2007), and Cook and Simonds (2011) collectively affirmed that collaboration
with local dioceses, board members, and charism formation for Religious order
sponsored schools are priorities for chief administrators in either role in the school
setting.
Promoting the Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members
Catholic school leaders model and promote moral formation throughout a school
community. The Catholic Church has consistently affirmed that the moral formation of
students is central to Catholic education, and that it is the teachers and administrators
within the schools who shape the religious formation of the young (NCCB, 1972, 1976,
1979; Pius XI, 1929; SCCE, 1977, 1982, 1988, 1998, 2007; USCCB, 1990, 2005a,
2005b; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b). Moreover, the importance of ethical leadership to
Catholic education has been empirically affirmed for the past four decades, with the
personal example and actions of the school leader identified as paramount to ensuring the
Catholic identity of schools. By fostering moral development among both the adults and
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students in the school, administrators are called to integrate Gospel values into all aspects
of the community (Anastasio, 1996; Buchanan, 2011; Carr, 1995, 2000; Ciriello, 1989,
1994/1997; Cook & Durow, 2008; Cook & Simonds, 2011; Earl, 2005, 2007; Galetto,
2000; Grace, 2002, 2009; Jacobs, 1998, 2005; Joseph, 2002; Lamb & Neidhart, 2010,
2011; Manno, 1985; Massucci, 1993; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007; Rogus & Wildenhaus, 2000).
Specifically, Galetto (2000) examined the backgrounds and beliefs of lay religion
teachers and acknowledged that educators greatly influence students’ moral development
through their relationships with them, their personal beliefs and understanding of
Catholic Church history and doctrine, and also through their practices in the classroom.
The Catholic high school environment has been noted by the Catholic Church as critical
to students’ formation and often attracts teachers and administrators who have a desire to
live out their faith convictions (Massucci, 1993). In addition, Rogus and Wildenhaus
(2000) suggested that Catholic school administrators are called to provide their faculty
and staff with opportunities to formally “study of how students develop morally,
including the stage development theories of Kohlberg and Fowler” (p. 168) so that they
may effectively promote the moral and faith formation of students. Moreover, Joseph
(2002) recognized that the principal’s role as a faith leader requires a commitment to
building and sustaining a community of faith and morals in the school setting, while
Anastasio’s (1996) research noted the need for dioceses and universities to collaborate in
their recruitment and preparation of principals who are properly qualified to lead the
ethical formation of their school communities.
It is also important to note that the Catholic Church has historically affirmed
parents to be the primary educators of their children and, as such, has recognized their
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right and duty to form their children morally (NCCB, 1979, Pius XI, 1929, SCCE, 1977,
1988; USCCB, 1990, 2005a; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b). Likewise, the Catholic Church
has also traditionally recognized its right and the right of its schools to assist parents in
this critical and complex endeavor. In addition, Vatican II (1965b) reaffirmed four tenets
of Catholicism that were to be promoted within its schools, especially in relationship to
the moral formation of the school members. These principles affirmed: (a) the dignity of
the individual, as each person is created in the image and likeness of God; (b) the dignity
of the intellect with its ability “to look for and love what is true and good” (#15); (c) the
dignity of the human conscience, described as each person’s “most secret core, and his
[her] sanctuary” (#16); and (d) the dignity of choice for “each person is willed by God to
act out of conscious and free choice” (#17). Guided by these principles, the Council
Fathers concluded that
[Culture] must be subordinated to the integral development of the human person,
to the good of the community, and the whole of humanity. Therefore one must
aim at encouraging the human spirit to develop faculties of wonder, of
understanding, of contemplation, of forming personal judgments and cultivating a
religious, moral and social sense. (#59)
Vatican II (1965a) also urged Catholic school teachers and leaders to integrate the
“advances of psychological, pedagogical, and intellectual sciences” (#1) into their efforts
to “harmoniously develop the physical, moral, and intellectual qualities of children and
young people” (#1). In addition, it reiterated that the vocation of Catholic school
teaching requires thorough training as well as flexibility and adaptation to modern trends.
Moreover, it reaffirmed the moral formation of individuals to be a central aim of Catholic
education.
The USCCB (2005b) identified the moral formation of a school community to be
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one of the six tasks of catechesis that Catholic schools and their teachers and leaders need
to promote. It declared,
Jesus’ moral teaching is an integral part of his message. Catechesis must transmit
both the content of Christ’s moral teachings as well as their implication for
Christian living. Moral catechesis aims to conform the believer to Christ—to
bring about personal transformation and conversion. It should encourage the
faithful to give witness—both in their private lives and in the public arena—to
Christ’s teaching in everyday life. Such testimony demonstrates the social
consequences of the demands of the Gospel. (p. 61)
The responsibility to promote the moral and ethical formation of students in a Catholic
school is a shared obligation by all the adults within a Catholic school community:
administration, faculty, and support staff. However, its inspiration, direction,
motivation, and guidance fall heavily upon the principal, who is charged as the
catechetical or faith leader of the school.
Today, the Catholic Church continues to confirm the importance of the moral and
ethical formation of youth by their parents, the Catholic Church, its schools, and society
in general. For example, Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI’s (2012) message for the
Celebration of the World Day of Peace to parents, families, educators, and world leaders
concentrated on the moral education of youth. In it, he expressed that today’s youth
“need authentic witnesses, not simply people who parcel out rules and facts” (# 5) to
authentically attend to their vulnerable and idealistic nature, to address their frustrations
with the injustices of the world, to communicate to them the positive values of life, and to
awaken within them a desire to be of service to the good. Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI
(2012) also expressed his concern regarding the dominance of relativism in society and in
education, and urged moral educators to confront this modern issue by teaching respect
for moral law and by promoting a maturing conscience. He noted that human freedom is
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often misunderstood and misused in today’s world, and, therefore, respect for the dignity
of the individual and human life as well as an understanding of the natural law must be
taught and emphasized. Moreover, the Pope pointed out that “peace is not merely the
absence of war” (#5) nor is it “merely a gift to be received; it is also a task to be
undertaken….a goal to which each and all of us must aspire” (#5). He noted that to be
“true peacemakers, we must educate ourselves in compassion, solidarity, working
together, fraternity, and in being active within the community” (#5). In closing, he called
upon all men and women to work together with the Catholic Church
…to give our world a more humane and fraternal face; and let us feel a common
responsibility towards present and future generations, especially in the task of
training them to be people of peace and builders of peace. With these thoughts I
offer my reflections and I appeal to everyone, let us pool our spiritual, moral, and
material resources for the great goal of educating young people in justice and
peace. (#6)
Advancing the Mission of Catholic Education
The Catholic Church expects its school leaders and teachers to witness the
integration of faith, life, and culture, and to know and live Gospel values (USCCB,
2005b). Effective faith leadership requires knowing the mission of the Catholic Church
and its schools, promulgating that mission so that it permeates the school culture, and
utilizing the mission as a guideline for establishing, implementing, and evaluating school
policies and procedures (Wallace, 2000). It also requires formal knowledge regarding
Catholic Church teachings, laws, and documents on Christian education (Ciriello,
1994/1997). Jacobs (1997, 2005) supported the need for school faith leaders to know and
understand Catholic Church documents, and to utilize this knowledge in creating and
shaping school culture.
The mission of Catholic schools is fourfold: to preach the Gospel message, to
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build Christian community, to give service to those in need, and to be a worshipping
community (NCCB, 1972, 1979). The first three aims—message, community, and
service—were articulated and promulgated by the bishops of the United States in their
1972 pastoral To Teach As Jesus Did and was written in response to Vatican II’s (1965a)
Declaration on Christian Education. The fourth aim, worship, was added in 1979 by the
NCCB. It is the duty of Catholic school administrators as faith leaders to bring these four
aims to life in their schools (USCCB, 2005a). Their efforts would require creating a
school-wide climate and culture that proclaims the Gospel message in word and deed,
that fosters a faith community in which Christ is experienced, that establishes service to
others as a norm, and that cultivates giving thanks, worship, and praise to God for all
things.
Catholic schools are recognized by the NCCB (1972) as “one of the most
important ways by which the Catholic Church fulfills its commitment to the dignity of the
person and the building of community" (#13). The SCCE (1977) described the task or
mission of Catholic schools as the integration of society and faith. The SCCE (1990) also
later identified the Catholic school, in The Catholic School on the Threshold of the Third
Millennium, “as a place of integral education of the human person through a clear project
of which Christ is the foundation” (#4).
Vatican II (1965a) noted that Catholic schools are called to infuse the Gospel into
all elements of their communities. Additionally, the bishops of the United States (NCCB,
1972) described the concept of community as being at the core of Christian education,
not just as an ideal but as a lived experience for students and teachers. The SCCE (1988)
recognized the promotion of the Gospel as a key element of Catholic education by
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positing,
As it reflects on the mission entrusted to it by the Lord, the Church gradually
develops its pastoral instruments so that they may become ever more effective in
proclaiming the Gospel and promoting total human formation. The Catholic
school is one of these pastoral instruments; its specific pastoral service consist in
mediating between faith and culture: being faithful to the newness of the Gospel
while at the same time respecting the autonomy and the methods proper to human
knowledge. (#31)
Service is at the core of Catholic education, as identified by the SCCE (1977),
which described the knowledge that is imparted in Catholic schools as “a call to serve
and to be responsible for others" (#56). The NCCB (1972) advised schools to include
programs for service as part of their students’ experience in order for their students to
embrace a commitment to serve others. The NCCB (1979) later recognized that a
school’s commitment to fostering a sense of service in its students as “one measure of the
school’s success,” and also noted that service in the school setting instills “a sense of
mission and concern for others” (#232).
The NCCB (1979) also identified that schools were to provide a community of
faith for students, parents, and faculty members, “in which the Christian message, the
experience of community, worship, and social concern are integrated in the total
experience" (#9) for all members of the school. Principals were also described as being
responsible for the ongoing catechesis of faculty, and for ensuring that the curriculum of
the school incorporated within it opportunities for worship. The importance of worship
within a Catholic school was noted by the SCCE (1977) when it declared,
No Catholic school can adequately fulfill its educational role on its own. It must
continually be fed and stimulated by its source of life, the saving word of Christ
as it is expressed in Sacred Scripture, in Tradition, especially liturgical and
sacramental tradition, and in the lives of people, past and present, who bear
witness to that word. (#54)
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The Importance of the Preparation of Catholic School Faith Leaders
Numerous Catholic Church documents (Pius XI, 1929; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b,
SCCE, 1977, 1982, 1988, 1998, 2007; USCCB, 1990, 2005b), as well as Catholic
educational scholars (Belmonte & Cranston, 2009; Boyle, 2010; Carr, 2000; Cook &
Durow, 2008; Cook & Simonds, 2011; Earl, 2007; Grace, 2002, 2009; Jacobs, 2005,
Joseph, 2002; Lamb & Neidhart, 2010, 2011; Mellor, 2005; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007;
Schuttloffel, 2003, 2007; Traviss, 2000; Wallace, 2000), have recognized the importance
of preparing Catholic school administrators for their faith leadership responsibilities.
Collectively, they have substantiated the necessity of such preparation for the realization
of the mission of Catholic schools.
In its Declaration of Christian Education, Vatican II (1965a) stated,
Beautiful indeed and of great importance is the vocation of all those who aid
parents in fulfilling their duties and who, as representatives of the human
community, undertake the task of education in schools. This vocation demands
special qualities of mind and heart, very careful preparation, and continuing
readiness to renew and to adapt. (#5)
This statement echoes the proclamation of Pius XI (1929). It also delineates that
adequate preparation is needed for all who administer within Catholic schools.
In addition, the SCCE (1982) addressed the role of the Catholic Church in
preparing Catholic school teachers and administrators for faith leadership. It noted that
teachers should be properly certified in professional training pertaining to instruction as
well as in religious formation. In addition to a background in theology, ethics, and
philosophy, Catholic social teaching was also identified as an important area of focus in
preparing lay Catholic teachers. With each of these priorities, lay Catholic school
educators were affirmed that they should be able to count on support from the Catholic
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Church in these formation and training efforts.
The SCCE (1988) also suggested that teacher training centers, such as those at
universities, should be established to prepare Catholic school educators. Within
Consecrated Persons and Their Mission in Schools, the SCCE (2002) elaborated even
further upon its previous recommendations to address Religious orders that sponsor
Catholic schools in encouraging them to share their charism and traditions to empower
and form the laity who teach and lead their schools:
Whereas at times in the recent past, collaboration came about as a means of
supplementing the decline of consecrated persons necessary to carry out activities,
now it is growing out of the need to share responsibility not only in carrying out
of the institute’s work, but especially in the hope of sharing specific aspects and
moments of the spirituality and mission of the Institute. (#57)
In addition, the USCCB (2005b) encouraged Catholics to come together to ensure that
Catholic schools have quality leadership and well-trained teachers, noting that the
preparation and ongoing support of these educators is critical to ensuring the academic
and spiritual success of the mission of Catholic education.
Leading experts on Catholic education also championed the importance of the
careful preparation of today’s lay leaders in Catholic education. For example, Jacobs
(2005) maintained that lay administrators and teachers needed to be formed spiritually
and theologically, as well as professionally, in order to fully accomplish the mission of
Catholic education. Jacobs’ view is supported by extensive Catholic school research
literature (Belmonte & Cranston, 2009; Boyle, 2010; Carr, 2000; Cook & Durow, 2008;
Cook & Simonds, 2011; Earl, 2007; Grace, 2002; Joseph, 2002; Lamb & Neidhart, 2011;
Mellor, 2005; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007; O’Hara, 2000; Schuttloffel, 2003, Traviss, 2000;
Wallace, 2000). Specifically, studies by Wallace (1995, 2000), Schuttloffel (1999),
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Jacobs (2005), and Grace (2009) reported that a majority of Catholic school
administrators find their preparation as faith leaders to be inadequate. Grace’s study in
the United Kingdom found that, although English Catholic school leaders were able to
speak confidently about assessment, finances, marketing, and public relations, “they are
relatively inarticulate about the spiritual purposes of Catholic schooling” (p. 237). The
collective works of Wallace, Schuttloffel, and Jacob found that Catholic school
administrators in the United States received more training professionally than
theologically.
Since faith leadership is foundational to the mission of Catholic schools, the
Catholic Church’s bishops in the United States (USCCB, 2005) have urged Catholic
educational institutions at every level—national, higher education, and diocesan—to
provide comprehensive catechetical and professional formation programs for Catholic
school administrators and teachers. The NCEA has responded to this call by providing
annual conferences and institutes for Catholic school administrators. Formation
programs for Catholic school educators have also been created across the country at
higher educational institutions. Interestingly, the work of Watzke (2009), which
compared public and Catholic higher educational teacher training programs, found “no
statistically significant difference for overall measures of preparedness” (p. 463) of
teachers, as both types of programs focused mainly on the professional and pedagogical
development of educators. Watzke’s study did not investigate graduate leadership
formation programs.
The works of Anastasio (1996), Carr (2000), Schuttloffel (2007), and Boyle
(2010) reported the need for stronger collaborations between higher education, dioceses,
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and schools in the intentional and comprehensive preparation of Catholic school teachers
and leaders. Many (arch)diocesan offices and Religious orders that sponsor schools
provide ongoing professional development programs for Catholic school leaders,
inclusive of instruction in Catholic catechesis. While numerous formation opportunities
have been created over the past 20 years for Catholic school leaders, the research on the
utilization of these programs is limited.
21st Century Faith Leadership in Australian Catholic Schools
According to Australia’s Queensland Catholic Educational Commission (2004),
“faith leadership” is defined as witnessing the Catholic faith in word and deed, enriching
the Catholic faith in the lives of students and the school community, and modeling and
promoting ethical decision-making within the school community. Extensive research in
Australia has recently affirmed the gap in faith leadership preparation and has also called
for further research in this area (Belmonte & Cranston, 2006, 2009; Buchanan, 2011;
Cannon, Slattery, & Whelan, 2009; Davison, 2006; Flynn & Mok, 2002; Lamb &
Neidhard, 2010, 2011; Mellor, 2005; McEvoy, 2006; McLaughlin, 1998, 2000;
Queensland Catholic Education Commission, 2004; Ranson, 2006). Research from
Australia provides some of the most recent academic work pertinent to faith leadership,
and also describes various conferences and collaborative efforts among universities,
dioceses, and local schools. Australia presents a variety of findings with implications for
how Catholic education in the United States may embrace the challenge of preparing
effective faith leadership for its schools.
For example, Belmonte and Cranston (2009) found that the Australian Catholic
school principals in their qualitative study (N=6) took their role as faith leaders seriously.
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The six lay principals, interviewed from a rural diocese in New South Wales, described
themselves as “architects of Catholic school culture and identity,” and as “guardians of a
Catholic heritage” (p. 301). They also considered themselves as “playing a vital role in
determining the quality and future of Catholic schools” (p. 301). However, they all
perceived themselves to be unprepared for their role as faith leaders. Belmonte and
Cranston found the religious formation of the interviewees to be limited, and faith
leadership formation programs at the diocesan level to be non-existent. Consequently,
they recommended the creation of such programs at the diocesan level to address the
greatest need concluded by the study: the formation of faith leaders for Catholic schools.
Studies by Lamb and Neidhart (2010, 2011), examining 10 principals of differing
dioceses in Queensland, reported that Catholic school principals in Australia consistently
acknowledged their need for additional preparation as faith leaders. This need stemmed
from the reality that the responsibilities and competencies within faith leadership are
comprehensive in scope and are challenging within the contemporary Catholic school in
Australia, where many school members are not Catholic or are not actively practicing
their Catholic faith. For Lamb and Neidhart, faith leadership is that which promotes
community, provides lived examples of faith, and realizes a vision rooted in love and
Gospel values.
The work of Ranson (2006) found that effective Catholic school principals in
Australia were those who were “grounded in faith, possessing spiritual maturity, a
vocational sensibility and an awareness of ecclesial responsibility….(beginning) with a
profound sense of mission…(and) a focused theological and spiritual formation” (p. 419).
Administrators with these attributes were able to exercise their faith leadership
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responsibilities with confidence and competence. Hence, Ranson concluded that
attention to the preparation of Catholic school administrators as faith leaders is
imperative to the success and future of Catholic schools.
Applying Brinckerhoff’s (1999, 2000) organizational ideas of faith-based and
mission-based management to the educational domain, Buchanan (2011) maintained that
effective faith leaders in schools—both parochial and public—demonstrate competencies
in five areas: motivation, communication, innovation, flexibility, and lifelong learning.
Moreover, they bear witness to specific skills central to bringing these areas to fruition.
Relative to motivation, they lead by faith, mission, and personal values. Faith leaders
care about the members of their school and let them know it. They focus on mission and
make their decisions based on it. Relative to innovation, faith leaders challenge their
members to embrace change, to take risks, and to seek new possibilities that align with
school values and faith beliefs. Relative to communication, they take time to build trust,
to listen to needs and concerns of others, and to voice their communications in person and
through writings. Relative to flexibility, faith leaders are called to model this ability and
to nurture it in those they serve and lead. Relative to lifelong learning, the faith leaders
must first bear witness to this belief in their own lives, and then provide opportunities for
school members to do likewise. For Buchanan, identifying these faith leadership traits is
the first step to effective faith leadership in Catholic education; providing administrators
and teachers with formal opportunities to acquire and apply them is the second.
The contemporary research of Australian educational scholars affirmed the
importance of faith leadership in Catholic schools. The research substantiates that the
role of the faith leader is complex and challenging, and that many who serve in this
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capacity consider themselves unprepared for the task. It also suggests that while the
areas of responsibility of a faith leader and their corresponding competencies, practices,
or skills have been identified, preparation programs for faith leaders remain a need.
Summary
Limited research exists on the faith leadership preparedness of Catholic secondary
school leaders in the United States. Australia, on the other hand, has recently identified
this research need as a priority in modern Catholic educational studies; this need presents
itself within a radically transformed staffing demographic that represents a dramatic shift
from religious and clergy administrators to majority lay school leadership. The role of
these administrators has been consistently recognized by Catholic Church leaders and
Catholic educational scholars, as critically important to the mission of Catholic
education.
Scholars have also affirmed that the faith leadership of these school leaders is
paramount to the success of Catholic schools. Areas of responsibility for these faith
leaders have been identified by experts as: (a) fostering the faith development of school
members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation in the school community, and (d) advancing
the mission of Catholic education. By exploring Catholic school research and Catholic
Church documents, this study sought to affirm the importance of faith leadership as well
as to delineate the aspects of faith leadership. Chapter III that follows describes the
methodology utilized to analyze the roles, responsibilities, and perceptions of faith
leadership in the northern California (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San
Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Restatement of the Purpose
The purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions of Catholic secondary
school presidents and principals in northern California’s six (arch)dioceses—Monterey,
Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton—regarding their practices
and preparation as faith leaders. It examined their perceptions regarding how they
exercise faith leadership at their schools in four areas: (a) fostering the faith development
of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education. It also identified the factors that Catholic
secondary school leaders view as having influenced their faith leadership, as well as, the
degree of influence each identified factor has had upon them. Finally, it identified the
level of preparedness that Catholic secondary school leaders perceive themselves to have
relative to each of the four areas of faith leadership under investigation.
As stated in Chapter I, this study investigated the following research questions:
1. How do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the six
(arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa,
and Stockton in northern California exercise their faith leadership at their
schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school
members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education?
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2. What factors do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the six
(arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa,
and Stockton in northern California identify as influencing their faith
leadership in their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith
development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the
school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation
of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education?
3. What degree of influence do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San
Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California attribute each identified
factor to have upon their faith leadership in their schools relative to four areas:
(a) fostering faith development of school members, (b) building Christian
community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral
and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education?
4. What level of preparedness do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San
Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California perceive themselves as
having as the faith leaders in their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering
the faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community
within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical
formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic
education? 	
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Research Design
This study utilized mixed methodology: survey research and telephone interviews.
Both methods provided the most appropriate means of answering the research questions
under investigation. An on-line survey was used as it supported the following conditions:
(a) the statistical data describes relationships between variables and the population; (b)
the population represents a broad geographical area; (c) participants can be assured
anonymity; and (d) participants have access to a computer and possess the ability to
complete an on-line survey (Fowler, 2009; Sue & Ritter, 2007). Ease of access and
confidentiality were two main advantages for study participants utilizing on-line surveys;
for the researcher, survey distribution and data collection can be more efficiently
facilitated, cost is minimal, and data analysis can take advantage of electronic systems
when utilizing on-line surveys (Fowler, 2009).
Likewise qualitative, one-on-one, telephone interviews were employed in this
study. According to Orcher (2007) interviews provide the opportunity to gain a deeper
understanding of the data collected by survey research, and to clarify data ambiguity. He
also maintained that a mixed method approach enables the breadth and depth of data
collection for the research questions under investigation.
Population
According to the NCEA’s researchers, McDonald and Schultz (2011), there are
currently 1,206 Catholic secondary schools in the United States. These high schools
include single gender and co-educational schools, along with those sponsored by
Religious orders, and those under diocesan ownership and governance, or independent
boards. Chief administrators at many of the Catholic secondary schools throughout the
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nation presently operate under a president and principal model of school leadership
(James, 2009). However, some Catholic secondary schools continue to operate under the
sole leadership of the principal. In few schools, chief administrators are called
Headmasters. Regardless of their leadership model or their leadership title, all Catholic
secondary school administrators are charged with the role of being the faith leaders of
their respective educational institutions.
According to the NCEA, the number of Catholic secondary schools in the state of
California is 113. This study, however, focused its investigation on the perceptions of the
chief administrators within 41 Catholic secondary schools within six (arch)dioceses of
northern California: Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and
Stockton (N=68). It is important to note that the Catholic secondary schools in the
Diocese of Sacramento, though located in northern California, were omitted from this
study due to circumstances beyond the researcher’s control. When the researcher was in
the process of acquiring the formal permission from the northern California’s Catholic
schools’ superintendents to permit their schools to participate in this investigation, the
Diocese of Sacramento’s Catholic School Department was in the throes of a major
reorganization relative to its superintendency leadership structure; hence, the necessary
permission was not pursued as interest in doctoral research was viewed as improbable at
that time.
The chief administrators of the majority of Catholic secondary schools in the
(arch)dioceses of northern California—Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose,
Santa Rosa, and Stockton—operate under a president and principal leadership model, or
under a sole principalship model. For two schools in this study, the terms “headmaster
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and assistant headmaster” and “president and deans” are used to designate their chief
administrators. Because their two-tiered leadership model is comparable to the presidentprincipal model, the perceptions of these faith leaders were included in this study with the
headmaster grouped with the presidents, and the assistant headmaster and deans grouped
with the principals. In schools without a president, and whose chief administrator is the
principal, the principal alone was surveyed. Of the 41 schools represented in the original
invitation for participation in the survey, 28 operate under a president-principal
administrative model [or equivalent thereof], while 13 have the principal serving as the
chief administrator.
Of note, there is one school in which the chief administrator serves as both the
school’s president and principal; for purposes of this study, this participant was classified
solely as “president.” In a second school, the president is assisted by two deans rather
than by a principal. Consequently, these two deans were invited to participate in this
study, however, the deans who serve in the remaining 40 schools were not included in
this investigation.
In total, 68 administrators (N=68) were invited to participate in this study
concerning faith leadership. A listing of the Catholic secondary schools per
(arch)diocese, their leadership model, and number of leaders invited to be surveyed is
presented in Table 2. General information regarding the six (arch)dioceses of this study
was also included to highlight the uniqueness of each setting under review.
The Diocese of Monterey encompasses four counties: Monterey, Santa Cruz, San
Benito, and San Luis Obispo. It oversees 18 schools: 13 elementary schools and five
secondary schools, with over 3,200 students from diverse cultures and socioeconomic
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backgrounds. Its five Catholic high schools are located in Monterey, Salinas, San Luis
Obispo, and Watsonville with a cumulative student population of 541.
Table 2
The Six (Arch)dioceses’ Catholic Secondary Schools, Their Leadership Models, and the
Number of Leaders To Be Surveyed
(Arch)dioceses
(n = 6)
Monterey

Oakland

San Francisco

Catholic Secondary Schools
(n = 41)

Leadership Models

Leaders
(N = 68)

Notre Dame High School

Principal

1

Palma School

President-Principal

2

Mission College Prep High School

Principal

1

Santa Catalina School

Headmaster Asst. Headmaster

2

St. Francis Central Coast HS

President

1

Bishop O’Dowd High School

President-Principal

2

Carondelet High School

President-Principal

2

De LaSalle High School

President-Principal

2

Holy Names High School

Principal

1

Moreau High School

President-Principal

2

Salesian High School

President-Principal

2

St. Elizabeth High School

Principal

1

St. Joseph Notre Dame High School

Principal

1

St. Mary’s College High School

President-Principal

2

Archbishop Riordan High School

President-Principal

2

Convent of the Sacred Heart

President-Principal

2

Immaculate Conception Academy

President-Principal

2

Junipero Serra High School

President-Principal

2

Marin Catholic High School

President-Principal

2

Mercy High School

Principal

1

Mercy High School, Burlingame

President-Principal

2

Notre Dame High School

Principal

1
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Continued
(Arch)dioceses
(n = 6)

Catholic Secondary Schools
(n = 41)

Leadership Models

Leaders
(N = 68)

San Francisco

Sacred Heart Cathedral Prep

President-Principal

2

Sacred Heart Prep, Atherton

President-Principal

2

San Domenico Upper School

President-Principal

2

St. Ignatius College Preparatory

President-Principal

2

Stuart Hall High School

Principal

1

Woodside Priory

President-Principal

2

Archbishop Mitty High School

Principal

1

Bellarmine College Preparatory

President-Principal

2

Notre Dame High School

Principal

1

Presentation High School

Principal

1

Lawrence Academy

Principal

1

St. Francis High School

President-Principal

2

St. Bernard Catholic School

President-Deans

3

Justin-Siena High School

President-Principal

2

Archbishop Hanna High School

Principal

1

Cardinal Newman High School

President-Principal

2

St. Vincent de Paul High School

Principal

1

Central Catholic High School

President-Principal

2

St. Mary’s High School

President-Principal

2

San Jose

Santa Rosa

Stockton

The Diocese of Oakland encompasses the counties of Alameda and Contra Costa.
It oversees 54 schools: 45 elementary schools and nine secondary schools, with over
19,990 students from many cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds. Its nine Catholic
secondary schools are located in Oakland, Alameda, Berkeley, Concord, Hayward, and
Richmond and have a cumulative student population of 5,749.
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The Archdiocese of San Francisco is comprised of the City and County of San
Francisco, and the Counties of Marin and San Mateo. It oversees 76 schools: 62
elementary schools and 14 secondary schools, with over 24,400 students from many
cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds. Its 14 Catholic high schools are located in
Atherton, Belmont, Burlingame, Kentfield, San Anselmo, San Francisco, San Mateo, and
Portola Valley, with a cumulative student population of 7,848.
The Diocese of San Jose encompasses a region from Palo Alto to Gilroy, and
includes the cities of San Jose, Saratoga, and Cupertino. It oversees 35 schools: 29
elementary schools and six secondary schools, with over 16,500 students from many
cultures and socioeconomic backgrounds. Its six Catholic secondary schools are located
in Mountain View, San Jose, and Santa Clara, and have a cumulative student population
of 6,700.
The Diocese of Santa Rosa encompasses five counties: Del Norte, Humboldt,
Mendocino, Napa, and Sonoma. It oversees 15 schools: six elementary schools and nine
secondary schools, with over 2,200 students from varied socioeconomic backgrounds. Its
Catholic high schools are located in nine cities: Arcata, Eureka, Healdsburg, Napa,
Petaluma, Saint Helena, Santa Rosa, Sonoma, and Ukiah, with a cumulative student
population of 1,748.
The Diocese of Stockton encompasses two counties: San Joaquin and Stanislaus.
It oversees 20 schools: seven preschools, 11 elementary schools and two secondary
schools with approximately 4,500 students. Its two high schools are located in Modesto
and Stockton, and have a cumulative student population of 1,387.
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Instrumentation
Faith Leadership Survey
This study employed a researcher-constructed survey instrument, the Faith
Leadership Survey (Appendix A). The contents of the questionnaire were guided by
Catholic Church documents on Christian education (NCCB, 1972, 1976, 1979; SCCE,
1977, 1982, 1988, 1998, 2007; USCCB, 2005a, 2005b; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b) and the
summative works of Catholic school experts (Ciriello, 1994/1997; Cook & Durow, 2008;
Manno, 1985) concerning the roles, responsibilities, and competencies of faith leadership.
The survey questionnaire was created using Survey Monkey®, and consisted of 63 items,
divided into five sections. Table 3 presents the survey sections, their respective headings,
and their corresponding item numbers.
All administrators were provided with the opportunity within the survey to
indicate whether or not they were willing to participate in the study. The “Yes” option
must have been checked before a participant advanced to the question portion of Survey
Monkey®. Those who did not give their voluntary consent would not have been able to
proceed.
The survey was also designed to collect data using several options: (a) forced
choice responses, (b) write-in comments, and (c) Likert scale responses. The forced
choice responses allowed for the standardized measurement of the perceptions of the
respondents relative to their faith leadership practices and preparedness. The comment
boxes allowed for additional data to be noted, while the Likert scale responses allowed
the factors’ degree of influence and the respondents’ level of preparation as faith leaders
to be appropriately measured.
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Table 3
Survey Sections and Their Corresponding Items
Survey Sections

Items

I. Fostering Faith Development of School Members

1-15

A. Fosters the Faith Development of Faculty/Staff Through Opportunities for
Spiritual Growth
B. Fosters the Faith Development of Students Through Opportunities for Spiritual
Growth
C. Provides Opportunities for the School Community to Celebrate Faith

1-3
4-6
7-9

D. Fosters Consistent Practices of Christian Service

10-12

E. Incorporates Prayer in the School Community

13-15

II. Building Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders

16-30

A. Facilitates the Building of School-Wide Christian Community

16-18

B. Facilitates the Role of Parents as Primary Educators

19-21

C. Fosters the Relationship With the Local Parishes and its (Arch)dioceses

22-24

D. Fosters the Relationship With School Board and/or Sponsoring Religious
Community

25-27

E. Fosters the Relationship With the Community-at-Large

28-30

III. Promoting the Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members

31-41

A. Promotes the Moral and Ethical Formation of Adult Community Members

31-33

B. Promotes the Moral and Ethical Formation of Students

34-36

C. Integrates Gospel Values Into the Life of the School

37-39

IV. Advancing the Mission of Catholic Education

40-48

A. Articulates a Knowledge of the Mission of Catholic Education

40-42

B. Promulgates the Mission of Catholic Education to Permeate the School Culture

43-45

C. Utilizes the Mission of Catholic Education as the Guideline When Deciding
School-Wide Policies and Practices

46-48

V. Demographics

49-63
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Validity
A panel of 10 experts (Appendix B) reviewed and approved the face validity,
content validity, and construct validity of the study’s survey questionnaire. The panel
included Catholic men and women, lay persons, and members of religious communities,
whose expertise in the areas of Catholic education, in general, and Catholic secondary
education, in particular, as well as their expertise in the areas of faith leadership, survey
research, or statistics were identified as relevant to the proposed investigation.
An introductory email was sent to the panel of experts, requesting their
participation in this aspect of the study. Upon reception of their agreement to serve on
this study’s validity panel, the link to the study’s survey in Survey Monkey ® was sent
from the researcher’s email address to each participant. No incentives or compensation
were offered to these experts for their participation, and there were no costs incurred for
the participants. The right of confidentiality was assured to each panel member. The
proposed comments and suggestions of the validity panel were reviewed and evaluated in
collaboration with the researcher’s chairperson, and those that added clarity and increased
the validity of the instrument were incorporated into the final form of the survey
instrument.
Several noteworthy suggestions by validity panel members improved the structure
and format of the survey instrument. One recommended that, within the welcome section
of the survey, recognition be made to the fact that faith, as a gift from God, is not
measurable, and that this study sought to examine the ways in which “faith leadership
responsibilities” were understood, influenced, and exercised. He also suggested the
inclusion of “religious community experiences” to the sections that listed the factors that
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influenced the participant’s formation and training as a faith leader. An additional
recommendation led to the inclusion of a Likert scale to the second question of each
series within the survey, in order to measure the degree of the influence identified factors
had upon each participant’s faith leadership practices and preparation. Two others noted
that forced responses across all questions would aid in consistency and user experience.
A progress bar, suggested by another panel member, was incorporated to motivate and to
inform the survey respondent of his or her progress toward survey completion.
Reliability
To establish the reliability of the study’s survey instrument, a test-retest reliability
method was utilized. The subjects of this pilot study were administrators affiliated with
the educational works of the Lasallian Christian Brothers of the United States. Their
roles as administrators in secondary Catholic education made them comparable to the
target population of this study. Forty-one individuals were invited for participation, via
email, throughout a one month time period, October 11, 2011 through November 11,
2011. Twenty individuals (N=20) who currently serve, or formerly served, as presidents
and as principals of Lasallian schools completed both the initial pilot study and the re-test
study utilizing Survey Monkey ®, with the first of the pilot study surveys submitted on
October 11, 2011. The first of the re-test surveys was completed on November 8, 2011,
with the final one completed on December 22, 2011.
Internal consistency and reliability results for the subsets of each section were
calculated and are presented in Tables 4 and 5. Internal consistency is indicated by the
Cronbach’s alpha α statistic for each subset of questions for each section (Table 4).
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Table 4
Internal Consistency Reliabilities for Subsets for Each Section (N=208)
Section

Survey Question #

Cronbach’s α (pre)

Cronbach’s α (post)

1a

2, 5, 8, 11, 14

.87

.87

1b

3, 6, 9, 12, 15

.93

.93

2a

17, 20, 23, 26, 29

.94

.89

2b

18, 21, 24, 27, 30

.67

.92

3a

32, 35, 38

.85

.86

3b

33, 36, 39

.94

.87

4a

41, 44, 47

.86

.84

4b

42, 45, 48

.91

.92

The lowest estimate of .67 on section 2b of the pre-test increased to .92 on section
2b of the post-test. By reaching an acceptable level of internal consistency on the posttest, this initial estimate of .67 may be attributed to possible outlier responses on the pretest that were not duplicated in the post-test results. The test-retest reliability results were
calculated using Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient. Table 5 presents the
correlation coefficient for each section and its subsets indicate reliability for all items.
Table 5
Test-Retest Reliabilities for Subsets for Each Section (N=20)
Section

Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r)

1a

.85

1b

.87

2a

.72

2b

.81

3a

.78

3b

.76

4a

.76

4b

.89
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Interviews
Follow-up telephone interviews of 30 minutes in length were also conducted with
a sample of five participants (N=5). The purpose of the interviews was to gain a deeper
understanding of the questions under review. They also allowed the interviewees the
opportunity to clarify information and share additional insights that they considered
relevant to the research questions under review. Specifically, the researcher asked the
five participants the following interview questions:
1. In addition to the competencies and practices represented in the Faith Leadership
Survey, are there any other competencies and practices that you perceive to be
part of your role as the faith leader of your school? If so, what are they?
2. What comments would you make relative to the survey findings of the top five
factors that were perceived as influential to faith leadership? Would you identify
any other factor as being important to your faith leadership?
3. All survey respondents perceived themselves to be prepared for Faith Leadership.
Do you concur with these findings?
4. What do you perceive to be the single greatest challenge to your role as the faith
leader of your school?
Data Collection
The researcher received the permission to survey the presidents and principals of
41 Catholic secondary schools in northern California’s six (arch)dioceses—Monterey,
Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton—from their respective
superintendents (Appendix C). He also received the approval from the University of San
Francisco’s Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects to conduct
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his study (Appendix D); note that a renewed approval was received in advance of the
phone interviews (Appendix E). Upon obtaining the approval of the dissertation proposal
from his committee, the researcher sent an introductory letter (Appendix F) via email to
the chief administrators of the Catholic secondary schools within this study (N=68)
inviting them to participate in this doctoral investigation concerning their perceptions
regarding their faith leadership’s practices and preparation. The letter explained the
purpose of the study, and insured the right of confidentiality to each participant. The
email also provided the link to the survey which will utilize Survey Monkey® for its
administration.
Given that the on-line survey was sent to the participants’ work email addresses,
issues related to on-line access was minimal. The link to Survey Monkey® was
embedded in the body of an email sent from the researcher’s email address. This step
aimed to decrease the likelihood that this email would be blocked by SPAM filters and/or
be filtered into the recipients’ junk email folder.
A three-week time period, from the date of the first email sent by the researcher,
was allowed for completion of the survey instrument. Participants were encouraged to
complete the survey within the first week. The researcher indicated these time frames in
the body of his introductory letter sent via email to each participant (Appendix F).
To encourage full participation in the study’s survey, the researcher utilized three
waves of reminders to non-respondents. The first reminder was sent one week after the
introductory letter and survey link was sent. The second email reminder was sent two
weeks after the introductory letter and survey link was sent. The third and final reminder
was sent three weeks after the introductory letter and survey link was sent. Each time the
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researcher sent a link to the survey to expedite the request. A period of three weeks from
the date of original emailing of the survey questionnaire was established as the cut off
period for survey returns.
Due to the timing of the original survey invitation, the researcher conducted a
second round of survey implementation three months after the initial invitation. In
consultation with members of his dissertation committee, the researcher concluded that
the summer vacation time period may have precluded invitees from originally
participating in the survey completion. The second round promoted a higher level of
participation and therefore enriched the data collected from the survey; the standard
protocols utilized in the first round of survey implementation were followed in this round
as well. Note that Appendix G includes the introductory letter that initiated the second
round.
Data for this study was also collected telephone interviews. All survey
participants (N=41) were asked upon their completion of the survey if they would be
willing to participate in a follow-up telephone interview, which would take 30 minutes in
length. They were informed that their participation was voluntary, and guaranteed the
right of confidentiality. They were also informed that only one person per (arch)diocese
would be selected to be interviewed. Those who marked the “Yes” on their survey,
giving their consent to be interviewed, became part of the pool of volunteers for the
interview portion of this study.
It should be noted that no one volunteered to be part of the interview process from
one of the (arch)dioceses represented in this study. Hence, that diocese was not
represented in the interview portion of this study. From the pool of volunteers of the five
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(arch)dioceses, the researcher then purposefully selected five interviewees, one from each
diocese, in order to have representation of the various demographics (gender, lifestyle,
school leadership role, and school governance structure) of the total population of this
study. Hence, the selected interviewees were comprised of faith leaders of both genders
(male and female), both lifestyles (religious and lay), both types of leadership roles
(presidents and principals) and all three types of school governance [Religious order
sponsored schools, (arch)diocesan schools, and other, for example independent schools].
After an initial analysis of the survey results, the researcher sent the five selected
interviewees an email offering them a proposed date for their respective interviews, as
well as a request for their respective permissions to have their interviews tape-recorded.
Once the respective interview dates were agreed upon, and the respective permissions
were secured from all five volunteers to tape-record their sessions, the researcher
conducted the telephone interviews per the designated, and agreed upon arrangements.
A digital recorder was used for all interviews. Once the transcribed information
was verified for its accuracy, and approved for reporting, the researcher analyzed the data
for common themes and unique insights. Following these analyses, the digital recordings
of the interviews were erased, and the transcriptions were stored in a locked file.
Data Analysis
The survey questionnaire gathered data necessary to answer the quantitative
research questions of the study. The collected information was analyzed by means of a
computer program, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Data analysis
addressed the four research questions under investigation by employing descriptive
statistics, such as frequency distributions, percentages, and means, as appropriate.
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Research Question 1 asked: How do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose,
Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California exercise their faith leadership at their
schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b)
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the
moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education? The data collected on this question was analyzed utilizing
percentages of frequency distributions relative to three perspectives: (a) the presidents
and principals as a combined group (N=41), (b) the presidents (n=21)and principals
(n=20)as separate groups, and (c) the presidents and principals combined, but classified
as to the type of school governance structure—Religious order sponsored schools,
(arch)diocesan schools, and other, for example independent Catholic schools.
Data collected to address the second research question presented frequency
distributions of the data by utilizing percentages and figures to present the data collected,
along with mean scores. Responses were coded, and individual scores of each
competency’s subsets were collapsed statistically to facilitate data analysis and reporting.
The mean for the degree of influence of each factor per the four areas of faith leadership
were rounded to the nearest whole number for purposes of drawing general conclusions
and for utilizing bar graphs to visually represent the survey’s findings. Research
Question 2 asked, What factors do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals
in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa,
and Stockton in northern California identify as influencing their faith leadership in their
schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b)
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building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the
moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education?
Data collected to address the third research question presented frequency
distributions of the data by utilizing percentages and figures to present the data collected,
along with mean scores. Responses were coded, and individual scores of each
competency’s subsets were collapsed statistically to facilitate data analysis and reporting.
The mean for the degree of influence of each factor per the four areas of faith leadership
were rounded to the nearest whole number for purposes of drawing general conclusions
and for utilizing bar graphs to visually represent the survey’s findings. Research
Question 3 asked, What degree of influence do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose,
Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California attribute each identified factor to have
upon their faith leadership in their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith
development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and
with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and
(d) advancing the mission of Catholic education?
Data collected to address the fourth research question utilized frequency
distributions and mean scores. For analysis and reporting purposes, the collective data
for each participant within each area of responsibility were statistically collapsed,
allowing for the mean score to be tabulated for all participants per area of faith leadership
responsibility: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b) building
Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral
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and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic
education. The data was rounded to the nearest whole number for purposes of drawing
general conclusions and utilizing bar graphs to visually represent the survey’s findings.
Research Question 4 asked, What level of preparedness do Catholic secondary school
presidents and principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco,
San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California perceive themselves as having
as the faith leaders in their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith
development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and
with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and
(d) advancing the mission of Catholic education?
Participants were given the option to add comments, if they wished to clarify their
forced responses. Likert scale responses relative to the degree of influence that identified
factors had upon the faith leadership of participants, as well as the level of preparedness
that participants perceived as having as faith leaders, were also analyzed and compared.
Figures graphically represent both commonalities and differences in participants’
responses.
The quantitative survey data was analyzed in three ways. First, they were
analyzed in relationship to the perceptions of the presidents and principals as a combined
group (N=41). Second, they were analyzed in relationship to the perspectives of the
presidents (n= 21) and the principals (n=20) as separate groups. Third, they were
analyzed the perspective of participants based upon the governing structure of their
schools: Religious order sponsored schools (n= 21), (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and
schools self-reported as “other,” (n=5) for example independent Catholic schools.
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The data were also analyzed relative to the study’s demographic variables:
gender, lifestyle, age range, race/ethnicity, religious association, and educational
background. In order to analyze these variables, percentages were calculated, and figures
and graphs were incorporated when appropriate to illustrate results. Participants’
association with Catholic education was also analyzed and reported by utilizing
frequency distributions of the collapsed data sub-sets of responses pertaining to their
experience with Catholic education.
Qualitative data gained from one-on-one telephone interviews were transcribed
and verified by interviewees as accurate. This information was analyzed for its themes
and insights. In addition it was analyzed for alignment between the interviewees and the
survey respondents as a whole.
Qualifications of the Researcher
The researcher has attended Catholic school since first grade, having completed
elementary, secondary, undergraduate, and graduate education in the Catholic school
setting. The son of a Catholic school educator, the researcher has studied and taught in
(arch)diocesan and religiously sponsored schools at multiple schools in a variety of
settings. He holds a Masters degree in Theology, and has directed campus ministry and
religious education programs at the parish, elementary, high school, and college levels.
Currently serving as the President of an inner city Catholic elementary school, the
researcher also participated in a post-graduate, full-time Catholic volunteer program,
where he met his wife, Brigid. He is currently in the process of completing his doctoral
degree in Catholic Educational Leadership through the University of San Francisco’s
Catholic Educational Leadership Program.
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Limitations
This study was limited to presidents and principals (or the equivalency thereof) of
the Catholic secondary schools in six (arch)dioceses in northern California, namely
Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton. The
generalizability of this study was therefore limited in scope to secondary school faith
leaders in the Catholic high schools in northern California. The study was not inclusive
of elementary Catholic school administrators, nor did it survey the views of the auxiliary
staff members—Vice Principals, Deans of Discipline, Directors of Admission,
Development, and Campus Ministry—of the presidents and principals of secondary
schools under investigation.
A further limitation related to the possibility that the respondents’ interpretation
of, and level of commitment to, the institution of the Catholic Church regarding her
teachings on Catholic education may have biased their responses. In addition, there was
no way to be certain that the responses of the survey respondents reflect their actual
practices.
Another basic limitation of the study stemmed from its methodology: survey
research. Although the validity and reliability of the survey instrument were established,
knowledge of the respondent’s motivation for answering the questions was unknown
(Orlich, 1978). Moreover, the survey was time-bound. Consequently, the physical,
emotional, or spiritual dispositions of the participant at the time of responding to the
survey must be considered. Therefore, the results of this survey were limited to a
snapshot of the participant at the time that he or she answered the survey questions.
Likewise, the interviews conducted in this study explored the viewpoints and sentiments
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of five of the 41 participants of the study. Therefore their opinions and experiences
cannot be generalized to the group as a whole.
This chapter summarized the methodology that was utilized to answer the four
research questions survey questions, as well as the four interview questions under review.
Chapter IV that follows focuses on the findings of this quantitative and qualitative study
of the perceptions of Catholic secondary presidents and principals of six (archdiocese) in
Northern California regarding their faith leadership practices and preparation.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Overview
The purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions of Catholic secondary
school presidents and principals in northern California’s six (arch)dioceses—Monterey,
Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton—regarding their practices
and preparation as faith leaders. It examined how they exercised their faith leadership
responsibilities at their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development
of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education. It identified the factors that influenced their
faith leadership practices, and the degree of influence these factors had upon them
relative to the four areas of faith leadership under investigation. Finally, this study
identified the level of preparedness that the Catholic secondary school leaders perceive
they have relative to the four areas of faith leadership responsibility.
The data gathered for this study analyzed the following research questions:
1. How do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the six
(arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa
Rosa, and Stockton in northern California exercise their faith leadership at
their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of
school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and
with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education?
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2. What factors do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the
six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa
Rosa, and Stockton in northern California identify as influencing their
faith leadership in their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the
faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community
within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and
ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education?
3. What degree of influence do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco,
San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California attribute each
identified factor to have upon their faith leadership in their schools relative
to four areas: (a) fostering faith development of school members, (b)
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education?
4. What level of preparedness do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco,
San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California perceive
themselves as having as the faith leaders in their schools relative to four
areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b) building
Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
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advancing the mission of Catholic education?
Demographics
The Faith Leadership Survey was sent electronically to 68 presidents and
principals who lead 41 Catholic secondary schools within northern California’s
(arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton.
A total of 41 presidents and principals, or 60% of the sample, completed the survey. The
demographic questions identified the respondents’ gender, lifestyle, age range,
race/ethnicity, religious affiliation, and educational background. They also identified the
profile of the respondents’ respective schools: their governance structure and the size of
their student enrollment.
Eighty percent of the survey respondents were male (n=33). Eight women
participated in the study; seven served in Religious order sponsored secondary schools,
and one ministered in an (arch)diocesan school. Six of the women participants were
principals, and two were presidents. Most or 76% of the respondents were married
laypersons. Figure 1 presents the percentage for each lifestyle grouping.

Figure 1. Lifestyles of participants (N=41).
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Most of the respondents were 51 years of age or older. Figure 2 presents the age range of
the survey’s participants (N=41).

Figure 2. Age range of the survey’s participants.
With regard to race/ethnicity, 95% of the participants identified themselves as
White/Caucasian, and the remaining 5% reported being either Multi-Racial or Asian
American. None of the respondents reported to be American Indian, Black/African
American, Hispanic, or Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander. One respondent was
Presbyterian; all other respondents, or 98%, identified their religious affiliation to be
Roman Catholic.
Relative to their educational attainment, more than half of the survey’s
respondents (N=41) reported that they earned degrees from a Catholic institution (Figure
3). Twenty-four of the 41 respondents earned their Baccalaureate degree from a
Catholic institution, 20 of 41 earned their Master’s degree from a Catholic institution, and
10 of the 41 earned their terminal or doctoral degree from a Catholic institution.
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Figure 3. Participants with degrees earned at a Catholic institution.

Most of the respondents reported working in Catholic education for over 20 years. Figure
4 presents the participants’ years of service in Catholic education.

Figure 4. Years of service of participants in Catholic education.
Sixty-one percent or 25 schools within this study were Catholic co-educational
institutions. The remaining 16 schools were single gender schools, equally divided
between eight all-female schools, and eight all male schools. Most respondents led in
schools serving less than 500 students. In addition, 21 respondents ministered within
Religious order sponsored schools, 15 within (arch)diocesan schools, and 5 who selected
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“Other,” describing, for example, an independent Catholic school governance structure.
Summary of Demographic Variables
The presidents and principals who responded to this survey were predominantly
Roman Catholic (98%), White/Caucasian (95%), male (80%), married laypersons (76%).
By role, the respondents were comprised of a balance of 21 presidents and 20 principals.
Most were veteran educators; 85% of them reported having over 15 years of experience
in Catholic education. Seventy-one percent of the respondents were 51 years of age or
older, with about one-third of them being over the age of 60.
The participants were highly educated; 98% held a master’s degree. Many
attended Catholic institutions for their formal educational programs. For example, 24
reported that they earned their baccalaureate degree from a Catholic institution, 20
reported that they earned their master’s degrees from a Catholic institution, and 10
reported that they earned their terminal degrees from a Catholic institution. Most of the
respondents were leaders in small Catholic secondary schools, that is, with student
enrollment being 500 or less. Only one was non-Catholic.
Research Question 1
How do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the six (arch)dioceses of
Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern
California exercise their faith leadership at their schools relative to four areas: (a)
fostering the faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community
within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation
of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education?
The participants of this study identified the ways they exercised faith leadership in
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their schools by selecting the appropriate force choices to the 16 questions on the Faith
Leadership Survey constructed by the researcher (Appendix A). All 16 questions
provided a series of three forced choices (n=48) for them to choose from.
The findings to Research Question 1 are presented in Tables 6 to 17, and report the
percentages of the participants’ frequency of responses regarding the competencies and
practices of the four areas of faith leadership under investigation: (a) fostering the faith
development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and
with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and
(d) advancing the mission of Catholic education. As stated in the methodology section,
the collected data for Research Question 1 is reported relative to three perspectives:
•

The perceptions of the presidents and principals as a combined group (N=41),

•

The perceptions of the presidents (n=21) and principals (n=20) as separate groups,

•

The perceptions of the presidents and principals combined and classified by their
schools’ governance structure: participants in Religious order sponsored schools
(n=21), participants within (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and participants in a
school structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5), for example, a Catholic
independent school.

For reporting purposes, the participants’ frequency percentage scores for Research
Question 1 are divided into three levels of support: high, moderate, and low. In Tables 6
to 17, a frequency percentage score of 80% to 100% describes a “high” level of support.
A frequency percentage score of 50% to 79% describes a “moderate” level of support. A
frequency percentage score of 0% to 49% describes a “low” level of support.
Data collected for fostering the faith development of school members follow:
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Fostering the Faith Development of School Members
Table 6
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices for Fostering the
Faith Development of School Members by Presidents and Principals Combined (N=41)
Fostering the Faith Development of School Members:
Competencies and Practices
1. Fosters the faith development of faculty/staff
• By witnessing an active and conscious faith
• By supporting faculty & staff retreats that occur at least annually
• By providing opportunities for faculty and staff faith development,
such as catechetical seminars & faith formation conferences
2. Fosters the faith development of students
• By supporting the hiring of qualified religion teachers
• By supporting student retreats across grade levels throughout the
academic year
• By supporting the alignment of the religion curriculum to
(arch)diocesan standards
3. Provides opportunities for the school community to celebrate faith
• By supporting school-wide Eucharistic liturgies that occur
throughout the academic school year
• By supporting school-wide paraliturgical services that occur
throughout the academic school year
• By supporting small group faith sharing opportunities for
community members
4. Fosters consistent practices of Christian service
• By supporting community service outreach programs that occur
throughout the academic school year
• By supporting school-wide charitable giving drives that occur
throughout the academic school year
• By supporting service learning that is integrated into academic
courses across the grade level curriculum
5. Incorporates prayer within school community
• By leading prayer at school-wide meetings such as those with
parents, faculty, and boards
• By supporting the inclusion of prayer in school-wide functions such
as assemblies and sports games
• By supporting the inclusion of prayer in the classrooms

Percent
83
90
88
93
100
70

100
90
78

100
98
85

95
98
93
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Table 7
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices for Fostering the
Faith Development of School Members by Presidents and Principals Separately
Fostering the Faith Development of School Members:
Competencies and Practices
1. Fosters the faith development of faculty/staff
• By witnessing an active and conscious faith
• By supporting faculty & staff retreats that occur at least
annually
• By providing opportunities for faculty and staff faith
development, such as catechetical seminars & faith
formation conferences
2. Fosters the faith development of students
• By supporting the hiring of qualified religion teachers
• By supporting student retreats across grade levels
throughout the academic year
• By supporting the alignment of the religion curriculum
to (arch)diocesan standards
3. Provides opportunities for the school community to
celebrate faith
• By supporting school-wide Eucharistic liturgies that
occur throughout the academic school year
• By supporting school-wide paraliturgical services that
occur throughout the academic school year
• By supporting small group faith sharing opportunities
for community members
4. Fosters consistent practices of Christian service
• By supporting community service outreach programs
that occur throughout the academic school year
• By supporting school-wide charitable giving drives that
occur throughout the academic school year
• By supporting service learning that is integrated into
academic courses across the grade level curriculum
5. Incorporates prayer within school community
• By leading prayer at school-wide meetings such as those
with parents, faculty, and boards
• By supporting the inclusion of prayer in school-wide
functions such as assemblies and sports games
• By supporting the inclusion of prayer in the classrooms

Percent
President Principal
(n=21)
(n=20)
80

88

85

95

100

76

90

95

100

100

70

71

100

100

85

95

75

81

100

100

100

95

85

86

95

95

95

100

100

86
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Table 8
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices for Fostering the
Faith Development of School Members by School Governance Structure
Fostering the Faith Development of School Members:
Competencies and Practices
1. Fosters the faith development of faculty/staff
• By witnessing an active and conscious faith
• By supporting faculty & staff retreats that occur at
least annually
• By providing opportunities for faculty and staff
faith development, such as catechetical seminars &
faith formation conferences
2. Fosters the faith development of students
• By supporting the hiring of qualified religion
teachers
• By supporting student retreats across grade levels
throughout the academic year
• By supporting the alignment of the religion
curriculum to (arch)diocesan standards
3. Provides opportunities for the school community to
celebrate faith
• By supporting school-wide Eucharistic liturgies that
occur throughout the academic school year
• By supporting school-wide paraliturgical services
that occur throughout the academic school year
• By supporting small group faith sharing
opportunities for community members
4. Fosters consistent practices of Christian service
• By supporting community service outreach
programs that occur throughout the academic
school year
• By supporting school-wide charitable giving drives
that occur throughout the academic school year
• By supporting service learning that is integrated
into academic courses across the grade level
curriculum
5. Incorporates prayer within school community
• By leading prayer at school-wide meetings such as
those with parents, faculty, and boards
• By supporting the inclusion of prayer in schoolwide functions such as assemblies and sports games
• By supporting the inclusion of prayer in the
classrooms

Percent
Rel. Order
(n=21)

(Arch)diocese
(n=15)

Other
(n=5)

86

73

100

100

80

80

91

100

40

91

93

100

100

100

100

62

87

60

100

100

100

91

87

100

81

73

80

100

100

100

100

100

80

76

100

80

91

100

100

96

100

100

91

100

80
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Perspective One: The frequency percentages of the presidents and principals as a
combined group (N=41) regarding their practices of fostering the faith development of
school members are presented in Table 6 and revealed that the respondents highly
supported 13 of the 15 surveyed practices. Three practices—supporting student retreats
across grade levels throughout the academic year, supporting school-wide Eucharistic
liturgies that occur throughout the academic school year, and supporting community
service outreach programs that occur throughout the academic school year—received a
100% level of support by the participants. Supporting the alignment of the religion
curriculum to (arch)diocesan standards and supporting small group faith sharing
opportunities for community members, received moderate support (50% to 79%) from all
respondents.
Perspective Two: The frequency percentages of the presidents (n=21) and
principals (n=20) as separate groups concerning their practices of fostering the faith
development of school members are presented in Table 7 and revealed that both groups
highly supported (80% to 100%) most practices surveyed. In addition, several practices
fell within the high moderate range (70% to 76%). The presidents, for example reported
supporting small group faith sharing opportunities for their school members (75%), as
well as supporting the alignment of the religion curriculum to (arch)diocesan standards
(70%). The principals reported supported school members attending catechetical
seminars and faith formation conferences (76%) and they also supported the alignment of
their school’s religion curriculum to (arch)diocesan standards (71%).
Perspective Three: The frequency percentages of the participants grouped by their
school governance structures [Religious order (n=21), (arch)diocesan (n=15), and other
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(n=5)] regarding fostering the faith development of school members are presented in
Table 8 and revealed that all three types of school leaders reported moderate-to-high
levels of support for the practices surveyed. They also indicated that (arch)diocesan
school leaders reported a 100% participation rate for nine of the 15 surveyed practices,
those of other schools reported 100% participation rate for eight of the 15 surveyed
practices, and those in Religious order schools reported 100% participation in five of the
15 surveyed practices. In addition, the faith leaders of schools self-reported as “Other,”
such as an independent Catholic school, reported a low participation rate of 40% of
providing faith development opportunities for their faculty and staff members.
Also, (arch)diocesan school leaders reported a high level of support (87%) for
aligning their school’s religion curriculum to (arch)diocesan standards, whereas those of
“other” school structure and those of Religious order sponsored schools reported a
moderate level or 60% and 62% respectively to this practice. The data also revealed that
while 100% of the (arch)diocesan leaders reported that they provided faith development
opportunities for their school members, only 75% of them reported that they did so by
witnessing an active and conscious faith.
Next, Tables 9 through 11 report the data relative to perceptions of the presidents
and principals of the Catholic secondary schools in northern California relative to
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders. Table 9 reports on
the presidents and principals’ practices as a combined group (N=41). Table 10 reports on
the presidents (n=21) and principals’ (n=20) practices as separate groups. Table 11
reports on the participants’ practices relative to their school governance structure
[Religious order schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and “other” (n=5)].
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Building Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders
Table 9
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices For Building
Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders By Presidents and
Principals Combined (N=41)
Building Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders:
Competencies and Practices
1. Facilitates the building of a school-wide Christian community
• By supporting the example of Christ as the inspiration of the school
• By supporting a sense of teamwork among all involved in the mission of
the school
• By supporting ongoing opportunities for the celebration of a shared
mission
2. Facilitates the role of parents as primary educators of their children
• By articulating the role of parents as primary educators of their children
• By providing parental educational opportunities throughout the academic
year
• By providing home-school communications, such as newsletters and
parent/teacher conferences, that occur throughout the academic year
3. Fosters the relationship with the local parish and its (arch)diocese
• By endorsing the school’s support of (arch)diocesan outreach programs to
the greater Church
• By endorsing school support of local parishes’ outreach programs
• By inviting parish priests to preside at school liturgical celebrations
4. Fosters the relationship with the school board and/or sponsoring religious
community
• By attending school board meetings throughout the academic year
• By sustaining a working relationship with the school board and/or
sponsoring religious community
• By inviting the board and/or sponsoring religious community to school
events throughout the academic year
5. Fosters the relationship with the community-at-large
• By educating the community-at-large regarding the mission of the mission
of the school
• By representing the school at community-wide meetings/functions
• By collaborating with neighborhood leaders and agencies

Percent

90
95
98
78
78
95

51
59
87

95
97
97
87
95
55
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Table 10
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices For Building
Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders by Presidents and
Principals Separately
Building Christian Community Within the School and With
Stakeholders: Competencies and practices
1. Facilitates the building of a school-wide Christian community
• By supporting the example of Christ as the inspiration of
the school
• By supporting a sense of teamwork among all involved in
the mission of the school
• By supporting ongoing opportunities for the celebration of
a shared mission
2. Facilitates the role of parents as primary educators of their
children
• By articulating the role of parents as primary educators of
their children
• By providing parental educational opportunities throughout
the academic year
• By providing home-school communications, such as
newsletters and parent/teacher conferences, that occur
throughout the academic year
3. Fosters the relationship with the local parish and its
(arch)diocese
• By endorsing the school’s support of (arch)diocesan
outreach programs to the greater Church
• By endorsing school support of local parishes’ outreach
programs
• By inviting parish priests to preside at school liturgical
celebrations
4. Fosters the relationship with the school board and/or
sponsoring religious community
• By attending school board meetings throughout the
academic year
• By sustaining a working relationship with the school board
and/or sponsoring religious community
• By inviting the board and/or sponsoring religious
community to school events throughout the academic year
5. Fosters the relationship with the community-at-large
• By educating the community-at-large regarding the mission
of the mission of the school
• By representing the school at community-wide
meetings/functions
• By collaborating with neighborhood leaders and agencies

Percent
President
Principal
(n=21)
(n=20)
90

91

100

91

95

100

85

71

70

86

90

100

60

38

50

62

80

86

100

81

95

91

100

86

90

71

90

86

45

51
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Table 11
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices For Building
Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders by School Governance
Structure
Building Christian Community Within the School and
With Stakeholders: Competencies and Practices
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Facilitates the building of a school-wide Christian
community
• By supporting the example of Christ as the
inspiration of the school
• By supporting a sense of teamwork among all
involved in the mission of the school
• By supporting ongoing opportunities for the
celebration of a shared mission
Facilitates the role of parents as primary educators of their
children
• By articulating the role of parents as primary
educators of their children
• By providing parental educational opportunities
throughout the academic year
• By providing home-school communications, such as
newsletters and parent/teacher conferences, that occur
throughout the academic year
Fosters the relationship with the local parish and its
(arch)diocese
• By endorsing the school’s support of (arch)diocesan
outreach programs to the greater Church
• By endorsing school support of local parishes’
outreach programs
• By inviting parish priests to preside at school
liturgical celebrations
Fosters the relationship with the school board and/or
sponsoring religious community
• By attending school board meetings throughout the
academic year
• By sustaining a working relationship with the school
board and/or sponsoring religious community
• By inviting the board and/or sponsoring religious
community to school events throughout the academic
year
Fosters the relationship with the community-at-large
• By educating the community-at-large regarding the
mission of the school
• By representing the school at community-wide
meetings/functions
• By collaborating with neighborhood leaders and
agencies

Percent
Rel. Order
(n=21)

(Arch)diocese
(n=15)

Other
(n=5)

81

100

100

91

100

100

100

100

80

81

87

40

81

73

80

95

93

100

33

67

60

43

80

40

71

93

100

86

100

80

95

93

80

91

100

80

81

73

100

86

87

100

48

53

60
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Perspective One: The frequency percentages of the presidents and principals as a
combined group (N=41) regarding their practices of building Christian community within
the school and with stakeholders are presented in Table 9 and revealed that they highly
supported 10 of the 15 practices under review. The highest supported practice (98%)
centered on providing opportunities for the celebration of a shared mission. The lowest
supported practices were endorsing the school’s support of (arch)diocesan outreach
programs to the greater Church (51%) and collaborating with neighborhood leaders and
agencies (55%).
Perspective Two: The frequency percentages of the presidents (n=21) and
principals (n=20) as separate groups regarding their practices of building Christian
community within the school and with stakeholders are presented in Table 10 and
revealed that both groups reported high support in most areas of building Christian
community. The data also revealed that presidents reported endorsing the school’s
support of (arch)diocesan outreach program to the greater Church by 60%, while the
principals reported a low level of support of 38%. Support of local parishes’ outreach
programs, and collaboration with neighborhood leaders and agencies, was consistently
moderate-to-low among both the presidents and the principals.
Perspective Three: The frequency percentages of the participants grouped by the
governance structure of their schools, Religious order (n=21), (arch)diocesan (n=15), and
other (n=5) regarding their practices of building Christian community within their
schools and with stakeholders are presented in Table 11 and revealed that all three types
of school leaders reported high levels of support for most of the listed practices. The
practice of articulating the role of parents as primary educators was supported highly by
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Religious order school leaders (81%) and by the (arch)diocesan school leaders (87%).
This practice was supported by 40% of the leaders, who served in school types reported
as “other.” In addition, (arch)diocesan outreach programs was supported by moderate
levels of support by leaders in (arch)diocesan schools (67%) and in “other” school
governance structures (60%), and by a low level by Religious order sponsored school
leaders ( 33%). Also, support of local parishes’ outreach programs was highly supported
(80%) by the (Arch)diocesan school administrators, and were supported to a lower level
by leaders of the Religious order schools (43%) and those self–reported as “other”
school structure (40%)
The data in Table 11 also revealed that the leaders of the three types of school
governances fostered relationships with their respective school boards to a high level
(80% to 100%). The data also revealed that all three types of school leaders fostered
relationships with their respective communities-at-large to a high level of support in
educating them about the mission of their school and by representing their school at
community wide meetings/functions. In addition, it reported low level of support in
collaborating with neighborhood leaders and agencies
Next, Tables 12 through 14 report the survey findings relative to the presidents
and principals of the Catholic secondary school in northern California relative to
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members. Table 12 reports on the
presidents and principals’ practices as a combined group (N=41). Table 13 reports on the
presidents (n=21) and principals’ (n=20) practices as separate groups. Table 14 reports on
the participants’ practices relative to their school governance structure [Religious order
schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and “other” (n=5)].
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Promoting the Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members
Table 12
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices For Promoting the
Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members By Presidents and Principals
Combined (N=41)
Promoting the Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members:
Competencies and Practices

1. Promotes the moral and ethical formation of adult community members
• By fostering respect for diversity among adult members of the school
community
• By supporting opportunities for faculty and staff to form collaborative
relationships as an educational community
• By supporting time at faculty and staff meetings for reflection on
justice issues
2. Promotes the moral and ethical formation of students
• By fostering respect for diversity among students
• By supporting reflection on issues of justice within the curriculum
• By supporting the fostering of student responsible autonomy
3. Integrates Gospel values into the life of the school
• By supporting a regard for the dignity of the individual and the sanctity
of human life
• By supporting an active concern for social justice outreach to those in
need
• By supporting respect for the common good and the solidarity of
humanity

Percent

93
98
71

100
95
85

98
95
93
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Table 13
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices For Promoting the
Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members by Presidents and Principals
Separately
Percent
Promoting the Moral and Ethical Formation of School
Members: Competencies and Practices

1. Promotes the moral and ethical formation of adult
community members
• By fostering respect for diversity among adult members
of the school community
• By supporting opportunities for faculty and staff to
form collaborative relationships as an educational
community
• By supporting time at faculty and staff meetings for
reflection on justice issues
2. Promotes the moral and ethical formation of students
• By fostering respect for diversity among students
• By supporting reflection on issues of justice within the
curriculum
• By supporting the fostering of student responsible
autonomy
3. Integrates Gospel values into the life of the school
• By supporting a regard for the dignity of the individual
and the sanctity of human life
• By supporting an active concern for social justice
outreach to those in need
• By supporting respect for the common good and the
solidarity of humanity

President
(n=21)

Principal
(n=20)

90

95

95

100

60

81

100

100

90

100

80

91

95

100

90

100

85

100
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Table 14
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices For Promoting the
Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members by School Governance Structure
Percent
Promoting the Moral and Ethical Formation of
School Members: Competencies and Practices
1. Promotes the moral and ethical formation of
adult community members
• By fostering respect for diversity among
adult members of the school community
• By supporting opportunities for faculty and
staff to form collaborative relationships as an
educational community
• By supporting time at faculty and staff
meetings for reflection on justice issues
2. Promotes the moral and ethical formation of
students
• By fostering respect for diversity among
students
• By supporting reflection on issues of justice
within the curriculum
• By supporting the fostering of student
responsible autonomy
3. Integrates Gospel values into the life of the
school
• By supporting a regard for the dignity of the
individual and the sanctity of human life
• By supporting an active concern for social
justice outreach to those in need
• By supporting respect for the common good
and the solidarity of humanity

Rel. Order
(n=21)

(Arch)diocese
(n=15)

Other
(n=5)

100

80

100

100

93

100

91

40

80

100

100

100

100

87

100

95

67

100

100

93

100

95

93

100

100

80

100

Perspective One: The frequency percentages of the presidents and principals as a
combined group (N=41) regarding their practices of promoting the moral and ethical
formation of school members are presented in Table 12 and revealed that these leaders
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highly supported most practices surveyed. The 41 respondents reported 100%
participation rate relative to fostering respect for diversity among students. The practice
of providing time at faculty and staff meetings for reflection on justice issues, received
the lowest rating, that of 71%.
Perspective Two: The frequency percentages of the presidents (n=21) and
principals (n=20) as separate groups concerning their practices of promoting the moral
and ethical formation of school members are presented in Table 13 and revealed that the
principals supported all listed practices to a high extent (80% to 100%), and the
presidents supported all but one to a high extent (80% to 100%). Supporting time at
faculty and staff meetings for reflection on social justice issues received a frequency
percentage score of 60% or moderate support rate from the presidents.
Perspective Three: The frequency percentages of leaders grouped by their school
governance structure [Religious order (n=21), (arch)diocesan (n=15), and “other” (n=5)]
concerning their practices of promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members are presented in Table 14 and revealed that all three types of school leaders
highly supported most of the practices surveyed. In addition, the data revealed that the
lowest support (40%) was given by (arch)diocesan school leaders relative to providing
time at faculty and staff meetings for reflection on justice issues.
Next, Tables 15 through 17 report the survey findings of the perceptions of the
presidents and principals of the Catholic secondary schools in northern California relative
to advancing the mission of Catholic education. Table 15 reports on the presidents and
principals’ practices as a combined group (N=41). Table 16 reports on the presidents
(n=21) and principals’ (n=20) practices as separate groups. Table 17 reports on the
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participants’ practices relative to their school governance structure [Religious order
(n=21), (arch)diocesan (n=15), and “other” (n=5)].

Advancing the Mission of Catholic Education
Table 15
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices For Advancing the
Mission of Catholic Education By Presidents and Principals Combined (N=41)
Advancing the Mission of Catholic Education:
Competencies and Practices
1. Articulates a knowledge of the mission of Catholic education
• By supporting the inclusion of the school’s Catholic educational
mission in the student-parent handbook and faculty handbook
• By supporting the sharing of the school’s Catholic educational mission
with faculty and staff throughout the academic school year
• By supporting the sharing of the school’s Catholic educational mission
with all stakeholders: parents, board, and community-at large
throughout the academic school year
2. Promulgates the mission of Catholic education to permeate the school
culture
• By ensuring that the school’s mission statement appears centrally in
the school
• By ensuring that the school’s mission statement appears throughout
communication materials
• By consistently referring to the school’s mission throughout the
academic year
3. Utilizes the mission of Catholic education as the guideline when deciding
school-wide policies and practices
• By aligning school-wide policies and practices with the mission of the
school
• By aligning the school curriculum with the mission of the school
• By aligning the school budget with the mission of the school

Percent

95
100
95

88
93
98

100
98
90

91
Table 16
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices for Advancing the
Mission of Catholic Education by Presidents and Principals Separately
Advancing the Mission of Catholic Education:
Competencies and Practices
1. Articulates a knowledge of the mission of Catholic
education
• By supporting the inclusion of the school’s Catholic
educational mission in the student-parent handbook and
faculty handbook
• By supporting the sharing of the school’s Catholic
educational mission with faculty and staff throughout
the academic school year
• By supporting the sharing of the school’s Catholic
educational mission with all stakeholders: parents,
board, and community-at large throughout the academic
school year
2. Promulgates the mission of Catholic education to permeate
the school culture
• By ensuring that the school’s mission statement appears
centrally in the school
• By ensuring that the school’s mission statement appears
throughout communication materials
• By consistently referring to the school’s mission
throughout the academic year
3. Utilizes the mission of Catholic education as the guideline
when deciding school-wide policies and practices
• By aligning school-wide policies and practices with the
mission of the school
• By aligning the school curriculum with the mission of
the school
• By aligning the school budget with the mission of the
school

Percent
President Principal
(n=21)
(n=20)

100

91

100

100

100

91

85

91

90

95

95

100

100

100

95

100

85

95
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Table 17
Frequency Percentages of Self-Reported Competencies and Practices for Advancing the
Mission of Catholic Education by School Governance Structure
Advancing the Mission of Catholic Education:
Competencies and Practices
1. Articulates a knowledge of the mission of
Catholic education
• By supporting the inclusion of the school’s
Catholic educational mission in the studentparent handbook and faculty handbook
• By supporting the sharing of the school’s
Catholic educational mission with faculty and
staff throughout the academic school year
• By supporting the sharing of the school’s
Catholic educational mission with all
stakeholders: parents, board, and communityat large throughout the academic school year
2. Promulgates the mission of Catholic education to
permeate the school culture
• By ensuring that the school’s mission
statement appears centrally in the school
• By ensuring that the school’s mission
statement appears throughout communication
materials
• By consistently referring to the school’s
mission throughout the academic year
3. Utilizes the mission of Catholic education as the
guideline when deciding school-wide policies
and practices
• By aligning school-wide policies and
practices with the mission of the school
• By aligning the school curriculum with the
mission of the school
• By aligning the school budget with the
mission of the school

Percent
Rel. Order
(n=21)

(Arch)diocese
(n=15)

Other
(n=5)

95

100

80

100

100

100

100

93

80

81

93

100

95

93

80

95

100

100

100

100

100

100

93

100

95

80

100

Perspective One: The frequency percentages of the presidents and principals as a
combined group (N=41) concerning their practices of advancing the mission of Catholic
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education are presented in Table 15 and revealed that the respondents reported a high
support (88% to 100%) of all listed practices in this area.. Two practices, that of sharing
of the school’s Catholic educational mission with faculty and staff throughout the
academic school year and aligning school-wide policies and practices with the mission of
the school, received a 100% participation rate. The practice of ensuring that the school’s
mission statement appears centrally in the school received the 88% rating.
Perspective Two: The frequency percentages of the presidents (n=21) and
principals (n=20) as separate groups concerning their practices of advancing the mission
of Catholic education are presented in Table 16 and revealed that both groups highly
supported the listed practices. The presidents’ frequency percentage scores ranged from
85% to 100%, while the principals’ frequency percentage scores ranged from 91% to
100%. Both groups reported 100% support to two practices: supporting the school’s
Catholic educational mission with faculty and staff throughout the academic school year,
and aligning school-wide policies and practices with the school’s mission.
Perspective Three: The frequency percentages of the presidents and principals
grouped by their school governance structure [Religious order schools (n=21),
(arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and “other” (n=5)] concerning their practices of
advancing the mission of Catholic education are presented in Table 17 and revealed that
all three types of school leaders reported high levels of support for all surveyed practices.
Two practices, supporting the school’s Catholic educational mission with faculty and
staff throughout the academic school year, and aligning school-wide policies and
practices with the school’s mission, received 100% support from all three types of school
leadership. The remaining seven received scores ranging from 80% to 95%.
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Summary of Research Question 1: Faith Leadership Practices
The data for Research Question 1 indicated that the presidents and principals of
the Catholic secondary schools within in the six (arch)dioceses of northern California
(N=41) considered themselves to be faith leaders to a great extent. Collectively,
separately, and by their various school governance structures, the participants, who were
mainly Catholic lay leaders, reported high levels (80-100%) of practices in all four areas
of faith leadership under review: (a) fostering the faith development of school members,
(b) building Christian community within the school and with stakeholder, (c) promoting
the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education.
Activities such as Eucharistic liturgies, student retreats, community service,
respect for diversity, sharing of the mission with faculty and staff, and aligning schoolwide policies and practices with the school’s mission were reported by 100% of the
participants (N=41) as practices they supported and facilitated at their schools. In
addition, in most cases, the participants reported moderate to high levels of faith
leadership practices in nearly all areas in that their percentage frequency ranged between
50-100%.
Introduction to Research Questions 2 and 3
The results of Research Questions 2 and 3 are reported together under a common
heading because of their interdependence and the manner in which the survey instrument
was constructed relative to these questions. Specifically, Research Question 2 asked:
What factors do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the six
(arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton
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in northern California identify as influencing their faith leadership in their schools
relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b) building
Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral
and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic
education?
The survey presented the participants with a list of 12 prescribed factors that may
have influenced their role and responsibilities as faith leaders. These factors were as
follows:
•

Catholic school experiences as a student,

•

Catholic school experiences as a teacher,

•

Catholic school experiences as an administrator,

•

Participation in (arch)diocesan sponsored programs such as catechetical
classes and in-services,

•

Participation in Religious order sponsored activities such as charism
formation or conferences,

•

Participation as a teacher/administrator in school sponsored formation
activities such as retreats and service activities,

•

Participation in parish based catechetical programs for adults,

•

Participation in a Catholic, post-graduate full time volunteer program,

•

Participation in a formal Catholic educational leadership degree program,

•

Participation in seminary studies and/or membership in a religious
community,

•

Relationship with a faith leader (mentor),
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•

Catholic family background.

Research Question 3 asked:
What degree of influence do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the
six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and
Stockton in northern California attribute each identified factor to have upon their faith
leadership in their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering faith development of
school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education?
To obtain the data for Research Questions 2 and 3, participants were asked to rate
the degree of influence that each of the above 12 factors had upon their role as faith
leaders in the aforementioned four areas using a three-point Likert scale (not
influential=1, somewhat influential=2, and very influential=3). As such, these questions
were answered simultaneously. As stated in the methodology section, the collected data
for Research Question 2 and 3 are reported relative to three perspectives:
•

The perceptions of the presidents and principals as a combined group (N=41),

•

The perceptions of the presidents (n=21) and principals (n=20) as separate groups,

•

The perceptions of the presidents and principals combined and classified by their
schools’ governance structure: participants in Religious order sponsored schools
(n=21), participants within (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and participants in a
school structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5), for example, a Catholic
independent school.
For each of the three perspectives, the survey participants rated the degree of
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influence the 12 factors had upon the various competencies listed within the four
aforementioned areas of faith leadership. Specifically, five competencies of faith
leadership responsibilities for fostering the faith development of school members and for
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders were measured,
whereas three competencies of the faith leadership responsibilities for promoting the
moral and ethical formation of school members and for advancing of the mission of
Catholic education were measured. A listing of these competencies is provided in Table
1 in Chapter 1.
Respondents’ scores for each competency within each of the four areas were
statistically collapsed allowing for the overall mean score per area to be obtained and
analyzed. The mean scores for all the participants per area were then rounded to the
nearest whole numbers for reporting per bar graphs. Of note, within figures 5 through 16,
the degree of influence scale is based on a three point Likert scale with a score of 1
designating “not influential,” a score of 2 designating “somewhat influential,” and a
score of 3 designating “very influential.”
Faith Leadership Factors and Their Degree of Influence Upon Presidents and
Principals as a Combined Group
Figures 5 through 8 graphically present the findings to Research Questions 2 and 3
relative to the first perspective—that of the presidents and principals of Catholic
secondary school in six (arch)dioceses of northern California as a combined group
(N=41) relative to the four areas of faith leadership responsibility: (a) fostering faith
development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and
with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and
(d) advancing the mission of Catholic education.
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Fostering the Faith Development of School Members
Specifically, Figure 5 reports the findings relative to the degree of influence that
the 12 prescribed factors were perceived to have upon the ability of the presidents and
principals as a combined group (N-41) to foster the faith development of school
members.

Figure 5. Mean of factors and their degree of influence for the presidents and principals
as a combined group (N=41).
As presented in Figure 5, the presidents and principals as a combined group
(N=41) reported that their experiences as a Catholic school teacher and as a Catholic
school administrator were very influential to their role as faith leaders in fostering the
faith development of school members. In addition, they noted that their experiences in
parish programs for adults as well as post-graduate Catholic volunteer programs had no
influence on their role in this area. They also reported that the remaining eight factors
had somewhat of an influence on their ability to foster the faith development of the
members of their schools.
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Building Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders
Figure 6 reports the findings relative to the degree of influence that the 12
prescribed factors were perceived to have upon the ability of the presidents and principals
as a combined group (N=41) to build Christian community within their schools and with
their stakeholders.

Figure 6. Mean of factors and their degree of influence for the presidents and principals
as a combined group (N=41).
As presented in Figure 6 the presidents and principals as a combined group
(N=41) reported that their experience as a Catholic school administrator was very
influential to their faith leadership ability to build Christian community within the school
and with stakeholders. They also noted that their involvement in parish programs for
adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer programs had no influence on them as a faith
leader. The remaining factors were reported as having somewhat of an influence on them
as builders of a Christian faith community.
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Promoting the Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members
Figure 7 reports the findings relative to the degree of influence that the 12
prescribed factors were perceived to have upon the ability of the presidents and principals
as a combined group (N=41) to promote the moral and ethical formation of their school
members.

Figure 7. Mean of factors and their degree of influence for the presidents and principals
as a combined group (N=41).
Figure 7 presents the degree of influence that the 12 factors had upon the ability
of the presidents and principals as a combined group (N-41) relative to their faith
leadership responsibility of promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members. The participants reported that their experiences as Catholic school teachers
and Catholic school administrators were very influential to their duty to promote the
moral and ethical formation of school members, and that participation in parish programs
for adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer programs had no influence on them.
Likewise, they noted that the rest of the factors had somewhat of an influence upon them.
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Advancing the Mission of Catholic Education
Figure 8 reports the findings relative to the degree of influence that the 12
prescribed factors were perceived to have upon the ability of the presidents and principals
as a combined group (N-41) to advance the mission of Catholic education.

Figure 8. Mean of factors and their degree of influence for the presidents and principals
as a combined group (N=41).
Figure 8 presents the degree of influence that the 12 factors had upon the ability
of the presidents and principals as a combined group (N-41) regarding their faith
leadership responsibility to advance the mission of Catholic education. The participants
reported that their experience as a Catholic school administrator was very influential to
their ability to advance the mission of Catholic education, whereas parish programs for
adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer programs had no influence. Likewise, they
reported that the remaining factors were somewhat influential to this responsibility.
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Summary of Faith Leadership Factors and Their Degree of Influence Upon the
Presidents and Principals as a Combined Group
As a combined group (N=41), the Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals of the six (arch)dioceses in northern California perceived their experiences as a
Catholic school administrator were very influential to their competency as faith leaders in
all four areas investigated: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b)
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the
moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education. Likewise, they reported that their experiences as Catholic school
teachers were also very influential to two particular faith leadership responsibilities, that
of fostering the faith development of school members and of promoting their moral and
ethical formation.
Faith Leadership Factors and Their Degree of Influence Upon the Presidents and the
Principals As Separate Groups
Figures 9 through 12 graphically present the findings to Research Questions 2 and
3 relative to the second perspective, that of the presidents (n=21) and principals (n=20) of
Catholic secondary schools in six (arch)dioceses of northern California as separate
groups relative to the four areas of faith leadership responsibility: (a) fostering faith
development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and
with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and
(d) advancing the mission of Catholic education.
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Fostering the Faith Development of School Members
Specifically, Figure 9 reports the findings regarding the degree of influence the
presidents (n=21) and the principals (n=20) as separate groups perceived the 12
prescribed factors to have had upon their ability to foster the faith development of school
members.

Figure 9. Mean of factors and their degree of influence, per leadership role (presidents
n=21; principals n= 20).
Figure 9 presents that the presidents (n=21) and the principals (n=20) reported
similar responses to seven of the 12 factors in reference to their ability to foster the faith
development of school members. Both groups rated their experience as Catholic school
teachers and as Catholic school administrators to be very influential to this task, and their
participation in parish programs for adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer programs
as not influential. The principals’ group (n=20) also reported that their Catholic family
background was very influential to their practices in fostering the faith development of
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school members.
For the presidents (n=21) and the principals (n=20), five factors were considered
to have somewhat influence upon their ability to foster the faith development of their
school members: (a) their experience as Catholic school students, (b) their participation
in Religious order sponsored activities, (c) their participation in school formation
activities, (d) their participation in Catholic educational degree programs, and (e) their
relationships with a faith leader or mentor. In addition, the presidents (n=21) and
principals (n=20) rated three factors differently. First, the presidents reported that their
participation in (arch)diocesan programs to be somewhat influential, whereas the
principals reported it to be not influential. Second, the presidents reported that seminary
studies and/or membership in a religious community to be somewhat influential relative
to fostering the faith of school members, whereas for the principals, these factors were
not influential. Third, the presidents (n=21) reported their Catholic family background to
be somewhat influential to their ability to foster the faith growth of school members,
whereas the principals rated it as very influential to this responsibility.
Building Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders
Specifically, Figure 10 reports the findings regarding the degree of influence the
presidents (n=21) and the principals (n=20) as separate groups perceived the 12
prescribed factors to have had upon their ability to build Christian community within
their schools and with their stakeholders.
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Figure 10. Mean of factors and their degree of influence, per leadership role (presidents
n=21; principals n= 20).
As presented in Figure 10, the presidents (n=21) and the principals (n=20)
reported similar responses to 10 of the 12 factors regarding their ability to build Christian
community within their schools and with their stakeholders. Both groups reported their
experience as Catholic school administrators was very influential to this task, whereas
their participation in parish programs for adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer
programs was not.
For the presidents (n=21) and the principals (20), seven factors were considered to
have somewhat influence upon their ability to build Christian community within their
school and with their stakeholders: (a) experience as Catholic school students, (b)
experience as Catholic school teachers, (c) participation in Religious order sponsored
activities, (d) participation in school formation activities, (e) participation in Catholic
educational degree programs, (f) their relationships with a faith leader or mentor, and (g)
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Catholic family background. In addition, the presidents (n=21) reported that their
participation in diocesan programs was somewhat influential to their ability to build
Christian community in their school and with their stakeholders, whereas the principals
(n=20) considered them not influential. The presidents also noted that seminary studies
and/or religious community membership were also somewhat influential to this task,
while the principals considered it not influential.
Promoting the Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members
Figure 11 reports the findings regarding the degree of influence the presidents
(n=21) and the principals (n=20) as separate groups perceived the 12 prescribed factors to
have had upon their ability to promote the moral and ethical formation of school
members.

Figure 11. Mean of factors and their degree of influence, per leadership role (presidents
n=21; principals n= 20).
As presented in Figure 11, the presidents (n=21) and the principals (n=20)
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reported similar responses to 10 of the 12 factors regarding their ability to promote the
moral and ethical formation of school members. Both groups reported their experience as
Catholic school teachers and administrators were very influential to this task, whereas
their participation in parish programs for adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer
programs was not. In addition, both groups perceived six factors to be somewhat
influential to their ability to promote the moral and ethical formation of schools members.
These factors were: (a) experiences as Catholic school student, (b) participation in
Religious order sponsored activities, (c) participation in school formation activities, (d)
Catholic educational leadership degree programs, (e) relationships with a faith leader or
mentor, and (g) Catholic family background.
In addition, the presidents (n=21) reported that their participation in
(arch)diocesan programs as well as their participation in seminary studies and/or in a
religious community were somewhat influential to their ability to promote the moral and
ethical development of their school members, whereas the principals reported these
factors had no influence on their faith leadership in this area.
Advancing the Mission of Catholic Education
Specifically, Figure 12 reports the findings regarding the degree of influence the
presidents (n=21) and the principals (n=20) as separate groups perceived the 12
prescribed factors to have had upon their ability to advance the mission of Catholic
education.
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Figure 12. Mean of factors and their degree of influence, per leadership role (presidents
n=21; principals n= 20).
As presented in Figure 12, the presidents (n=21) and the principals (n=20)
reported similar responses to 10 of the 12 factors regarding their ability to advance the
mission of Catholic education. The data revealed that both groups perceived their
experience as Catholic school administrators to be very influential to advancing the
mission of Catholic education, whereas their participation in parish programs for adults
and post-graduate Catholic volunteer programs was perceived as not having any
influence. In addition, the presidents (n=21) and principals (n=20) reported seven factors
that had somewhat influence upon their ability to advance the mission of Catholic
education as well as to build Christian community within their schools and with the
stakeholders: (a) experience as Catholic school students, (b) experience as Catholic
school teachers, (c) participation in Religious order sponsored activities, (d) participation
in school formation activities, (e) participation in Catholic educational degree programs,
(f) their relationships with a faith leader or mentor, and (g) Catholic family background.
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Furthermore, presidents and principals rated two factors differently relative to
advancing the mission of Catholic education. First, the presidents reported their
participation in (arch)diocesan programs as somewhat influential whereas the principals
reported it as not influential. Second, the presidents reported that their experience in the
seminary and/or in religious community was somewhat influential relative to fostering
the faith of school members, whereas the principals reported this factor was not
influential.
Summary of Faith Leadership Factors and Their Degree of Influence Upon Presidents
and Principals as Separate Groups
Catholic secondary school presidents (n=20) and principals (n=21) of the six
(arch)dioceses in northern California separately perceived their experience as a Catholic
school administrator to be the most influential factor to all four areas of their faith
leadership: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b) building Christian
community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical
formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education. In
addition, analysis of the presidents and principals’ perceptions as separate groups
revealed that they both perceived their experience as Catholic school teachers to have
been very influential to their ability to foster the faith development and the moral and
ethical formation of school members.
In addition, the Catholic secondary school principals perceived their Catholic
family background to be very influential to their ability to foster the faith development of
school members. Also, distinctions pertaining to the level of influence of both
(arch)diocesan programs and religious community experience and/or seminary studies
existed across three of the four faith leadership areas for both groups with the presidents
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perceiving them as somewhat influential, and the principals considering them not
influential.
Faith Leadership Factors and Their Degree of Influence For Presidents and Principals
Combined and Classified by School Governance Structure
	
  

Figures 13 through16 present the findings relative to Research Questions 2 and 3

from the third perspective, that is, of the perceptions of the Catholic secondary school
presidents and principals as a whole and classified by their schools’ governance
structure—Religious order sponsored schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and
a school structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5), for example, a Catholic independent
school—relative to the four areas of faith leadership responsibility: (a) fostering faith
development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and
with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and
(d) advancing the mission of Catholic education.
Fostering the Faith Development of School Members
Specifically, Figure 13 reports the findings regarding the degree of influence the
presidents and the principals combined and classified according to their school
governance structures perceived the 12 prescribed factors had upon their ability to foster
the faith development of school members.
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Figure 13. Mean of factors and their degree of influence, per school governance
[Religious order sponsored schools, n=21; (arch)diocesan schools, n=15; other, n=5].
As presented in Figure 13, participants from all three types of school governance
structures—Religious order sponsored schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan schools (n=15),
and school structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5), for example a Catholic independent
school —shared similar perceptions regarding the influence of 6 of the 12 factors on their
ability to foster the faith development of school members. Of note, presidents and
principals from the three school types reported their experiences as Catholic school
administrators and as Catholic school teachers were very influential to them, whereas
their participation in parish programs for adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer
programs was not. In addition, the leaders of all three, school types noted that their
experience in Catholic educational leadership degree programs as well as their
relationship with a faith leader/mentor were somewhat influential to their ability to foster
the faith development of their school members.
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The presidents and principals of Religious order sponsored schools perceived
their participation in Religious order formation activities to be very influential to
fostering the faith development of school members, whereas the (arch)diocesan school
presidents and principals indicated that their participation in school formation activities
were very influential to them. Presidents and principals from “other” schools, for
example an independent Catholic school, perceived their Catholic family background to
be very influential to their ability to foster the faith development of their school members.
In addition, both (arch)diocesan leaders and Religious order sponsored school
leaders perceived their experience as Catholic school students and their experience in
seminary studies and/or religious community life to be somewhat influential to their
ability to foster the faith development of school members, whereas the leaders of “other”
school governance structures, such as a Catholic independent school, considered those
factors to have no influence on them. Also, the leaders of Religious order sponsored
schools considered participation in (arch)diocesan programs not to be influential to them,
whereas the leaders of the other two school types reported it to be somewhat influential to
them.
Building Christian Community Within the School and With Stakeholders
Specifically, Figure 14 reports the findings regarding the degree of influence the
presidents and the principals combined and classified according to their school
governance structures—Religious order sponsored schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan
schools (n=15), and a school structure self-reported as “other,” for example, an
independent Catholic school—perceived the 12 prescribed factors had upon their ability
to build Christian community within their schools and with their stakeholders.
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Figure 14. Mean of factors and their degree of influence, per school governance
[Religious order sponsored schools, n=21; (arch)diocesan schools, n=15; other, n=5].
Figure 14 presents that the presidents the principals combined and classified by
their schools’ governance structure reported similar responses to 9 of the 12 factors
regarding their ability to build Christian community. The presidents and principals of all
three types of school governance structures perceived their experiences as Catholic
school administrators as very influential to this task, whereas their participation in parish
programs for adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer programs was not. Likewise,
the leaders from all three types of schools noted that six factors were somewhat
influential to their ability to build Christian community within their schools and with
their stakeholders. These factors included: (a) experience as a Catholic school teacher,
(b) participation in Religious order sponsored activities, (c) participation in school
formation activities, (d) participation in Catholic educational leadership degree programs,
(e) mentorship with a faith leader, and (f) Catholic family background. A further analysis
of the data found that (arch)diocesan programs were regarded as more influential upon
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(arch)diocesan leaders perhaps in part due to their greater deal of exposure to these types
of activities, and seminary studies and/or religious community life were considered more
influential to those who lead in Religious order sponsored schools.
Promoting the Moral and Ethical Formation of School Members
Specifically, Figure 15 reports the findings regarding the degree of influence the
presidents and the principals combined and classified according to their school
governance structures—Religious order sponsored schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan
schools (n=15), a school structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5), for example a Catholic
independent school—perceived the 12 prescribed factors had upon their ability to
promote the moral and ethical formation of school members.

Figure 15. Mean of factors and their degree of influence, per school governance
[Religious order sponsored schools, n=21; (arch)diocesan schools, n=15; other, n=5].
As presented in Figure 15, the presidents the principals combined and classified
by their schools’ governance structure reported similar responses to 9 of the 12 factors
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regarding their ability to promote the moral and ethical formation of school members. Of
note, all three groups reported their experiences as Catholic school administrators and
Catholic school teachers to be very influential to this task, whereas their participation in
parish programs for adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer programs was not
influential. These particular perceptions mirror the perceptions of the three groups of
leaders relative to fostering the faith development of school members.
In addition, all three groups perceived five factors to have somewhat influence on
their ability to promote the moral and ethical formation of school members: (a)
participation in Religious order sponsored activities, (b) participation in school formation
activities, (c) participation in Catholic educational leadership degree programs, (d)
relationship with a faith leader/mentor, and (e) Catholic family background.
The presidents and principals of (arch)diocesan schools and Religious order
sponsored schools perceived their experience as Catholic school students as well as their
participation in seminary studies and/or within a religious community to be somewhat
influential to their ability to promote the moral and ethical formation of school members.
The leaders in schools self-reported as “other,” for example an independent Catholic
school reported the aforementioned factors to have no influence upon them. In addition,
the presidents and principals of Religious order sponsored schools perceived diocesan
programs to have no influence upon their competencies regarding promoting the moral
growth of their school members, however leaders within (arch)diocesan schools as well
as within schools self-reported as “other,” for example a Catholic independent school
considered it to be of somewhat influence.
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Advancing the Mission of Catholic Education
Figure 16 reports the findings regarding the degree of influence the presidents and
the principals combined and classified according to their school governance structures—
Religious order sponsored schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), a school
structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5), for example a Catholic independent school—
perceived the 12 prescribed factors had upon their ability to advance the mission of
Catholic education. Specifically, it presents that the presidents and the principals
combined and classified by their schools’ governance structure reported similar responses
to 8 of the 12 factors regarding their ability to advance the mission of Catholic education.
Of note, all three groups perceived that their experiences as Catholic school
administrators to be very influential to this task, whereas they reported participation in
parish programs for adults and post-graduate Catholic volunteer programs was not.

Figure 16. Mean of factors and their degree of influence, per school governance
[Religious order sponsored schools, n=21; (arch)diocesan schools, n=15; other, n=5].
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In addition the leaders of all three types of school governance structures considered five
factors to be somewhat influential to their competency to advance the mission of Catholic
education: (a) experience as Catholic school teacher, (b) participation in Religious order
sponsored activities, (c) participation in school formation activities, (d) participation in
Catholic educational leadership degree programs, and (e) Catholic family background.
These five factors were also considered by all three groups to be somewhat influential to
their ability to build Christian community within their schools and with their
stakeholders.
Summary of Faith Leadership Factors and Their Degree of Influence for Presidents and
Principals Combined and Classified by School Governance Structure
The presidents and principals combined and classified by their schools’
governance structure—Religious order sponsored schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan schools
(n=15), and a school structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5) perceived that their
experiences as a Catholic school administrator to be very influential to their faith
leadership in all four areas of responsibility: (a) fostering the faith development of school
members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the
mission of Catholic education. In addition, all three groups perceived their experiences
as Catholic school teachers to be very influential to their ability to foster the faith
development of school members and to promote the moral and ethical formation of their
school members.
Presidents and principals of (arch)diocesan schools (n=15) also reported that their
participation in school formation programs was also very influential to their ability to
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foster the faith growth of school members. Likewise, presidents and principals of
Religious order sponsored schools (n=21) also noted that their participation in Religious
order sponsored activities was very influential to their ability to execute this task. In
addition, the leaders of a school structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5), for example a
Catholic independent school also considered their Catholic family background to be very
influential in their ability to foster the faith growth of their school members.
The two factors that were repeatedly assessed as having no influence on the faith
leadership of the participants from all three types of school governance structure were
participation in parish programs for adults and participation in post-graduate full time
volunteer programs. Numerous factors—(a) experience as a Catholic school student, (b)
participation in diocesan programs, (c) participation in Catholic educational leadership
degree programs, (d) seminary studies and/or religious community life, and (e) a
relationship with a faith leader or mentor—were considered by most participants to be
somewhat influential to their faith leadership abilities of the four areas this study
investigated: (a) fostering faith development of school members, (b) building Christian
community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical
formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education.
Research Question 4
Findings for Research Question 4 are addressed in this section, and explored:
What level of preparedness do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the
six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and
Stockton in northern California perceive themselves as having as the faith leaders in
their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school
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members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the
mission of Catholic education?
Participants responded to this question utilizing a 4-point Likert scale noting
whether their faith leadership preparation was perceived to be extensive, average, limited,
or none. The data collected for Research Question 4 was analyzed, as stated in the
methodology section, relative to three perspectives:
•

The perceptions of the presidents and principals as a combined group (N=41),

•

The perceptions of the presidents (n=21) and principals (n=20) as separate groups,

•

The perceptions of the presidents and principals combined and classified by their
schools’ governance structure: participants in Religious order sponsored schools
(n=21), participants within (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and participants in a
school structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5), for example, a Catholic
independent school.
The participants rated their degree of preparedness as faith leaders relative to all

competencies within the four areas of faith leadership responsibilities: (a) fostering the
faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the
school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education. For analysis and
reporting purposes, the responses for each participant per area of responsibility were
statistically collapsed, allowing for the mean score to be tabulated for all participants per
area of faith leadership responsibility. These mean scores were analyzed and are reported
in relationship to the three perspectives delineated above. As described in the
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Methodology section, the following data were rounded to the nearest whole number for
purposes of drawing general conclusions and utilizing bar graphs to visually represent the
survey’s findings.
Figures 17 through 19 present the findings of Research Question 4. Specifically,
Figure 17 represents the findings relative to the Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals as a whole (N=41) for each of the aforementioned four areas of faith
leadership. Figure 18 represents the findings relative to the Catholic secondary school
presidents (n=21) and principals (n=20) as separate groups for each of the
aforementioned four areas of faith leadership. Figure 19 represents the findings relative
to the Catholic secondary school presidents and principals per their school governance
structure—Religious order sponsored schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and
a school structure self-reported as “Other,” for example an independent Catholic school
(n=5) for each of the aforementioned four areas of faith leadership. Of note, within
Figures 17 through 19, a score of 1 equates to “no” level of preparation, a score of 2
equates to a “limited” level of preparation, a score of 3 equates to an “average” level of
preparation, and a score of 4 equates to an “extensive” level of preparation.

Figure 17. Mean scores of the level of preparedness for the presidents and principals as a
group (N=41) regarding the four areas of faith leadership responsibility.
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In general, Figure 17 presents that presidents and principals as a group (N=41)
perceived themselves to be prepared for the responsibility of faith leadership in all four
areas. Specifically, they considered themselves extensively prepared for fostering the
faith development of school members and for advancing the mission of Catholic
education. In addition, they perceived themselves to be prepared at an average level for
the building of Christian community within the school and with stakeholders and the
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members.

Figure 18. Mean scores of the level of preparedness for the presidents (n=21) and
principals (n=20), separately, regarding the four areas of faith leadership responsibility.
Figure 18 presents the perceived differences between the presidents (n=21) and
principals (n=20) relative to their level of preparation regarding the four areas of faith
leadership responsibility: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b)
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the
moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education. The presidents perceived themselves to be extensively prepared for
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all four areas of faith leadership, whereas the principals considered themselves prepared
at an average level for the all four areas of faith leadership.

Figure 19. Mean scores of level of preparedness of respondents per school governance
structure (Religious order sponsored schools, n=21; (arch)diocesan schools, n=15; other,
n=5) regarding the four areas of faith leadership responsibility.
Figure 19 presents that the Catholic secondary school presidents and principals of
the three school governance structures under review perceived themselves to be prepared
in the four areas of faith leadership responsibility: (a) fostering the faith development of
school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education. Of note, those who lead in (arch)diocesan
schools (n=15) reported that they were extensively prepared in only one area of faith
leadership: advancing the mission of Catholic education. They reported being prepared
at an average level to fulfill the three remaining faith leadership tasks: fostering the faith
development of school members, building Christian community within their schools and
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with their stakeholders, and promoting the moral and ethical formation of their school
members.
The presidents and principals who lead in Religious order sponsored schools
(n=21) and those who lead in schools self-reported as “Other” school governance
structure (n=5), such as a Catholic independent school, considered themselves to be
extensively prepared in two areas of faith leadership. While both groups perceived
themselves extensively prepared to foster the faith development of the school members,
those in Religious order sponsored schools reported extensive preparation in advancing
the mission of Catholic education; those in the “other” category reported extensive
preparation in promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members.
Participants from all three types of school governance structure rated their preparation to
build Christian community within their schools and with their stakeholders to be less
extensive, but still at an average level of preparedness.

Summary of This Study’s Findings For Research Questions 1 Through 4
This study sought to discover the perceptions of Catholic secondary school
presidents and principals of six (arch)dioceses of northern California—Monterey,
Oakland , San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton regarding their practices
and preparation as faith leaders of their schools. It explored the faith leadership
competencies of the respondents in four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of
school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
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advancing the mission of Catholic education. It collected and analyzed the data through
three perspectives:
•

The perceptions of the presidents and principals as a combined group (N=41),

•

The perceptions of the presidents (n=21) and principals (n=20) as separate groups,

•

The perceptions of the presidents and principals combined and classified by their
schools’ governance structure: participants in Religious order sponsored schools
(n=21), participants within (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), and participants in a
school structure self-reported as “Other” (n=5), for example, a Catholic
independent school.
In summation, the data revealed that the presidents and principals of northern

California’s Catholic secondary schools, who participated in this study, perceived
practicing most of the competencies of the four aforementioned areas of faith leadership
to a great extent in their respective schools. In general, they also reported that their faith
leader practices in all four areas of responsibility were highly influenced by their
experiences as Catholic school administrators.
Relative to specific areas, the respondents also reported certain variables as being
influential to their practices and competencies as faith leaders. For example, all of the
participants (N=41) reported that their experiences as Catholic school teachers highly
influenced their ability to foster the faith development of their school members and to
promote the moral and ethical formation of their school members. Likewise, principals
(n=20) as a separate group and those who lead in schools self reported as “Other,” (n=5),
for example, Catholic independent schools, reported that their Catholic family
background highly influenced their ability to foster the faith development of their school
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members. Moreover, participants who lead in Religious order sponsored schools (n=21)
considered their participation in Religious order sponsored activities to be very influential
to their ability to facilitate the faith growth of their school members, whereas those who
lead in (arch)diocesan schools (n=15) considered their participation in school formation
programs to be very influential to the aforementioned task as well.
All participants (N=41) perceived that they were extensively prepared in two
areas—fostering the faith development of their school members and advancing the
mission of Catholic education. Likewise, they considered themselves to be prepared at
an average level in the remaining two areas: building Christian community within the
school and with stakeholders and promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members. The presidents as a group (n=21) considered themselves to be extensively
prepared in all four areas of faith leadership, whereas the principals as a group (n=20)
reported that they were prepared to an average level in all four areas.
Finally, the analysis of the preparation of the respondents relative to their school
governance structure revealed differences among them. First, those in Religious order
sponsored schools (n=21) reported that they were extensively prepared as faith leaders
relative to fostering the faith development of their school members and advancing the
mission of Catholic education. However, they considered themselves prepared at an
average level to build Christian community within their schools and with stakeholders.
Secondly, those who lead in (arch)diocesan schools considered themselves extensively
prepared to advance the mission of Catholic education, and prepared at an average level
to execute the remaining three tasks: fostering the faith development of their school
members, building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, and
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promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members. Those who lead in
schools that were self-reported as “Other” in school governance structure (n=5), for
example, an independent Catholic school, reported extensive preparation in the faith
leadership areas of fostering the faith development and moral formation of their school
members. They also reported an average level of preparation in building Christian
community within their school and with stakeholders and advancing the mission of
Catholic education. Consequently, in general, the participants perceived themselves to be
basically prepared to perform their duties as faith leaders in a variety of ways.
Telephone Interview Findings
Telephone interviews were undertaken with representatives from five
(arch)dioceses (N=5) to gain a deeper understanding of the research questions under
review. All survey respondents (N=41) were asked upon their completion of the survey
if they would be willing to participate in the interview portion of the study. They were
informed that their participation would be strictly voluntary and that they would be
guaranteed the right of confidentiality. Those who marked the “Yes” response on their
completed survey became part of the interview pool sample. There were several
volunteers for the interview process from five of the six (arch)dioceses. There were none
from one (arch)diocese. Consequently, that (arch)diocese was not included in the
interview portion of this study.
From the pool of volunteers of the five (arch)dioceses, the researcher selected a
purposeful sample to interview (N=5). This was done in order to have the interviewees be
representative of the diverse demographics (gender, lifestyle, school leadership role, and
school governance structure) of survey respondents as a whole. The selected
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interviewees included both genders of faith leaders, both roles (presidents and principals),
and both religious and lay leaders from Catholic secondary schools of differing
governance structures. The five selected individuals participated in a 30-minute
telephone interview, conducted at a time of convenience for them. Permission to
digitally record each interview was obtained, and transcripts of these interviews were
transcribed and verbally reported to each interviewee for his/her confirmation of data
recorded.
The following is a summary of the findings and themes of the telephone
interviews per question based on the confirmed data of respondents. Interview Question
1 asked the five faith leaders the following: In addition to the competencies and practices
represented in the Faith Leadership Survey, are there any other competencies and
practices that you perceive to be part of your role as the faith leader of your school? If
so, what are they?
Relative to interview question one, the five interviewees perceived the
competencies and practices presented in the survey questionnaire to be comprehensive
and operative within their particular schools. Two of the five interviewees, however,
provided additional comments to the first interview question. The first, a male principal
from a Religious order sponsored school, pointed out that hiring for mission was also an
important practice to his faith leadership. He noted that this practice was strongly
emphasized within his graduate program at a local Catholic higher educational institution
as critical to effectively fostering the faith culture of a school. He agreed. In addition, he
considered his graduate Catholic educational leadership program to be a valuable
resource for him in recruiting and hiring mission-centered Catholic school teachers.
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The second interviewee who cited other faith practices was a male president from
an (arch)diocesan school. He expressed that the revised WCEA/WASC protocols that
included emphases upon focus on learning and continuous school improvement have also
influenced and supported his faith leadership. He also maintained that the revised
assessment instrument, which focused on the faith dimension of schools, provided “real
clarity to the identity of faith leadership areas for leaders, teachers, and staff members in
Catholic schools.” This individual commented that spiritual leadership “across all areas
of school life, such as athletics and activities,” was a priority for him as faith leader. He
noted his pride in that his administration had sponsored their school’s chaplain to visit
other schools to learn of their campus ministry and sports programs, in order to enhance
his own school’s integration of these two elements of campus activities.
Interview Question 2 explored additional factors that may have influenced the
interviewees, as faith leaders. The survey questionnaire presented 12 factors that the
respondents rated as being very influential, somewhat influential, or not influential to their
role as faith leaders. The survey results suggested that the participants’ experience as a
Catholic administrator was the most influential factor in all areas of faith leadership for all
the respondents (N=41).
The survey data also revealed that their experience as Catholic school teachers
was highly influential for all participants (N=41) relative to fostering the faith
development and moral formation of school members. For principals as a group (n=20)
and for those who lead in schools self-reported as “Other” in governance structure (n=5),
for example an independent Catholic school, their Catholic family background was also
noted as very influential to their ability to foster the faith development of school members.
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Likewise, those who lead in Religious order sponsored schools (n=21) reported that their
participation in Religious order sponsored activities was very influential to their ability to
foster the faith development of school members, whereas those who lead in (arch)diocesan
schools (n=15) perceived their participation in school formation activities was very
influential to their ability to perform this aforementioned task.
Relative to Interview Question Two, the researcher specifically asked
interviewees the following: What comments would you make relative to the survey
findings of the top five factors that were perceived as influential to faith leadership?
Would you identify any other factor as being important to your faith leadership?
In general, the interviewees, regardless of their demographic differences, agreed that the
five factors listed above are influential to faith leadership. However, four of them also
noted respectively that: (a) participation in a graduate Catholic educational leadership
program, (b) active and full participation in parish life, (c) on-the-job training, and (d)
retreat experiences were also very influential to their faith leadership.
One of the participants noted that his positive experience on a faculty retreat,
early in his career, was particularly beneficial in his preparation for faith leadership. He
articulated that the retreat’s focus on community, and its introduction to the charism of the
Religious order that sponsored his school, was a “transformative” experience for him.
In addition another interviewee commented at length how the religious and clergy who
“shouldered” the Catholic Church’s educational mission have aided the laity in
understanding the mission of Catholic education. This individual shared that one of the
former leaders of his school, a religious, explained to him that “some of our best faith
training [occurred] when we left the school and returned home for dinner, sat around the
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table, and discussed our ministry as priests and educators as it was reflected in our day to
day activities.” The interviewee recognized that lay leaders “have to work at ways to
make that happen,” and he noted that programs introduced at the parish and (arch)diocesan
levels over the years “have helped all of us do that.”
Interview Question 3 asked the interviewees their perceptions regarding the
following question: All survey respondents perceived themselves to be prepared for their
role as the faith leader of their respective schools. Do you concur with these findings?
Relative to this question, all of the interviewees, regardless of their demographic
differences, concurred with these findings. The majority of respondents did not elaborate
on this concurrence. However, one interviewee, a president from an (arch)diocesan
school, stated that faith leadership preparedness was a “journey” that “doesn’t happen
overnight.” This individual attributed his experience in school administration as that
which prepared him to be a faith leader at his school.
Interview Question 4 asked the five interviewees their perceptions regarding the
following question: What do you perceive to be the single greatest challenge to your role
as the faith leader of your school? Relative to this question, three interviewees perceived
the shift of Catholic secondary school leadership from the clergy and vowed religious to
the laity to be challenging. Each of them were married, male lay leaders. One of them
noted that the “toughest” question asked of him when he interviewed for his
administrative position was “How would he exercise faith leadership at this school?”
This individual noted that his perspective regarding faith leadership in a Catholic school
has shifted from his initial perception of faith leadership as being “Father’s job” to his
operative perception that faith leadership is the “ministry” and responsibility of all on the
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school’s campus, starting with himself.
Another who noted this particular challenge claimed that “I am not wearing a
collar, and I am aware of that.” Within that context, this individual did note that there
was an awareness on his school’s campus regarding faith leadership by stating that
“people are very earnest about it these days…more so [then] when I was working in
Catholic schools that had priests and brothers all over the place, so to speak.” An
additional observation shared by the other male, lay leader recognized this similar
challenge but also affirmed his school’s faculty and staff, who “buy into certain elements
that are critical to us being a Catholic school,” and concluded by noting the appreciation
for the school’s charism that was infused throughout faculty, staff, and student programs.
Issue of time constraints and the difficulty of the fostering of the faith
development of widely diverse students, families, faculty, and staff members were also
perceived as creating challenges for Catholic secondary school faith leaders. Both
matters tend to impact the other in the view of the interviewees, both religious and lay
respondents. In addition, as one interviewee pointed out, fostering the spiritual
development of both students and adults is a long-term process, and its results are not
readily seen. Moreover, Catholic secondary schools are pressured by their pursuit of
academic excellence. This pursuit, which was noted by two different interviewees-- one
a male principal of a Religious order sponsored school and the other a female president of
a Religious order sponsored school-- may tempt leaders to dismiss prayer time and
spiritual development time when the faculty gathers for professional growth
developmental opportunities.
The tensions and scandals that exist within the Catholic Church were also
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perceived as challenges facing Catholic secondary school faith leaders today. Two
interviewees described that these realities encumber the trust that is needed to exercise
faith leadership within a Catholic secondary school. As one of these participants noted,
the Catholic Church today seems, at-times, to be in conflict with the people it serves, and
this conflict presents a challenge to faith leaders within its schools.
Personal example and ongoing spiritual development were also noted as
challenges facing Catholic secondary school leaders. One interviewee, a president of an
(arch)diocesan school, described how he strived to “live out the Gospel, day in a day out,
in front of these young people.” This individual noted the particular challenge facing all
people of faith of “going to church on the weekend and then trying to live it out during
the week.” Another respondent, a principal of a Religious order sponsored school,
commented that sustaining his personal faith life was a challenge, and noted his ongoing
commitment to “practice what I preach” as it pertained to his approach to faith leadership
in his school.
As a group, the five interviewees represented the demographic differences of this
study’s participants as a whole in that it included both genders, both roles (president and
principal), both lifestyles (cleric/religious and lay persons), and differing school
governance [Religious order schools, (arch)diocesan schools, and other]. As individuals
and as a group their views added insights to this study. They acknowledged that faith
leadership is an essential duty that they are charged with and one in which they engage in
many ways. The interviewees re-affirmed the findings of the survey that they perceived
themselves to be prepared for faith leadership; however, they recognized it as a duty that
has its challenges. Chapter V that follows describes the implication of the findings of this
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study’s survey and interviews and presents the researcher’s recommendations for future
study.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of the Study
The Catholic Church has historically recognized the important role of Catholic
school administrators to the realization of the pastoral mission of its schools, and the
necessity of their thorough intellectual, spiritual, and moral preparation (NCCB, 1972,
1976, 1979; Pius XI, 1929; SCCE, 1977, 1982, 1988, 1998, 2007; USCCB, 1990, 2005a,
2005b; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b). The responsibilities of modern Catholic secondary
school presidents and principals are multifaceted, and their roles as leaders demand
essential skills and preparation to ensure success. In addition to performing a myriad of
administrative duties, Catholic secondary school presidents and principals are called to
exercise “faith leadership” within their schools.
The importance of faith leadership to the mission of Catholic schools has been
studied extensively (Anastasio, 1996; Bessette, 1992; Buchanan, 2011; Carr, 1995, 2000;
Ciriello, 1989, 1994/1997; Compagnone, 1999; Cook & Durow, 2008; Cook & Simonds,
2011; Diamond, 1997; Earl, 2005, 2007; Galetto, 1995, 2000; Grace, 2002, 2009; Hines,
1999; Jacobs, 1998, 2005; Joseph, 2002; Lamb & Neidhart, 2010, 2011; Manno, 1985;
Massucci, 1993 Moore, 1999; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007; O’Hara, 2000). In addition,
contemporary Catholic educational scholars (Carr, 2000; Cook, 2001; Cook & Durow,
2008; Cook & Simonds, 2011; Belmonte & Cranston, 2006, 2009; Grace, 2002, 2009;
Jacobs, 2005; Lamb & Neidhart, 2010, 2011; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007; Schuttloffel, 2003,
2007; Wallace, 1995) have substantiated the importance of Catholic school
administrators as faith leaders as well as the need for their careful preparation.
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Collectively, they maintained that such formation is critical to the future of Catholic
schools, and also indicated that many contemporary Catholic administrators consider
themselves unprepared for their role as the faith leader of their schools.
In addition, a review of the literature has revealed that most studies on faith
leadership have been conducted within the context of Catholic elementary education.
There is limited research regarding the role of faith leadership in the context of Catholic
high schools, and few studies regarding the preparation and practices of high school
administrators as faith leaders. Hence, this study sought to further the exploration of faith
leadership relative to both concerns.
The purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions of Catholic secondary
school presidents and principals in northern California’s six (arch)dioceses—Monterey,
Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton—regarding their practices
and preparation as faith leaders. It examined how they exercised their faith leadership
responsibilities at their schools in four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school
members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the
mission of Catholic education. It also identified the factors that influenced their faith
leadership practices, and the degree of influence these factors had. Finally, it measured
the level of preparedness that the Catholic secondary school leaders perceive they have
relative to the four areas of faith leadership responsibility.
The teachings of the Catholic Church concerning faith leadership within its
Catholic schools guided this study. Specifically, this study’s conceptual framework was
extrapolated from the seminal works of Catholic school experts (Ciriello, 1994/1997;
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Cook & Durow, 2008; Manno, 1985), which identified and described the components of
Catholic school faith leadership. Faith leadership within this study is operationally
defined as the competencies and practices of four areas of responsibilities: (a) fostering
the faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the
school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education.
This study utilized a mixed methodology: survey research and telephone
interviews. The researcher designed the survey for this study and a panel of Catholic
school experts established its validity. The test-retest method and Cronbach’s alpha
analysis established the instrument’s reliability. The presidents and principals of 41
Catholic secondary schools within six (arch)dioceses of northern California (Monterey,
Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, San Rosa, and Stockton) were invited to participate in
the study (N=68).
The Faith Leadership Survey (Appendix A) used to collect the quantitative data
was divided into five sections:
•

Section One: Identification of the faith leadership responsibilities of fostering
faith development of school members in relationship to the following
variables: (a) faculty/staff, (b) students, (c) school community, (e) Christian
service, and (d) prayer. Relative to each variable, respondents reported the
degree of influence (very influential, somewhat influential, not influential)
that 12 factors had upon each faith leadership practice. In addition, for each
practice the respondents noted their level of preparedness utilizing a fourpoint Likert scale (extensive, average, limited, and none).
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•

Section Two: Identification of faith leadership responsibilities of building
Christian community within the school and with stakeholders in relationship
to the following variables: (a) fostering school-wide Christian community, (b)
facilitating the role of parents as the primary educators, (c) fostering the
school’s relationship with local parishes, (e) fostering school’s relationship
with school boards and/or sponsoring religious community, and (d) fostering
school’s relationship with the community-at-large. Relative to each variable,
respondents reported the degree of influence (very influential, somewhat
influential, not influential) that 12 factors had upon each faith leadership
practice. In addition, for each practice the respondents noted their level of
preparedness utilizing a four-point Likert scale (extensive, average, limited,
and none).

•

Section Three: Identification of faith leadership responsibilities of promoting
the moral and ethical formation of school members in relationship to the
following variables: (a) administration, faculty, and staff, (b) students, (c) and
integration of Gospel values into life of school. Relative to each variable,
respondents reported the degree of influence (very influential, somewhat
influential, not influential) that 12 factors had upon each faith leadership
practice. In addition, for each practice the respondents noted their level of
preparedness utilizing a four-point Likert scale (extensive, average, limited,
and none).

•

Section Four: Identification of faith leadership responsibilities of advancing
the mission of Catholic education in relationship to the following variables:
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(a) articulation of the mission, (b) promulgation of the mission, and (c)
utilization of the mission when deciding school wide policies and practices.
Relative to each variable, respondents reported the degree of influence (very
influential, somewhat influential, not influential) that12 factors had upon each
faith leadership practice. In addition, for each practice the respondents noted
their level of preparedness utilizing a four-point Likert scale (extensive,
average, limited, and none).
•

Section Five: Demographics identifying the respondents’ gender, lifestyle, age
range, race/ethnicity, religious affiliation, and educational background as well
as the profile of the respondents’ respective schools identifying their
governance structure and size of enrollment.

The Faith Leadership Survey (Appendix A) was sent electronically utilizing Survey
Monkey® to the presidents and the principals of 41 Catholic secondary schools within
northern California’s (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose,
Santa Rosa and Stockton (N=68). A total of 41 presidents and principals, or 60% of the
population, completed the survey.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the questions under review, the
researcher conducted follow-up telephone interviews with a sample of five survey
respondents, who volunteered to participate in this exchange (N=5). One of the
(arch)dioceses had no volunteers, thus only five (arch)dioceses were represented in the
interview or qualitative portion of the study. The researcher purposefully selected one
participant from each (arch)diocese’s pool of volunteers. A purposeful selected sample
permitted the demographics of the universal population relative to gender, lifestyle, role,
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and school governance structure to be represented in the qualitative portion of this study.
Consequently, the five interviewees allowed for the voice of both male and female faith
leaders to be heard, both lay and religious perspectives to be considered, and both
presidents and principals perceptions to be represented, as well as to have the insights
from those who teach in a Religious order sponsored school, (arch)diocesan school, and
“other” types of schools, for example, a Catholic independent school, to be examined.
The quantitative data collected from the survey were analyzed in relationship to mean
scores, standard deviations, percentages, frequency distributions, degrees of influence,
and levels of preparation. Qualitative data were analyzed to identify themes, clarify
survey responses, and explore new insights.
The study examined four research questions regarding the perceptions of the
Catholic secondary school presidents and principals of six (arch)dioceses in northern
California regarding their faith leadership practices and preparation. They were:
1. How do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the six
(arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and
Stockton in northern California exercise their faith leadership at their schools
relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b)
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education?
2. What factors do Catholic secondary school presidents and principals in the six
(arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and
Stockton in northern California identify as influencing their faith leadership in
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their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering the faith development of school
members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members,
and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education?
3. What degree of influence do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San
Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California attribute each identified
factor to have upon their faith leadership in their schools relative to four areas:
(a) fostering faith development of school members, (b) building Christian
community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral
and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education?
4. What level of preparedness do Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals in the six (arch)dioceses of Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San
Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton in northern California perceive themselves as
having as the faith leaders in their schools relative to four areas: (a) fostering
the faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community
within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical
formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic
education?
The study’s findings relative to its four research questions are summarized below.
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Research Question 1
Relative to Research Question 1, data revealed that the presidents and principals
as a group (N=41) perceived that they performed the practices within the four areas of
faith leadership (faith development, Christian community building, moral/ethical
formation, and mission advancement) to a great extent. Analyses of the percentages of
frequency mean scores of their practices within the four areas of faith leadership revealed
moderate to high levels of support. Of note, a frequency percentage mean score between
the range of 0% to 49% designated low- support, a score between the range of 50% to
79% designated moderate-support, and a score between the range of 80% to 100%
designated high-support. The frequency percentage scores for fostering faith
development’s 15 practices ranged between 70% to 100%, for building Christian
community’s 15 practices it ranged between 51% to 100%, for promoting moral
formation’s nine practices it ranged between 71% to 100%, and for advancing the
mission of Catholic education’s nine practices it ranged between 88% to 100%.
The responses of study participants supported the Catholic Church’s teachings
that have repeatedly called its schools to be, first and foremost, centers for the faith
development of students and teachers alike (NCCB, 1972, 1976, 1979; SCCE, 1977;
USCCB, 2005a; Vatican II, 1965a). Collectively, the study’s findings aligned with
Catholic Church teachings (NCCB, 1972, 1979; SCCE, 1977; USCCB, 2005a) that
declared that faith is developed and deepened within a Catholic school community by
good teachers (administrators) and by attention to the Gospel message of building
community; this study also supported Catholic school literature, which recognized
building Christian community as a central aim of Catholic education and critical to faith
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leadership (NCCB, 1972, 1976, 1979; SCCE, 1977; USCCB, 2005a; Vatican II, 1965a).
Administrators took seriously their call to integrate Gospel values into all aspects of the
community by fostering moral development among both the adults and the students in the
school, a key element of faith leadership that has been noted by Catholic educational
scholars (Anastasio, 1996; Buchanan, 2011; Carr, 1995, 2000; Ciriello, 1989, 1994/1997;
Cook & Durow, 2008; Cook & Simonds, 2011; Earl, 2005, 2007; Galetto, 2000; Grace,
2002, 2009; Jacobs, 1998, 2005; Joseph, 2002; Lamb & Neidhart, 2010, 2011; Manno,
1985; Massucci, 1993; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007; Rogus & Wildenhaus, 2000).
Numerous Catholic Church documents on Catholic education have also
acknowledged the importance of the administrator’s role in articulating, promulgating,
and witnessing the Catholic mission and identity of the school to the faculty, staff,
students, parents, and the community-at-large (NCCB, 1972, 1976, 1979; SCCE, 1977,
1982, 1988, 1998, 2007; USCCB, 1990, 2005a, 2005b; Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b), and it
is clear that study participants recognized this important role as well.
The findings of the four areas of faith leadership (faith development, Christian
community building, moral formation, and mission advancement) relative to Catholic
secondary school presidents (n=21) and principals (n=20) as separate groups also
revealed that both groups reported high levels of support for nearly all the practices
within these four areas. Of note, the survey data revealed that both groups reported highlevel support (80% to 100%) with regard to all of the practices related to advancing the
mission of Catholic education. Within this category, two practices were reported by
100% of both groups: (a) supporting the school mission with faculty and staff throughout
the school year, and (b) aligning school-wide policies and practices with the school’s
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mission. The support of practices within the remaining three areas of faith leadership—
fostering the faith development of school members, building Christian community within
the school and with stakeholders, and promoting the moral and ethical formation of
school members—by both presidents and principals was also impressive. Nearly all of
the practices within these areas were highly supported (80%-100%) by both the
presidents and principals.
Study participants affirmed Wallace’s (2000) research that described effective
faith leadership as knowing the mission of the Catholic Church and its schools,
promulgating that mission so that it permeates the school culture, and utilizing the
mission as a guideline for establishing, implementing, and evaluating school policies and
procedures. The telephone interviews supported this notion, with hiring for mission noted
by one interviewee as an important faith leadership practice. This individual also
acknowledged the supporting role that a local Catholic higher education institution
played in preparing young teachers for mission commitment through one of its graduate
programs. Additionally, another interviewee described how a revised instrument utilized
in the WCEA/WASC accreditation process supported faith leadership by providing
clarity to administrators, faculty, and staff on the faith dimension of schools. The
interview and survey findings also supported the works of Cook (2001) and Cook and
Durow (2008) that recognized the critical need for Catholic school leaders to understand
and articulate the mission of Catholic education to all stakeholders. The level of
perceived faith leadership preparedness, and the breadth of practices reported by survey
and interview participants, confirmed the awareness of the importance of advancing the
mission of Catholic education as noted by scholarly Catholic educational research.
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Survey findings for the four areas of faith leadership (faith development, Christian
community building, moral formation, and mission advancement) relative to respondents
classified by their respective school governance structure—Religious order sponsored
schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan schools (n=15) and “other” schools, for example, a
Catholic independent school (n=5), also revealed a high level of support (80%-100%) for
nearly all the practices within these four areas. Of note, the participants in each type of
school governance reported high support (80% to 100%) of all of the nine practices
related to advancing the mission of Catholic education. Likewise, participants from
Religious order sponsored schools as well as independent Catholic schools supported all
of the nine practices related to promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members. Those in (arch)diocesan schools reported supporting seven practices highly
(80%-100%), one practice moderately (50%-79%), and one practice to a low level
(0%-49%). The lowest supported practice was supporting time at faculty and staff
meetings for reflections on justice issues. The remaining two areas of faith leadership—
fostering the faith development of school members and building Christian community
within the school and with stakeholders—had their 15 practices supported to a moderate
to a high level by all participants of Religious order sponsored schools and
(arch)diocesan schools, and by most participants from schools representing “other” types
of schools, for example, a Catholic independent school.
The level of support for the practice of supporting time at meetings for reflection
on justice issues presented an opportunity for modern administrators to enhance their
faith leadership. Catholic Church documents such as Lay Catholics in schools: Witnesses
to faith (SCCE, 1982) call those who minister in its schools to be witnesses of justice;
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they also support the notion that the Catholic school is a central place wherein the social
teachings of the Catholic Church are taught, experienced, and perpetuated (USCCB,
2005a). Regardless of role or school governance structure, this study’s findings indicated
that practicing intentional times for focusing on justice issues with faculty and staff could
be improved among modern faith leaders.

Research Questions 2 and 3
Research Questions 2 and 3 explored the degree to which 12 prescribed factors
influenced the practices and preparation of the survey respondents in four areas of faith
leadership: (a) fostering the faith development of school members, (b) building Christian
community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical
formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education. A
three point Likert scale—very influential, somewhat influential, and not influential—was
utilized in this assessment process. The degree of influence of the 12 factors upon the
four areas of faith leadership responsibility was analyzed relative to three perspectives:
(a) the presidents and principals as a combined group (N=41), (b) the presidents (n=21)
and principals (n=20) as a separate group, and (c) the presidents and principals as a
combined group and classified by their schools’ governance structure: Religious order
sponsored schools (n=21), (arch)diocesan schools (n=15), “other” types of schools, for
example, a Catholic independent school.
The analysis of the survey data of all three perspectives revealed that one factor
was perceived by all of the respondents (as a group, by all of the presidents and
principals, and by all the respondents from each type of school governance) to be “very
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influential” to their faith leadership in all four areas of responsibility, and that was their
experiences as a Catholic school administrator. Closer analysis of the data revealed that
the respondents as a whole (N=41), the presidents (n=21), the principals (n=20), those
who lead in a Religious order sponsored school (n=21), those with (arch)diocesan schools
(n=15), and those who lead in “other” schools, for example, a Catholic independent
school (n=5), also perceived that their experience as Catholic school teachers was “very
influential” to their practices and preparation relative to two areas of their faith
leadership: (a) fostering the faith development of school members and (b) promoting the
moral and ethical formation of school members.
For Cook (2001), Catholic school administrators are called to be “architects of
culture,” that is, they are to become the catalyst of establishing and sustaining a Catholic
atmosphere in the school that permeates every facet of school life. This lived experience
of teaching and leading schools empowered faith leaders to embody a “synthesis of faith
and culture, and synthesis of faith and life” (SCCE, 1977, #37) to those they lead.
Respondents’ faith leadership perceptions presented their awareness of the important role
that they play in shaping Catholic education, and the impact that their Catholic school
professional experience has had upon them. Furthermore, given the high level of
experience represented in the study, it is not surprising that participants noted their
administrative experience as being very influential across all faith leadership areas.
In addition, a further analysis of the study’s survey data revealed that the Catholic
secondary school principals (n=20) as well as those who lead within “other” types of
schools, for example Catholic independent schools (n=5), perceived that their Catholic
family background was “very influential” to their practices and preparation as a faith
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leader relative to fostering the faith development of school members. In addition, those
who lead within Religious order sponsored schools (n=21) perceived their participation in
Religious order sponsored activities such as charism formation or conferences to be “very
influential” to their practices and preparation as a faith leader relative to fostering the
faith development of school members. Likewise, those who lead within (arch)diocesan
schools (n=20) perceived that their participation as a teacher/administrator in school
sponsored formation activities such as retreats and service activities to be “very
influential” to their practices and preparation as a faith leader relative to fostering the
faith development of school members.
Catholic family background as it influenced principals may be attributed to the
fact that presidents represented a more experienced survey group of respondents, in
general. As it pertains to charism formation, the works of Cook (2001), Schuttloffel
(2003), Nuzzi and Smith (2007), and Cook and Simonds (2011) collectively affirmed that
collaboration with local dioceses, board members, and charism formation for Religious
order sponsored schools are essential priorities for chief administrators in either role in
the school setting. Furthermore, the SCCE (2002) encouraged Religious orders to share
their charism and traditions to empower and form the laity who teach and lead their
schools. This study’s findings support the value of charism formation as emphasized in
modern Catholic school research.
Additionally, the NCCB (1972) advised schools to include programs for service
as part of the school community in order for their students to embrace a commitment to
serve others. The NCCB (1979) later recognized that a school’s commitment to fostering
a sense of service in its students as “one measure of the school’s success,” and also noted
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that service in the school setting instills “a sense of mission and concern for others”
(#232). It is apparent from study participants’ responses that their school’s focus on
service, in addition to their experience in activities such as retreats, benefitted them in
their perceived preparation for faith leadership.
Two factors—participation in parish based catechetical programs for adults and
participation in a Catholic, post-graduate full-time volunteer program—were perceived
by all the respondents (N=41), by the presidents (n=21), by the principals (n=20), by
those who lead in a Religious order sponsored school (n=21), those with (arch)diocesan
schools (n=15), and those who lead in “other” schools, for example, a Catholic
independent school (n=5), to have no influence upon their practices and preparation in all
four areas of their faith leadership responsibilities: (a) fostering the faith development of
school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education.
Of note, two factors—participation in formal Catholic educational leadership
degree programs, and a relationship with a faith leader/mentor—were reported by the
survey respondents within all three perspectives (as a whole, by roles, and by school
governance structure) to have a “somewhat influence” upon their practices and
preparation as faith leaders. Four of the five interviewees noted the strong influence their
Catholic educational formal degree studies had upon their practices and preparation as
faith leaders. Likewise, one of the interviewees noted the importance that the example of
former religious administrators had upon his faith leadership. Additionally, another
interviewee described how his early experience on a faculty retreat introduced him to the
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integral nature of his relationships with his colleagues, and also aided him in deepening
his understanding of the charism of the religious order that sponsored his school.
Relationships and experiences of Catholic higher education were two themes prominent
throughout the interviews.
Catholic literature has substantiated that the Catholic Church (1983), through its
Revised Code of Canon Law concerning Catholic education, through Pope John Paul’s
(1987) proclamation to Catholic educators, and through Archbishop Miller’s (2006)
document, The Holy See’s Teaching on Catholic Schools, has charged its Catholic
schools to work in collaboration with local parishes as well as with their (arch)diocesan
offices. This study’s findings suggested that Catholic secondary school faith leaders need
to be continually informed of their call to engage in such outreach programs at the
(arch)diocesan and parish levels.
In 1982, the SCCE pointed out that although lay Catholic school teachers were
professionally prepared, many lacked adequate religious formation and theological
information. Schuttloffel (2003) reported that many new Catholic school administrators
had received their leadership training at public universities; her work found that one in
five new administrators were trained in Catholic institutions. Furthermore, the SCCE
(1988, 2007), the USCCB (2005b), Earl (2005), and Carr (2000) strongly supported the
need for quality, professional and spiritual formation for teachers and administrators at
the diocesan, local, and higher education levels, noting that this preparation and training
is vital to the sustainability and success of Catholic education in the United States. The
demographic findings of this survey, as described in an ensuing section, presented that
the majority of respondents benefited from Catholic higher education. Although not
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explicitly noted in the faith leadership factor section of the survey, it is possible that their
formal Catholic undergraduate and graduate studies contributed to the respondents’
preparedness for faith leadership. It is worthy to note that interviewees confirmed their
Catholic higher education studies as supporting their faith leadership.
As it pertains to the influence of mentors upon the study’s participants’ faith
leadership, the importance of personal example is articulated throughout numerous
Catholic Church documents (SCCE, 1977, 1982, 2007; USCCB, 2005b). In To Teach as
Jesus Did, the NCCB (1972) acknowledged that it would be through the example and
exhortations of Catholic school teachers and administrators that the aims of Catholic
education would be made known. Likewise, the Sacred Congregation of Catholic
Education (SCCE, 1977) noted that the personal example of teachers contributed greatly
to the mission of their schools, while the SCCE (1988) maintained that school
administrators are to have an active awareness of the presence of Christ in their personal
lives, and are then expected to infuse this presence into their school communities. The
influence of relationships upon study respondents, as manifested in mentor faith leaders,
supported the influence of personal example throughout participants’ perceived
preparation for faith leadership.
Research Question 4
Research Question 4 investigated the extent to which the respondents perceived
themselves to be prepared as faith leaders relative to (a) fostering the faith development
of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education. The extent of preparation was rated on a
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four-point Likert scale: extensive, average, limited, and none. The survey data suggested
that in general the respondents as a group (N=41) perceived themselves to be prepared as
faith leaders in their schools. Specifically, they considered themselves to be
“extensively” prepared relative to fostering the faith development of school members and
advancing the mission of Catholic education, and prepared at an “average” level relative
to building Christian community in the school and with stakeholders, and to promoting
the moral and ethical formation of school members.
Contemporary Catholic educational scholars (Carr, 2000; Cook, 2001; Cook &
Durow, 2008; Cook & Simonds, 2011; Belmonte & Cranston, 2006, 2009; Grace, 2002,
2009; Jacobs, 2005; Lamb & Neidhart, 2010, 2011; Nuzzi & Smith, 2007; Schuttloffel,
2003, 2007) have collectively indicated that many Catholic administrators consider
themselves unprepared for their role as the faith leader of their schools. In addition,
recent Catholic scholarly work has clearly identified school leaders as unprepared for
faith leadership (Wallace, 1995, 2000; Schuttloffel, 1999; Jacobs, 2005). However, the
perception of this study’s participants of their preparedness across faith leadership areas
presented the NCCB’s (1976) description of the vocation of teaching as epitomizing
individuals as models of Christian values. Their high level of reporting on preparedness
suggested that the presidents and principals of this study take their faith leadership
responsibility very seriously, indicating a dedication that embodied Vatican II’s (1965a)
declaration that “teachers [administrators] must remember that it [the Catholic school]
depends chiefly on them whether the Catholic school achieves it purposes” (#8).
Analysis of survey responses of the presidents (n=21) and the principals (n=20) as
separate groups revealed that the presidents perceived themselves to be “extensively”
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prepared in all four areas of faith leadership (faith development, Christian community
building, moral/ethical formation, and mission advancement), whereas the principals
perceived their preparation to be at an “average” level in all four areas. This result may
have been due to the fact that more presidents than principals in this study reported
themselves to have over 20 years of experience in Catholic education.
Brinckerhoff’s (2000) work confirmed that, as faith leaders, Catholic school
administrators served as the primary role model for the school community and the
school’s stakeholders. Modern scholars such as Ciriello (1994/1997) and Cook (2001)
also noted that the personal character and faith commitment of school leaders shaped the
Catholic identity of the institutions that they lead. Study findings indicated that, as
veteran teachers and administrators in Catholic education, survey respondents recognized
the need for faith leadership and felt prepared for it.
Survey respondents in all types of school governance structures [Religious order
sponsored schools, (arch)diocesan schools, and “other” schools, for example, Catholic
independent schools] also perceived themselves to be well prepared for their role as faith
leaders. Specifically, those in Religious order sponsored schools (n=21) perceived
themselves to be “extensively’ prepared to foster the faith development of school
members and to advance the mission of Catholic education, and prepared at an “average”
level to build Christian community within the school and with stakeholders and to
promote the moral and ethical growth of school members. Those in (arch)diocesan
schools (n=15) perceived themselves to be “extensively” prepared to advance the mission
of Catholic education, and prepared at an “average” level to foster the faith development
of school members, to build Christian community within the school and with
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stakeholders, and to promote the moral and ethical growth of school members. Finally,
those in “other” schools, for example Catholic independent schools (n=5), perceived
themselves to be “extensively” prepared to foster the faith development of school
members as well as to promote the moral and ethical growth of school members. They
perceived themselves to be prepared at an “average” level to build Christian community
within the school and with stakeholders and to advance the mission of Catholic
education.
The five leaders who participated in the interview portion of this study and who
represented the views of both lay and religious administrators, also affirmed this
perspective of perceiving themselves as well prepared for their role as faith leaders.
Interviewees described their preparedness with humility and also credited their schools,
their experience, and their colleagues as assisting in their preparation. The presidents and
principals acknowledged real challenges that accompanied their faith leadership.
However, the complexities of modern day school administration did not deter these
individuals from describing an unwavering commitment to faith leadership.
The works of Ciriello (1994/1997), Jacobs (1997, 2005), and Wallace (2000)
highlighted the impact of knowing, understanding, articulating, and promulgating the
mission of Catholic education upon being an effective faith leader. In addition, numerous
Catholic Church documents on Catholic education have acknowledged the importance of
the administrator’s role in articulating and witnessing the Catholic mission and identity of
the school to the faculty, staff, students, parents, and the community-at-large (NCCB,
1972, 1976, 1979; SCCE, 1977, 1982, 1988, 1998, 2007; USCCB, 1990, 2005a, 2005b;
Vatican II, 1965a, 1965b). The work of Dantley and Tillman (2006) defined principals as
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spiritual leaders by virtue of their own personal example and ethical decision-making,
and by their ability to inspire their faculty and staff to advance the school’s mission
through the alignment of their own individual actions with their words. This study
substantiated this previous research by reporting well-rounded, confident, and prepared
faith leaders among the Catholic secondary school presidents and principals of northern
California.
Demographics
The demographic data regarding the presidents and principals who participated in
this study revealed the following: the respondents were predominantly Roman Catholic
(98%), White/Caucasian (95%), male (80%), married laypersons (76%). By role, they
represented 21 presidents and 20 principals. Twenty-one respondents ministered in
Religious order sponsored schools, 15 lead within (arch)diocesan schools, and five served
in what they indicated as “other,” that is, an independent Catholic school governance
structure, for example.
In addition, the respondents were also highly educated; 98% of them reported
having a master’s degree, and 32% had doctorates. Most or 85% of the respondents were
veteran educators with over 15 years of experience in the profession. Of note, most of
the respondents were 51 years of age or older, with the majority of the respondents
reporting having worked in Catholic education for over 20 years.
With regard to race/ethnicity, 95% of the participants identified themselves as
White/Caucasian, and the remaining 5% reported being either Multi-Racial or Asian
American. None of the respondents reported to be American Indian, Black/African
American, Hispanic, or Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander. One respondent self-identified
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as Presbyterian; all other respondents, or 98%, identified their religious affiliation as
Roman Catholic.
Conclusions and Implications
Based upon the demographics data of the respondents, the data collected relative
to each of the study’s research questions, and the data gathered from the interviews, the
following conclusions and implications may be made.
Demographics
The respondents’ gender makeup was 80% male. Given that over 50% of fulltime faculty and staff in Catholic high schools across the United States are females
(McDonald and Schultz, 2011), this disparity in gender diversity among chief
administrator roles may need to be addressed by the Religious orders and (arch)dioceses
that operate the Catholic secondary schools of northern California. Additionally, 95% of
the study’s participants self-identified as White/Caucasian. This is a stark contrast to the
approximate 30% minority students in Catholic schools in the United States (McDonald
and Schultz, 2011). Especially in an area such as northern California, the Catholic high
schools may wish to focus on enhancing leadership opportunities for people of color so
that that their school leaders can more fully reflect the racial and ethnic diversity of their
students.
A vast majority or 71% of respondents were 51 years of age or older. Nearly onethird, or 32%, of respondents were over the age of 60. It is likely that the schools
represented by these participants will experience a high level of leadership transition in
the decade ahead. Consequently, the Religious orders and (arch)dioceses that sponsor
these schools may benefit from planning ahead for the next generation of principals and
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principals. Providing a variety of leadership development opportunities and
administrative exposure could possibly benefit the future leadership of northern
California’s Catholic secondary schools, especially given the study’s findings that
Catholic school teaching and administrative experiences so greatly influenced the
respondents in their preparation for faith leadership.
The participants’ high level of experience in Catholic education appears to also
support the need to prepare future chief administrators. With 85% having over 15 years
experience in Catholic schools, the study affirms that current principals and presidents
have extensive years of service in Catholic education; perhaps for some of the
respondents, their service may have been concentrated at the same school for many years.
It may be the case that the next principal or president to follow at a Catholic high school
in northern California is already currently a member of that particular school’s faculty
and staff, and school leaders may wish to focus on the identification, recruitment, and
retention of future administrators from within their own school communities.
Catholic higher education studies were also commonly represented among the 41
survey participants: 24 respondents possessed a baccalaureate degree from a Catholic
institution, 20 respondents possessed a master’s degrees from Catholic institutions, and
10 respondents possessed a terminal degree from a Catholic institution. The fact that the
majority of participants studied at Catholic institutions of higher education, and that all
perceived themselves prepared for faith leadership, may suggest that their formal
Catholic college or university studies benefitted their preparation as faith leaders.
It is worthy to note that at least six Catholic higher education institutions are in
relatively close geographic proximity to the (arch)dioceses represented in this study.
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Given the aging nature of the current leaders of the Catholic secondary schools of
northern California, Catholic higher educational institutions of that geographic area may
wish to focus on increasing their student base of local Catholic school educators to help
prepare the next generation of faith leaders. Enhancing Catholic school leadership
training programs may be advantageous for these institutions, especially as it pertains to
the accessibility and affordability of classes, programs, and degrees.
Research Question 1
Research Question 1 examined the extent to which Catholic secondary school
presidents and principals of six (arch)dioceses in northern California—Monterey,
Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton—exercised their
responsibilities as faith leaders to a great extent in all four areas of faith leadership: (a)
fostering the faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community in
the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education.
This survey’s data substantiated the overarching conclusion that the presidents
and principals of Catholic secondary schools of the six (arch)dioceses of northern
California—Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and Stockton—
perceived themselves to exercise their responsibilities as faith leaders to a great extent in
all four areas of faith leadership: (a) fostering the faith development of school members,
(b) building Christian community in the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the
moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of
Catholic education. This finding is contrary to the conclusions of earlier studies on this
topic (Ciriello, 1994/1997; Cook & Durow, 2008; Wallace 1995) which suggested that
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lay Catholic secondary school administrators exercised their duties as faith leaders to a
limited degree. This limitation was often attributed to the perception that the laity lacked
the extensive faith formation and spiritual training that their religious counterparts had
which was part of their religious vocations. This survey found that not only do lay
Catholic secondary school leaders exercise faith leadership to a great extent, they
exercise it in multiple ways within four areas of responsibility.
Research Questions 2 and 3
Research Questions 2 and 3 explored the perceptions of the Catholic secondary
school presidents and principals of six (arch)dioceses of northern California regarding the
degree of influence 12 prescribed factors had upon their faith leadership practices and
preparation in four areas: (a) fostering faith development of school members, (b) building
Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral
and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic
education.
From the survey data collected, it may be concluded that all of the respondents as
a group, by their roles, and by their school governance structure, perceived that their
experiences as a Catholic school administrator have extensively influenced their faith
leadership practices of and preparation for the four areas investigated: (a) fostering the
faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community within the
school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical development of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education.
An implication of this finding pertains to those responsible for hiring
administrators for Catholic secondary school leadership. For the participants in this
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survey, it was primarily their Catholic school administrative experience that prepared
them for faith leadership. This aspect may be considered by schools in the qualifications
they seek in applicants throughout their recruitment of administrators, searches for open
positions, and hiring processes.
Furthermore, the survey substantiated that faith leaders who have had experiences
as a Catholic school teacher also perceived themselves to be competent and prepared to
exercise their faith leadership in two areas this study investigated: (a) fostering the faith
development of school members, and (b) promoting the moral and ethical development of
school members.
An implication of this finding pertains to those responsible for hiring
administrators for Catholic secondary school leadership. For the participants in this
survey, it was their Catholic school teaching administrative experience that also prepared
them for faith leadership in certain areas of faith leadership. This aspect may be
considered by schools in the qualifications they seek in applicants throughout their
recruitment of administrators, searches for open positions, and hiring processes. It is also
interesting to note that “Catholic school teaching experience” was reported as very
influential upon (a) fostering the faith development of school members and (b) promoting
the moral and ethical formation of school members, as it is these two areas of faith
leadership that some may attribute more so as a primary responsibility of classroom
teachers. Whereas, the other two areas of (a) building Christian community and (b)
advancing the mission of Catholic education some may attribute more so as a primary
responsibility of administrators.
Likewise this survey supports the conclusion that principals with strong Catholic
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family background perceive themselves to be competent and prepared to foster the faith
development of their school members. Also leaders in “other” type schools, such as
independent Catholic schools, reported that perception as well.
An implication of this finding pertains to those responsible for hiring
administrators for Catholic secondary school leadership. For some participants in this
survey, it was their Catholic family background that also prepared them for faith
leadership. This aspect may be considered by schools in their recruitment of
administrators, searches for open positions, and hiring processes.
Also this survey supports the conclusion that those leaders within Religious order
sponsored schools who have participated in Religious order sponsored charism formation
programs and conferences perceive themselves to be competent and prepared to fulfill
their duty to foster the faith development of their school members.
An implication of this finding pertains to Religious orders, which sponsor
Catholic secondary schools. This finding serves as evidence that the investment that
Religious orders are placing into their charism formation activities is supporting faith
leadership in their schools.
This survey also supports the conclusion that faith leaders in (arch)diocesan
schools who participate in school sponsored formation activities such as retreats and
service perceive themselves to be more competent and prepared to foster the faith
development of their school members.
An implication of this finding pertains to (arch)dioceses that govern Catholic
secondary schools. This finding serves as evidence that the school formation activities
occurring within (arch)diocesan schools is supporting faith leadership in (arch)diocesan
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schools.
This survey also supports the conclusion that Catholic educational leadership
degree programs may not be as influential as they are perceived. The data suggested that
the survey respondents as a whole (N=41), or by their role as presidents (n=21) and
principals (20) or by their schools’ governance structure—Religious order sponsored
schools (n=21), (arch) diocesan schools (n=15) and “other,” for example Catholic
independent schools (n=5), perceived their participation to simply be “somewhat
influential” to their practices and preparation as faith leaders with Catholic secondary
schools. An implication of this finding is that leaders of Catholic educational leadership
degree programs need to be made aware of this discrepancy between perception and the
reality presented by the participants in this survey. 	
  
Research Question 4
Research Question 4 investigated the extent to which the respondents perceived
themselves to be prepared as faith leaders relative to (a) fostering the faith development
of school members, (b) building Christian community within the school and with
stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d)
advancing the mission of Catholic education. From the survey data collected, it may be
concluded that all of respondents as a group, by their roles, and by their school
governance structure, perceived themselves to be prepared for faith leadership. Survey
findings indicated that, as veteran teachers and administrators in Catholic education,
respondents recognized the need for faith leadership and felt prepared for it.
This study’s survey data substantiated the overarching conclusion that the
presidents and principals of Catholic secondary schools of the six (arch)dioceses of
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northern California—Monterey, Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose, Santa Rosa, and
Stockton— perceived themselves to be prepared for all four areas of faith leadership: (a)
fostering the faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community in
the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education. This finding is contrary
to the conclusions of earlier studies on this topic (Wallace, 1995, 2000; Schuttloffel,
1999; Jacobs, 2005) which identified school leaders as unprepared for faith leadership.
This survey found that Catholic secondary school leaders perceive themselves as
prepared for faith leadership.
Telephone Interviews
The five presidents and principals who participated in the follow up interviews
represented the various demographics (gender, lifestyle, school leadership role, and
school governance structure) of the total population of this study. Hence, the selected
interviewees were comprised of faith leaders of both genders (male and female), both
lifestyles (religious and lay), both types of leadership roles (presidents and principals)
and all three types of school governance (Religious order sponsored schools,
(arch)diocesan schools, and other, for example independent schools). Interviewees
described a variety of ways in which they perceived themselves to be prepared for, and
how they currently exercise, faith leadership in their schools. The descriptions provided
by the interviewees substantiated the survey findings that administrators practice faith
leadership to a great extant and in a variety of ways. The interview findings also support
the claim that school leaders perceive themselves to be prepared for faith leadership.
Pertaining to the influence of Catholic educational leadership programs upon
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preparedness for faith leadership, it is worthy to note that the interviews presented a
different perspective from the survey findings. Four of five of the interviewees noted that
their formal Catholic educational leadership studies did influence their faith leadership
practices and preparation to a great degree. An implication of this difference may be that
individuals could more easily acknowledge the influence of formal Catholic educational
leadership studies upon their faith leadership preparation when prompted and provided
time for additional reflection.
Recommendations
Recommendations for Future Research
Based on the findings of this study, the following represent recommendations for
future research in the area of faith leadership in Catholic secondary schools.
1. Conduct a study of the perceptions of Catholic secondary schools presidents
and principals of the (arch)dioceses in southern California regarding their faith
leadership practices and preparation.
2. Conduct a study of the perceptions of presidents and principals in all female
Catholic secondary schools in the United States regarding their faith
leadership practices and preparation.
3. Conduct a study of the perceptions of presidents and principals in all male
Catholic secondary schools in the United States regarding their faith
leadership practices and preparation.
4. Conduct a study of the perceptions of presidents and principals in Catholic
Religious order sponsored schools in the United States regarding their faith
leadership practices and preparation, for example Jesuit schools, Lasallian
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schools, Basilian schools, or Marianist schools to name a few.
5. Conduct a study of the perceptions of presidents and principals in independent
Catholic schools in the United States regarding their faith leadership practices
and preparation.
6. Conduct a survey study of the perceptions of Catholic secondary schools
presidents and principals within a particular State regarding their faith
leadership practices and preparation. Possible states include: Arizona,
Colorado, Hawaii, New Mexico, Oregon, and Washington.
7. Conduct a survey study of the perceptions of Catholic secondary schools
presidents and principals within the 14 geographic regions of the National
Catholic Educational Association regarding their faith leadership practices and
preparation.
8. Conduct a qualitative study with a sample of effective faith leaders within the
context of Catholic secondary schools in the State of California. Interview
them to discover what factors contribute to their success as Catholic school
faith leaders.
9. Conduct a qualitative study with directors of Catholic educational leadership
programs to discover what they are doing to facilitate effective faith leaders in
Catholic secondary schools.
10. Conduct a survey of graduates from Catholic educational leadership programs
in the State of California to measure the effect of their program upon their
practices as faith leaders.
11. Conduct a survey with campus ministers within Catholic secondary schools in
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the State of California regarding their role in fostering the faith leadership at
their respective schools.
Recommendations for Future Practice
The success of Catholic schools at any level of education is greatly dependent
upon those who lead and teach within them. Because the mission of Catholic schools
concerns both the call to holiness and the call to wholeness, those who lead within them
are charged with facilitating both the faith formation and the integral human development
of their school community: faculty, staff, students, their parents, and the community-atlarge. The responsibilities of modern Catholic secondary school presidents and principals
are multifaceted, and their roles as leaders demand essential skills and preparation to
ensure success. In addition to performing a myriad of administrative duties, Catholic
secondary school presidents and principals are called to exercise “faith leadership” within
their schools. Faith leadership requires competency in each of the following areas: (a)
fostering faith development of school members, (b) building Christian community within
the school and with stakeholders, (c) promoting the moral and ethical formation of school
members, and (d) advancing the mission of Catholic education.
Based on the findings of this study, the following represent recommendations for
future practices in the area of faith leadership in Catholic secondary schools.
1. In considering potential faith leaders, it is recommended that schools seek to hire
those who posses a background in Catholic school administration.
2. In considering potential faith leaders, it is recommended that schools seek to hire
those who posses a background in Catholic school teaching. Especially when
selecting among applicants without administrative experience, it would be
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beneficial to consider Catholic school teaching experience.
3. In considering potential faith leaders, it is recommended that schools seek to hire
those with some aspect of Catholic family experience. Especially when selecting
among applicants without administrative or teaching experience in Catholic
education, it would be beneficial to consider Catholic family background.
4. In sustaining the faith leadership of Catholic secondary school presidents and
principals, it is recommended that Religious orders and (arch)dioceses consider
the following aspects of faith leadership in the recruitment of administrators,
searches for open positions, the interview experience, and in the hiring and
evaluation processes: (a) fostering faith development of school members, (b)
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing
the mission of Catholic education.
5. In regard to professional development, it is recommended that Religious orders
continue to invest human and financial resources into charism formation efforts
such as retreats and conferences for faculty, staff, and administrators, in order to
enhance faith leadership in their schools.
6. In regard to professional development, it is recommended that (arch)dioceses
consider best practices from Religious order charism formation activities in order
to enhance the effectiveness of their catechetical programs.
7. In regard to school sponsored formation activities, it is recommended that the
(arch)dioceses that govern Catholic secondary schools continue to support school
formation activities such as retreats and service in order to enhance faith
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leadership in their schools.
8. In regard to Catholic educational leadership degree programs, it is recommended
that these programs purposefully address preparation for faith leadership as a core
element of curriculum.
9. In regard to Catholic educational leadership degree programs, it is recommended
that that these programs intentionally include the following faith leadership areas
as aspects of curriculum: (a) fostering faith development of school members, (b)
building Christian community within the school and with stakeholders, (c)
promoting the moral and ethical formation of school members, and (d) advancing
the mission of Catholic education.
10. In regard to leadership succession planning, it is recommended that (arch)dioceses
and the Religious orders that govern schools focus upon the preparation,
recruitment, and retention of the future faith leaders of their schools.
11. In regard to leadership succession planning, it is recommended that boards,
religious communities, and (arch)dioceses that oversee the hiring of presidents
and principals support colleagues transitioning from other Catholic school
communities in order to meet the anticipated leadership needs in the decade
ahead.
Closing Remarks
Until the mid-1960s, the mission of Catholic education was the primary
responsibility of the vowed religious and clerics who administered and taught within its
schools. These leaders and teachers were formed spiritually by their communities or
dioceses and trained pedagogically through participation in formal programs and
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mentorship experiences within their communities (Traviss, 2001). While there were lay
teachers assisting with the consecrated in this endeavor, their numbers were minimal.
Since the advent of the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965) Catholic education has
undergone a paradigm shift relative to its schools’ leadership and personnel. The work of
Jacobs (1998) substantiated this finding, while McDonald (2001) noted that in the mid1950’s, 90% of the administrators and teachers within Catholic schools were vowed
religious and ordained clergy. In 2011 he reported that a complete reversal had occurred,
with the laity comprising over 97% of Catholic school administrator and faculty
positions.
The dramatic shift from religious to lay leadership in Catholic education has
prompted extensive research on faith leadership in Catholic education, in general.
However, there remains limited research regarding secondary school faith leadership.
Regardless, this research has presented a deficit model of understanding modern faith
leadership but this study has discovered otherwise. Recent findings concluded that the
leaders of Catholic schools were not prepared for faith leadership, and many paralleled
this lack of preparedness with the decreasing presence of religious or clergy personnel in
school leadership positions. The findings of this study, which clearly identified specific
practices of faith leadership consistent across all respondents, found that the participants’
experiences studying and working in Catholic education, and their high-level perception
of their preparedness for faith leadership, challenge the deficit-model paradigm.
Given that the administrative demographics of Catholic secondary education in
northern California can anticipate a continuance of lay leadership in its schools, it is
imperative that school communities, Religious orders, and (arch)dioceses hire Catholic
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leaders with experiences in Catholic school leadership and teaching, as this study found
that these variables were integral to their preparedness as Catholic school faith leaders. It
is also imperative that those responsible for hiring Catholic school leaders work
collaboratively with Catholic higher educational institutions to assist in furthering the
spiritual and professional development of hired leaders. The works of Anastasio (1996),
Carr (2000), Schuttloffel (2007), and Boyle (2010) affirmed the importance of first-hand
experiences in Catholic education as well as the need for stronger collaborations between
Catholic higher education, Catholic dioceses, and Catholic schools.
The responsibilities of today’s Catholic secondary school leaders are demanding.
Their call to inform, form, and transform the minds and hearts of their faculty, staff,
students, students’ parents, and the community-at-large is a daunting one. The high level
of support needed from the boards and (arch)dioceses that govern these schools cannot be
understated in this regard. Foresight, commitment, and thoroughness in hiring for
mission, promoting from within, and supporting colleagues who may transition from one
school community to another local one for a leadership position, are just several of the
critical opportunities that may soon face faith leaders.
The good news of Catholic education in northern California is that the leaders of
its high schools perceive themselves to be prepared for faith leadership, and have
affirmed multiple key competencies to support this claim. How these leaders continue to
respond to the changing times facing the Catholic Church in general, and Catholic
schools in northern California specifically, will tremendously impact and shape the
future. Continuing to prioritize faith leadership in the midst of ever evolving demands of
time and resources, both human and financial, must remain a strategic and supported
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priority of secondary school administrators in order for Catholic high schools to continue
to thrive.
The findings of this study offer hope for the future of Catholic schools. The
mission remains strong, the need remains, and there are willing and able lay and religious
faith leaders equipped to sustain Catholic education. By continuing to practice and
support faith leadership, the chief administrators of Catholic secondary schools can
proactively anticipate future institutional needs in collaboration with (arch)dicoeses,
Religious orders, and Catholic college and universities. Through the grace of the Holy
Spirit, the continued generosity of many, and a sustained dedication to faith leadership,
the Catholic high schools of northern California will be poised for success in the decades
ahead.
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Validity Panel Position and Qualifications
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Secondary school administration background
Graduate level instructional experience in relevant field (such as school
administration, leadership, or survey research)
Graduate level studies in relevant field (such as school administration, leadership,
or theology)
Formation in religious life
Academic research and/or statistics background
Name/Position

A. B. C. D. E.

Dr. Benjamin Baab, Adjunct Professor at the University of San
Francisco (USF)

X

X

Bruce Bidinger, S.J., Director of the Business School Advising
Center at St. Joseph’s University (SJU)

X

X

X

X

William Byron, S.J., Professor of Business at SJU

X

X

X

X

X

Sr. Maria Ciriello, Professor Emeritus, School of Education at the
University of Portland

X

X

X

X

X

Greg Kopra, MA, Director of Formation for the San Francisco
District of the De La Salle Christian Brothers

X

X

X

X

Sr. Chris Maggi, DC, Education Councilor for the Daughters of
Charity Province of the West

X

X

X

X

Dr. Robert Palestini, Associate Professor, School of Education at
SJU

X

X

X

Bob Ryan, MA, Principal at Brophy College Preparatory High
School

X

Gery Short, MA, Director of the Office of Education for the San
Francisco District of the De La Salle Christian Brothers

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dr. T.J. Wallace, Principal at Dayton Leadership Academies

X

X

X
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D IOCESE OF M ONTEREY
Department	
  of	
  Catholic	
  
Schools	
  

831-373-1608
FAX 831-373-0173

kradecke@dioceseofmonterey.org
www.dioceseofmonterey.org

August 17, 2011
Mike Daniels
De Marillac Academy
175 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Mike,
Thank you for your email dated June 1, 2011, requesting permission for your
upcoming dissertation study on the preparedness of Northern California
Catholic secondary school presidents and/or principals for faith leadership. I
would like to grant you permission to work with the Diocese of Monterey.
Please feel free to contact high school principals and/or presidents in this
diocese to participate in your on-line study.
Christ’s peace and joy surround you-

Kathleen Radecke
Superintendent of Schools
Diocese of Monterey
485 Church Street
Monterey, CA 93942
kradecke@dioceseofmonterey.org
831-645-2804
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October 3, 2011
Dear Mr. Daniels:
The Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRBPHS)
at the University of San Francisco (USF) has reviewed your request for human
subjects approval regarding your study.
Your application has been approved by the committee (IRBPHS #11-087). Please
note the following:
1. Approval expires twelve (12) months from the dated noted above. At that
time, if you are still in collecting data from human subjects, you must file
a renewal application.
2. Any modifications to the research protocol or changes in instrumentation
(including wording of items) must be communicated to the IRBPHS.
Re-submission of an application may be required at that time.
3. Any adverse reactions or complications on the part of participants must
be reported (in writing) to the IRBPHS within ten (10) working days.
If you have any questions, please contact the IRBPHS at (415) 422-6091.
On behalf of the IRBPHS committee, I wish you much success in your research.
Sincerely,
Terence Patterson, Ed.D, ABPP
Chair, Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
-------------------------------------------------IRBPHS – University of San Francisco
Counseling Psychology Department
Education Building – Room 017
2130 Fulton Street
San Francisco, CA 94117-1080
(415) 422-6091 (Message)
(415) 422-5528 (Fax)
irbphs@usfca.edu
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November 27, 2012
Dear Mike Daniels:
The Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRBPHS)
at the University of San Francisco (USF) has reviewed your request for modification
of your human subjects approval regarding your study.
Your modification application has been approved by the committee (IRBPHS #11-087).
1. No further renewals of this application will be required.
2. Any modifications to the research protocol or changes in instrumentation
(including wording of items) must be communicated to the IRBPHS.
Re-submission of an application may be required at that time.
3. Any adverse reactions or complications on the part of participants must
be reported (in writing) to the IRBPHS within ten (10) working days.
If you have any questions, please contact the IRBPHS at (415) 422-6091.
Sincerely,
Terence Patterson, EdD, ABPP
Chair, Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
-------------------------------------------------IRBPHS – University of San Francisco
Counseling Psychology Department
Education Building – Room 017
2130 Fulton Street
San Francisco, CA 94117-1080
(415) 422-6091 (Message)
(415) 422-5528 (Fax)
irbphs@usfca.edu
-------------------------------------------------http://www.usfca.edu/soe/students/irbphs/
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DATE
Dear Mr. Doe:
I am a doctoral student in the School of Education at the University of San Francisco, and
I have received the approval from your Superintendent to invite you to participate in this
study. I am conducting a study that will explore your role as a President or Principal
from the perspective of being a faith leader at your school. While your role is complex,
this study focuses solely on your role as a faith leader. This survey is designed to identify
practices you employ as a faith leader and also to describe your perception of your
preparedness for faith leadership.
Participation in this research is strictly voluntary. Participants are guaranteed the right of
confidentiality, and individual responses will not be shared. There will be no costs to you
as a result of taking part in this study.
Mindful of how busy you are as a school administrator, I request that you please set aside
45-60 minutes to complete this survey at some point in the next three weeks, by DATE.
Note that you may begin and exit the survey, and return to it at a later point if necessary.
Thank you in advance for your help with this important piece of Catholic school research.
To begin the survey, please click on this link:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/GR52W8H
Sincerely,
Mike Daniels
Doctoral Candidate
University of San Francisco
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DATE
Dear Mr. Doe:
I hope that the start to your new academic year has gone smoothly. As you may recall,
this summer I initiated a survey on Faith Leadership in working toward my doctorate in
Catholic Educational Leadership from the University of San Francisco. I am writing with
one final request for your participation in this piece of research.
Your background, experience, and perspective can provide a critical contribution to faith
leadership in Catholic secondary education. I am optimistic that the revised timing on
this request will facilitate your setting aside 45-60 minutes in the next three weeks to
complete this survey. Thank you in advance for your consideration and for completing
this survey by Thursday, September 27; see link here:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/MVZZKLN.
Please contact me if you have any questions or comments, or also feel free to contact
your colleague NAME, who completed the survey earlier. As the President of De
Marillac Academy in San Francisco, I am cognizant of the many demands placed on your
time as a school administrator. Thank you again for your support of my efforts to receive
a relevant representation from the dioceses of Northern California.
Sincerely,
Mike Daniels
Doctoral Candidate, University of San Francisco

